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dYcRQTV_b]d_V_Sec_^dXU\_cUbcQVdUbQ^U\USdY_^dXQd
XQc`b_TeSUTQS\UQbgY^^UbIUddXYcU\USdY_^gQcbQdXUb
cdbQ^WUY^]Q^ibUc`USdc1^TYdYcdXU_TTYdYUcdXQd^UUT
c_]USQceQ\QddU^dY_^
1d_^U\UfU\dXUbUgQcdXU2:@R\UccUTRiQ\UQTUbdXQd
XQTQ\\b_e^TQSSU`dQ^SUQ^TU^_b]_ec`_`e\QbYdigX_cU
cdbU^WdXcgUbUS_]`\U]U^dUTRiQgU\\_Y\UT]QSXY^Ubi
]Q^^UTRi]_dYfQdUT`U_`\UDXU2:@g_^dXURQdd\UaeYdU
bUc_e^TY^W\iQ^TU]`XQdYSQ\\i>_bgQcYdQ^Qbb_gfYSd_bi
DXU]QbWY^c_VfYSd_biY^^_bdXUb^Q^TgUcdUb^9^TYQ^_dd_
]U^dY_^2YXQb;Qb^QdQ[QQ^T1ccQ]]QTUdg_dXY^WcS\UQb
6YbcdQ^T]_cdY]`_bdQ^ddXQddXUfUbTYSdS_^cdYdedUTQ
`_`e\Qbe`bYcY^WY^VQf_eb_V=_TYQ^TY^f_\fUTVQb]_bU
`U_`\UdXQ^dXU2:@gQcSQ`QR\U_V]_RY\YcY^W8_gU\cUYc
Yd`_ccYR\Ud_Uh`\QY^fYSd_bYUcY^S_^cdYdeU^SYUc±;_\QbY^
;Qb^QdQ[Q>QWQebY^BQZQcdXQ^Q^T8__WX\iY^GUcd
2U^WQ\S_]Ud_]Y^T±gXUbUdXU2:@`bUcU^SUYcQdRUcd
^_]Y^Q\/
CUS_^T\idXU_^\ibUQ\VYWXdRQS[d_dXU2:@UhSU`dY^
;UbQ\QQ^T@e^ZQRgQcS_ebdUcidXUbUWY_^Q\`QbdYUcDXU
DU\Q^WQ^QBQcXdbYiQCQ]YdYdXUICB3_^WbUcc@QbdidXU
DbY^Q]__\3_^WbUccdXU2YZe:Q^QdQ4Q\Q^Td_Q\UccUb
UhdU^ddXUCQ]QZgQTY@Qbdi2QXeZQ^CQ]QZ@QbdiQ\\YQ^SU
gUbUdXU_^\iV_bSUcdXQdXQTdXUSQ`QSYdid_gYdXcdQ^TdXU
Dce>Q]_8_gUfUbUfU^dXUD=3Q^T2:4gUbUQTfUbcU\i
QVVUSdUT
DXUbUQ\Yb_^i_VdXYcU\USdY_^gQcdXQddXUbUQ\
S_]`UdYdY_^d_=_TYgQcbU\UWQdUTd_dXURQS[Wb_e^T±Y^
dUb]c_VUh`_cebUQd\UQcd±RidXU3_^WbUccQ^TYdc
US_cicdU]<QcdgUU[µcU\USdY_^gQcTYVVUbU^dVb_]dXU" !$
f_dUdXQdWQfUdXU2:@QS\UQb]QZ_bYdiV_bdXUVYbcddY]U9^
" !$dXUY^dU\\USdeQ\_``_cYdY_^d_=_TYgQcV_b]YTQR\U
8_gUfUbYd_`UbQdUTQcQ^Qed_^_]_ecV_bSU^_d\Y^[UTd_
dXUXeWU\iTYcSbUTYdUTE@17_fUb^]U^dDXYcU\USdY_^dXUbU
gQcQ]Qb[UTS_^fUbWU^SURUdgUU^dXUY^dU\\USdeQ\
_``_cYdY_^d_=_TY±dXU
dUb]´\YRUbQ\_``_cYdY_^µYc
CWXbT[TRcX^]cWTaTfPbP
Q^_fUbcY]`\YVYSQdY_^cY^SU
\PaZTSR^]eTaVT]RT
dXUWb_e`Q\c_S_^cYcdc_V
=QbhYcdc±Q^TdXU
QTcfTT]cWTX]cT[[TRcdP[
3_^WbUcc\UTRiBQXe\
^__^bXcX^]c^<^SX¯ cWT
7Q^TXYDXUTYbUSd
cTa\²[XQTaP[^__^bXcX^]XbP] Y^f_\fU]U^d_V`b_]Y^U^d
^eTabX\_[XUXRPcX^]bX]RTcWT ^_^bUcYTU^dY^dU\\USdeQ\c
BQWXebQ]BQZQ^YcZecddXU
Va^d_P[b^R^]bXbcb^U
]_cd`b_]Y^U^dQ^TQ
\QbWUcUSdY_^_VdXU]UTYQ
<PagXbcb¯ P]ScWT
Y^dXU3_^WbUccµQddU]`dUT
2^]VaTbb[TSQhAPWd[
SXQ\\U^WUd_=_TYgQc_^U
6P]SWX0bdbcPX]TSPccT\_c _VdXU]_bUY^dUbUcdY^W
cYTU\YWXdc_VdXUSQ]`QYW^
fPb\PSTX]cWT\^]cWb
DXU^dXUbUgUbUdXUbUdYbUT
QTU^aTcWTT[TRcX^]P]STeT] RebUQeSbQdcgX_QTfYcUT
dXU3_^WbUcc_^VQSUdc_V
SdaX]VcWTRP\_PXV]c^
7_fUb^]U^d`_\YSiQ^T
_PaP[hbTcWT6^eTa]\T]cP]S TUQ\Y^WcgYdXdXU5\USdY_^
3_]]YccY_^
\PZTXc[^^ZP[P\TSdRZ
9^XY^TcYWXdQ\\dXUcU
^dcUXc0]PccT\_cfPb\PST ]QiQ``UQbYbbU\UfQ^dRedYd
c^UdT[P2^]bcXcdcX^]P[RaXbXb YcY]`_bdQ^dd_bU]U]RUb
dXQdQcecdQY^UTQddU]`d
P]Sd]STa\X]TX\_^acP]c
gQc]QTUY^dXU]_^dXc
RUV_bUdXUU\USdY_^Q^T
X]bcXcdcX^]bbdRWPbcWT
UfU^TebY^WdXUSQ]`QYW^
4[TRcX^]2^\\XbbX^]P]S
d_`QbQ\icUdXU
7_fUb^]U^dQ^T]Q[UYd
YdSXRXPah0]PccT\_cfPb
\PSTc^\PZTP\^RZTah^U \__[Q\Q]UTeS[_edVYd
@_\YdYScQ\gQicY^f_\fUc
TUQ\Y^WgYdXdXU?``_cYdY_^
cWTeTah^UUXRT^UcWT298
ReddXYcgQcTYVVUbU^d1^
QddU]`dgQc]QTUd_VeU\Q
3_^cdYdedY_^Q\SbYcYcQ^Te^TUb]Y^UY]`_bdQ^dY^cdYdedY_^c
ceSXQcdXU5\USdY_^3_]]YccY_^Q^TZeTYSYQbi1^QddU]`d
gQc]QTUd_]Q[UQ]_S[Ubi_VdXUfUbi_VVYSU_VdXU3XYUV
:ecdYSU_V9^TYQDXUcUgUbU^_d^_b]Q\`_\YdYSc1^
UhSU`dY_^Q\RYTd_`QbQ\icUW_fUb^Q^SUgQce^TUbdQ[U^9d
YcQTYVVUbU^d]QddUbdXQddXUS_^c`YbQSigQcdXgQbdUTRidXU
bUc_\fU_VdXU@bY]U=Y^YcdUbQ^TXYcQcc_SYQdUc9dYcQ\c_
SbeSYQ\d_bU]U]RUbdXQdQcUSdY_^_VdXU]UTYQgU^d
RUi_^TdXUSQ\\_V`b_VUccY_^Q\Tedi_bUfU^^_b]Q\
`QbdYcQ^cXY`Q^TRUSQ]USU^dbQ\d_dXYcS_^c`YbQSi
CY^SUdXUU\USdY_^bUce\dcgUbUTUS\QbUTdXUbUXQfU
RUU^QW_^YcUT_ed`_ebY^WcY^dXUc_SYQ\]UTYQQ^TdXU
^Ugc`Q`UbcQR_edX_g9^TYQ^c\Ud9^TYQT_g^Q^TX_gdXU
S_e^dbiYc^_g_^Q^YbbUfUbcYR\Ub_QTd_TYcQcdUbDXUbUQbU
`U_`\UgX_WU^eY^U\iVUU\dXQd=_TYYcQ^_dXUb8Yd\UbQ^T
dXQdYdYc_^\iQ]QddUb_VdY]URUV_bUQ\\TU]_SbQdYSbYWXdcQbU
dUb]Y^QdUTDXUbUQbUQ\c_Q^Wbi_edRebcdcQWQY^cddXU
3_^WbUccQ^T`QbdYSe\Qb\idXUY^U`dYdeTU_VBQXe\7Q^TXY9d
Yc^_gcQYTdXQdBQXe\\QS[cVYbUY^XYcRU\\iQ^TdXQdTi^Qcdi
YcXU\`Y^W=_TYTUcdb_idXUfUbi9TUQ_V9^TYQ
2UY^WgYcUQVdUbdXUUfU^dYcQ\c_QTU]_SbQdYS
`bUb_WQdYfUQ^T_^UdXQddXU]UTYQXQRYdeQ\\idQ[UccXU\dUb
RUXY^TDXUgUYWXdi`b_VUcc_bcVb_]TYcdY^WeYcXUTECQ^T
5eb_`UQ^e^YfUbcYdYUcgX_S_^VYTU^d\i`bUTYSdUTdXUWbQ^T
ceSSUcc_VdXU]QXQWQdXRQ^TXQ^_^dXURQcYc_VY^dbYSQdU
SQ\Se\QdY_^cQ^TQ\\UWUTQ^UST_dQ\UfYTU^SUgY\\`_ccYR\idbi
Q^TbU]_fUQ\\dbQSUc_VdXUYbR\Y^[UbUT`QbdYcQ^cXY`Vb_]
c_SYQ\]UTYQ2ed`U_`\UgY\\bU]U]RUb
DXUigY\\Q\c_bU]U]RUbdXQdYdYcdXYcY^dU\\USdeQ\U\YdUdXQd
gUbUXQ^TY^W\_fUgYdXdXU3_^WbUccUcdQR\YcX]U^d
cecdQY^UTYdQ^T^ebdebUTdXUY\\ecY_^dXQd=_TYgQcY^
Y]]Y^U^dTQ^WUb_V\_cY^W
GY\\dXYcceRdUbVeWUU^T^_g/1\bUQTidXUbUQbUgXYc`Ubc
dXQd=_TYXQcRUU^S_^VUbbUTd__]eSXQedX_bYdiRidXU
U\USdY_^cQ^T]ecdRURb_eWXdT_g^QVUg^_dSXUcDXUbU
QbUceWWUcdY_^cdXQdY^dXUQRcU^SU_VQ`b_`Ub
`Qb\YQ]U^dQbi?``_cYdY_^Y^cdYdedY_^cceSXQcdXU]UTYQQ^T
dXUZeTYSYQbi]ecdS_^cdQ^d\iY^dUbfU^Uc_dXQdQ^QWU^TQ
R\UccUTRidXUU\USd_bQdUgY\\RUceRfUbdUTDXUY^dU\\USdeQ\
U\YdUYcTUVYQ^dDXUiQbUS_^Vb_^dUTRiYdc_g^YbbU\UfQ^SU
Q^TgY\\VYWXdV_bcebfYfQ\
DXUS_]Y^W]_^dXcQ^TdXU^UhdVYfUiUQbcgY\\RU
SXQ\\U^WY^Wd_dXU7_fUb^]U^dDXUSXQ\\U^WUXQcd_
S_^Vb_^dUTS__\\iQ^TgYdX_ed\_cY^WcYWXd_VdXU]QY^
_RZUSdYfU±dXU]QbWY^Q\YcQdY_^_VdXUe^U\USdUTU\YdUdXQd
T_Uc^µdbUc`USdTU]_SbQdYS]Q^TQdUc
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aking it clear that his secM
ond innings would break
many new grounds in governance, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Saturday
vowed to demolish the web of
deception, illusion and false
fear created around minorities

by the ‘traders of vote-bank
politics’ and usher in an era of
Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas.
Elected unanimously as
the
leader
of
BJP
Parliamentary Party and of
National Democratic Alliance
at the central hall of
Parliament, Modi came up
with his set of command-

BF40A8=68= >=<0H"
=PaT]SaP<^SXT[TRcTS19?P]S"$"<?bca^]V=30?Pa[XP\T]cPah
?Pach[TPSTa*=30P[[XTb[XZTB03;9?BWXeBT]PQPRZWX\PbcWT
?aX\T<X]XbcTa*<^SX³bbfTPaX]VX][XZT[h^]<Ph"
=30ST[TVPcX^][TSQh19?_aTbXST]c0\XcBWPW\Tc?aTbXST]c
AP\]PcW:^eX]S7P]STS^eTa[TccTabcPcX]V<^SXWPbQTT]T[TRcTS
[TPSTa^UcWT19??Pa[XP\T]cPah?Pach;TccTab^Ubd__^acUa^\=30
R^]bcXcdT]c_PacXTbP[b^WP]STS^eTac^:^eX]S
3T[TVPcX^]R^\_aXbTS^U?PaZPbWBX]VW1PSP[APY]PcWBX]VW=XcXbW
:d\PaAP\EX[Pb?PbfP]BdbW\PBfPaPYDSSWPeCWPRZTaPh
=XcX]6PSZPaX:?P[P]XbfP\X2^]aPSBP]V\PP]S=TX_WXdAX^
BdQbT`dT]c[h<^SX\TccWT?aTbXST]cP]SbcPZTSR[PX\c^U^a\
6^eTa]\T]cCWT?aTbXST]cP__^X]cTS<^SXc^cWT^UUXRT^U?aX\T
<X]XbcTa^U8]SXP
?aTbXST]caT`dTbcTSWX\c^PSeXbTWX\PQ^dccWT]P\Tb^U^cWTabc^
QTP__^X]cTS\T\QTab^UcWTD]X^]2^d]RX[^U<X]XbcTabP]Sc^
X]SXRPcTcWTSPcTP]ScX\T^UcWTbfTPaX]VX]RTaT\^]hc^QTWT[S
PcAPbWcaP_PcX1WPeP]
>]Bd]SPh<^SXfX[[\PZTWXbUXabceXbXcc^WXbW^\TBcPcT6dYPaPc
PUcTacWT_^[[aTbd[cbc^bTTZQ[TbbX]Vb^UWXb
\^cWTa7XaPQP<^SXPcWTaaTbXST]RT
<^SXP]S19?_aTbXST]cBWPWfX[[QTUT[XRXcPcTS
QhcWT6dYPaPcd]Xc^UcWT_PachX]
0W\TSPQPS
?aX^ac^WXbbfTPaX]VX]<^SXfX[[
P[b^eXbXcWXbR^]bcXcdT]RhEPaP]PbX
c^cWP]Ze^cTab
4Pa[XTa?aTbXST]cWPSSXbb^[eTScWT
%cW;^ZBPQWP

?C8

ments to drive home his message to the MPs of the ruling
coalition — the primary being
that the Constitution of India,
before which he bowed before
beginning his address, is
supreme and the only reference point of governance.
Maintaining that minorities were used in politics, Modi
said “we need to win the confidence of the minorities” and
sought to revive the spirit of
1857 when all communities
together waged the war of
Independence against the
British. “We fought for Swaraj
then, today we can together
fight for Suraaj,” he said.
Modi also pointed out how
his previous tenure had been

6HHNVWRUHYLYH
WKHVSLULWRI
ZKHQDOO
SHRSOHWRJHWKHU
ZDJHGZDURI
,QGHSHQGHQFH
able to penetrate through the
deceptive poverty eradication
slogans and illusion perpetuated by the previous regimes. In
his second term, he said he
would strive to shed the tag of
“developing country” associated with India.
In a stern warning to
motormouths, Modi advised
MPs not to be tempted by cameras and media and derail the
government’s vision, plan and
policies. “Rashtra ke naam
sandesh dene ki zaroorat nahin
hain,” he quipped referring to
those who love to see their face
on TV screens. He also advised
them to check the facts before
opening their mouths, if it was
utmost necessary.
“Do not give time to
media, inko 70 saal se aur
logon ne pala hai,” he said
apparently charging past
regimes of giving patronage to
a section of the Press. Ahead
of the Cabinet formation of
his Government, the Prime
Minister also warned MPs
against trusting media reports
on the probable Ministers. “It
will be done according to
norms,” he maintained adding
there are many who claim that
they have knowledge as to
who is being included in the
Cabinet.
Cautioning that arrogance
should be resisted, he said the
MPs should be treating all
those who voted for them and
those who oppose equally. “You
are representatives of all,” he
said and reminded them of the
ubiquitous BJP “mantra” of
Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas.
Turn to Page 4
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ahul Gandhi is said to be
R
insistent on resigning as the
Congress president despite the
Congress Working Committee
(CWC) on Saturday unanimously rejecting his offer to put
in his papers taking responsibility for the party’s Lok Sabha
poll debacle.
The CWC authorised him
to carry out an overhauling and
restructuring of the party at all
levels but Rahul is learned to
have asked the party to look for
another chief.
This is the second time in
five years that Rahul has offered
to resign. Following the drubbing in 2014 Lok Sabha, Rahul,
who was the Congress vice
president then, along with
party president Sonia Gandhi
had offered to resign which too
was rejected by the CWC.
AICC sources said Rahul
was adamant on resigning and

!0BB0<A85;4B90F0=B
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=Tf3T[WX) Cf^0bbP\AXU[Tb
YPfP]bfTaT\PachaTSP]SU^da
^cWTabX]YdaTSSdaX]VPVd]UXVWc
fXcWPVa^d_^UcTaa^aXbcbX]<^]
PaTPP[^]VcWT8]S^<hP]\Pa
Q^aSTaX]=PVP[P]S^]BPcdaSPh
\X[XcPahb^daRTbbPXS
?$
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=Tf3T[WX) 0]X]YdaTS_TPR^RZ
fPbaTbRdTSUa^\CTa\X]P["^U
cWT8]SXaP6P]SWX8]cTa]PcX^]P[
0Xa_^acWTaTP]=6>bPXS>]
5aXSPhPUcTa]^^]PcTP\^U
FX[S[XUTB>BadbWTSc^cWT
PXa_^acPUcTaVTccX]VX]U^a\PcX^]
cWPcP_TPR^RZfXcWQPccTaTS
fX]VbfPbU^d]S]TPacWT
PaaXeP[bPaTP
?"

3T[WX19?_aTbXST]cP]S<?<P]^YCXfPaX\TTcbBWTX[P3XZbWXcPcWTaaTbXST]RTX]=Tf3T[WX^]BPcdaSPh

ounded by the electoral
W
reverses suffered by the
Trinamool Congress, West
Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee on Saturday offered to
quit her office but “found
myself hopelessly alone in trying to do so as all the leaders
of my party forced me to continue as the CM.”
Lashing out at the BJP for
“squandering cash and creating
a totally communal atmosphere
to purchase votes,” an apparently
emotional Chief Minister said,
“I loathe being the Chief
Minister of an electorate where
votes can be purchased and elections can be won by communal
polarisation.”
The TMC, which she built
up bit by bit after coming out
of the Congress in 1998, suffered a colossal defeat, biggest
since 2006 conceding 18 out of
42 Lok Sabha seats to a surging
BJP which reportedly capitalised on a huge chunk of
shifting Left votes.
“I don’t want to continue as

the Chief Minister of a State
where the votes can be sold and
purchased. I have information
on how votes were purchased
for C5,000 per head. Many
families were approached with
such offers,” she said.
Turn to Page 4
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Bhubanewswar: Biju Janata
Dal (BJD) chief Naveen Patnaik
will be sworn-in as Odisha
Chief Minister on May 29 for
a fifth consecutive term after a
thumping win in the State
Assembly elections, the party
said on Saturday.
Naveen Patnaik has continued his grip over Odisha
with his party, BJD, winning
112 Assembly seats in the 147member House.
PNS

also rejected a few suggestions
that favoured his sibling,
General Secretary Priyanka
Gandhi, to take over as the
chief of the grand old party.
When the name of his sister came up as an option,
Rahul reportedly said, “Don’t
drag my sister into it. It is not
necessary that the Congress
president should be from the
Gandhi family.” Both Rahul
and his sister Priyanka campaigned extensively across the
country in this election.
If not Rahul, then who, this
question rankled the minds of
the Congressmen as Rahul
remained unmoved with
Priyanka and his mother
Sonia’s efforts to see him reason too failed.
Rahul informed 52-member CWC that he would like to
exit as its top boss. He had
taken over from Sonia a year
and a half ago.
Turn to Page 4
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hief Minister-elect of
C
Andhra
Pradesh
Jaganmohan Reddy had a hec-

rounded Jet Airways’
G
founder and former chairman Naresh Goyal and his

tic day spread over the two
Telugu-speaking States on
Saturday. After chairing two
meetings with his newly elected Assembly and Lok Sabha
members, Reddy flew to
Hyderabad from Gannavaram
in his private chopper.
Meanwhile, the CM-elect,
along with Chief Secretary LV
Subrahmanyam will head to
New Delhi on Sunday to meet
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and invite him to his swearing
in ceremony. Sources said Jagan
could also offer the YSRCP’s
issue-based support to the NDA.
The day culminated with
ESL Narasimhan, Governor
for both Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana State, clearing the
YSRCP-LP letter requesting to
invite him (Jagan) to form the
Government in Andhra
Pradesh. He will be sworn-in at

wife Anita were offloaded from
an Emirates flight on Saturday,
after the immigration officials
barred them from leaving India.
The authorities have issued
a lookout circular against the
Jet Airways founders.
Official sources said Goyal
and his wife had boarded an
Emirates aircraft EK 507 at 3:30
pm. The aircraft was already on
the taxiway and preparing for
take-off from Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj International
Airport.
The aircraft was called
back by air traffic control. The
two were off-loaded following
an advice from the immigration authorities. The Airways,
which temporarily suspended
its flight operations on April 17,
is trapped in a debt of more
than C15,000 crore.
Turn to Page 4
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the refurbished Indira Gandhi
Municipal Stadium in
Vijayawada on May 30 at 12.23
pm, as per a Raj Bhavan communique.
Apart from his wife, party
leaders Botsa Satyanarayana,
Dharmana Prasad Rao and
Adimulapu Suresh accompanied Reddy to Raj Bhavan.
They also met Telangana
Chief
Minister
K
Chandrasekhar Rao (KCR) in
his camp office. KCR has
agreed to be present at Reddy’s
swearing-in.
Turn to Page 4
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BT^]X1W^_P[) Bdb_TRcTSR^f
eXVX[P]cTbcWaPbWTScf^_Tab^]b
X]<PSWhP?aPSTbW³bBT^]XfXcW
bcXRZbPRRdbX]VcWT\^URPaahX]V
QTTUU^[[^fX]VfWXRWUXeT
PRRdbTSWPeTQTT]PaaTbcTS
_^[XRTbPXS^]BPcdaSPh
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ow we know why Will Smith
decided to shake a leg for twoseconds in Student of The year
2. It was to prepare us for the dance
sequence in Aladdin. Not that he is
bad. But then it is a Disney movie.
They know how to charm even those
who don’t like movies based on folk
tales. And this one is from the tales in
The Book of One Thousand and One
Nights.
Those who were looking for
something different or new will be
disappointed. Director Guy Ritchie
has stuck to the original story as much
as possible with just a twist or two.
What he has counted on is for Will
Smith to create his magic and he
delivers this with aplomb.

N

While the big blue top-knotted
genie may only grant three wishes, the
film delivers on a lot more platforms
especially for the kids. They will love
the action, the drama, the song, the
dancing and most importantly a funny
genie.
It has been years since Will Smith
did something that was fun. His Men
In Black series showed us glimpse of
how he can be entertaining. Aladdin
proves that he still has charm in place
and can make you laugh with his oneliners and sarcasm.
The good is that the film talks
about woman empowerment through
Jasmine. The sad part is that the
director has not been able to improve
on the original animation film. Given
what one can do with technology, the
CGI could have been better. But this
doesn’t mean that the movie is not
visually impressive.
Overall, it is a fun film that your
kids will thoroughly enjoy.
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Rd[X]PahTg_TaXT]RT
CWTaTbcPdaP]cXb
P[[bTcc^fT[R^\TXcb
VdTbcbfXcWcWT
P__TcXbTabbdRWPb
ZP[PRWP]PbW^aQP
_PcXP[PfP[TbX]VWPSP
cXZZT P]SQPaaPW
ZTQPQ<^eX]V^]c^
cWT\PX]R^dabT
VdTbcbRP]X]Sd[VTX]
PST[XRX^dbPUUPXabdRW
PbZTT\P\PcPa
\PbP[P\dcc^]ZWPa^SPRdaah P]ScPfPZTT\P
°BWP[X]XBPZbT]P _PaP]cWP

²8[^^ZU^aRWP[[T]VX]Va^[Tb³
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Q Tell us about your character in
Kawach Mahashivratri.
I play Sandhya, a Bharatnatyam
dancer. She is a simple, loving and
caring girl. She believes in true love and
supports her family. She believes in God
but not in the supernatural. She is a
dignified woman and knows how to carry
herself. On Mahashivratri, during an
inauspicious hour something happens to
her which creates a havoc in her love life.
She is torn between who to be with,
Angad (who she loves) or Kapil (who will
enter her life at a later stage).
Q Did you have to do a lot of
preparations for the role?
Yes. I am learning Marathi and
working on my accent. I have to get the
language right. For dance, I didn’t have
to do much because I am a Odissi
dancer. But still I make sure to take
some time out and practice my steps.
I also do yoga because a lot of body
work is involved in dance so we
have to prepare our body for
that.
QWhat prompted you
to play Sandhya?
This role is
completely different
from my previous
work. I was patiently
waiting for a long
time for the right
role to come and
this was what
attracted me and
what I wanted. Also,
it is a big show and
a big production
house — Balaji
Telefilms. I am glad
that I get to work
with them.
QAre you affected
personally because
you are part of a
supernatural
show?
No,
not

exactly. But yes, if you are playing a
character and shooting for 12 hours then
you need a couple of hours to calm
yourself. We can’t just finish shooting and
go back to sleep. It is not that easy. We
need some time to calm our mind. This
is what I love about my work. I love taking
challenges and whenever I find myself in
my comfort zone, I get bored of it. These
challenges wake me up for the next day
and bring in that motivation to reach the
sets even before the call time and go
through the script and find out what new
or different I can do today.
QFrom Sandhya in Diya Aur Baati Hum
to Sandhya in Kawach Mahashivratri,
do you find any similarities in your
roles except for the name?
It is a mere co-incidence that
I have got the character with the
same name again. Other than this
there are no similarities in my
roles. Sandhya (Rathi) in Diya
Aur Bati Hum was an
independent and a careeroriented girl but Sandhya
in Kawach... is loving and
caring. She is more inclined
towards her family while the
previous Sandhya was not.
Sandhya is madly in love
and will do anything to get
the love of her life back
while Sandhya (Rathi) was
not fond of love. Both the
roles are different from
each other. While
playing this Sandhya,
every day comes as a
challenge. I have to
start afresh each
day.
QHow did acting
happen?
While I was
in college, I saw
a stage play and
I
got
infatuated
with acting.
I used to
imagine,

how people perform on stage and they get
to perform different characters in one life.
This idea always excited me. I wanted to
experiment with different roles. I was
doing B Com Honours at that time and
my family was not in favour of me doing
acting. But the idea of becoming an actor
took root in me. I started doing events
and got my portfolio. Then I won Miss
Delhi title. This kept on adding to my
career and I started getting calls for ads.
I would say acting never left me. I was not
interested in getting selected for any role
but I just wanted to act. Then, I
auditioned for Diya Aur Bati Hum and I
was selected.
My family was in shock when they
got to know that I have been selected.
For them I was a shy person, who has
not even held a mic in her hand, which
definitely was the case, I used to get
nervous on stage. When I used to get
on stage to give speeches, my hands
used to shake for the first five to 10
seconds while holding the mic. My
family never saw me acting so they were
worried that I was taking a risk in my
career. They thought: Iss ko kisi ney bol
diya hai ki yeh sundar dikhti hai isliye
isko acting karni hai. When they saw the
first episode of my show, my father
immediately called to tell me that this
is the right profession for me and this
is where I belong.
QHow has the journey been thus far?
Were there more highs or more lows?
The journey has been amazing. I am
a positive person. I don’t know what are
downs. I can find positivity in the worst
of situations. I trust God and I believe
even if I am going through a bad phase
in life, it is just a ladder to success. I see
difficulties as a way to get prepared for
the next level.
QDo you have a checklist when it
comes to signing projects?
Not at all. I see opportunities as God’s
blessings. I go with the first thought that
I get after reading the scripts. If it
appealed to me in the first go and I feel
excited to do that work, I just go for it
without giving it a second thought.
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^]h4]cTacPX]\T]cCT[TeXbX^]bZXSSP]RT
aTP[XchbW^fBd_Ta3P]RTa2WP_cTa"
WPbaTPRWTSP\X[Tbc^]TfWTaTc^_ 
R^]cTbcP]cbPaTbcaXeX]VWPaSSPhP]S]XVWc
c^fX]]Tgc²3P]RTZP:P[³FWX[TcWTbW^f
XbYdSVTSQhBWX[_PBWTcch:d]SaP6TTcP
:P_^^aP]S0]daPV1PbdcWTd_R^\X]V
fTTZT]ST_Xb^STfX[[bTTRT[TQaXchVdTbc
YdSVTATZWPT]R^daPVX]VcWTR^]cTbcP]cbX]
P9PbW]TATZWPT_Xb^ST
3daX]VcWT_TaU^a\P]RT^UP]X]ThTPa
^[SR^]cTbcP]cCTYPbETa\PP]SCdbWPa
BWTcchUa^\<PWPaPbWcaP^]ATZWP³b
_^_d[Pab^]VAP]V1PabT P[[cWTYdSVTbP]S
cWTPdSXT]RTbT]Y^hTSRT[TQaPcX]V7^[X^]
cWTbTcbCWTR^[^aUd[_TaU^a\P]RT^UCTYPb
\PSTATZWPV^S^f]cWT\T\^ah[P]TfW^
bWPaTSb^\Tbc^aXTbCTYPb³b^dc^UcWT
f^a[STg_aTbbX^]b\PSTATZWPaT[PcTWX\
c^BWPWadZW:WP]BWT\T]cX^]TS)°CTYPb
aT\X]Sb\T^UBWPWAdZW:WP]CWTfPh
WTb\X[TbTgPRc[haTbT\Q[TbBWPWadZW³b
b\X[TCTYPbWPbcWTbP\TThTbP]S[X_b
fWXRW\PZTbWX\[^^Z[XZTBWPWadZW³b
cfX]±BWTUdacWTaPSSTScWPccWTfPhWT
SP]RTbXbQTh^]SWTaX\PVX]PcX^]8cfX[[
cPZTWTaP[\^bccf^cWaTT[XeTbc^S^aXhPPi
P]ScWT]_TaU^a\X]Ua^]c^UbdRW
_TaUTRcX^]XbcZXSb
0__aTRXPcX]VcWT6dadCdbWPaBWTcch
ATZWP\T]cX^]TS°FWX[TcaPX]X]VCTYPbh^d
WPeTR^\TP[^]VfPhX]cWTT]cXaTBd_Ta
3P]RTaY^da]ThCTYPbXbh^daZThc^h^da
UdcdaTfW^fX[[cPZTh^dc^\X[Tbc^]Tb
PWTPS±
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B^]h4]cTacPX]\T]cCT[TeXbX^]³b
WXbc^aXRP[bW^f2WP]SaPVd_cP<PdahP XbP[[
bTcc^fXc]TbbPUXeThTPa[TP_fWTaTeXTfTab
fX[[bTT5PXbP[:WP]PbcWTRWPaXb\PcXRP]S
RWPa\X]V2WP]SaPVd_cP<PdahP0UcTa
PccPX]X]V[^eTP]SUP\TUa^\WXbUP]bP]S
eXTfTabX]P]SPb<PWPaP]P?aPcP_cWT

h^d]VP]ScP[T]cTSPRc^aXbP[[bTcc^cPZT
^eTacWTb\P[[bRaTT]fXcWWXbbca^]VP]S
X\_PRcUd[_TaU^a\P]RTPb2WP]SaPVd_cP
<PdahPC^UXcX]c^cWTRWPaPRcTacWTPRc^aXb
[TPeX]V]^bc^]Td]cda]TSc^VTccWTPRc
aXVWc7TWPbQTT][TPa]X]Vbf^aSUXVWcX]V
d]STaTg_TaXT]RTScaPX]Tabc^aTUX]TWXbbZX[[
0b^daRTUa^\cWTbW^faTeTP[TS)
°5PXbP[:WP]WPbP[aTPShbcPacTSWXb_aT_U^a
cWTa^[TP\^]cWQPRZP]SWTfPbbd_Ta
TgRXcTSc^_[PhP]^cWTaWXbc^aXRP[fPaaX^a
RWPaPRcTa0[b^WTWPbQTT]PbZTSc^Va^f
PbcdQQ[TP]SbWTSb^\TfTXVWcU^acWT_Pac
P]SWTXbf^aZX]VWPaSc^UXccWTa^[T
_TaUTRc[h±
>]cWTR^]cTgc5PXbP[:WP]bWPaTb)°8
P\bd_TaTgRXcTS_[PhX]VP]^cWTabca^]V
RWPaPRcTa[XZT2WP]SaPVd_cP<PdahPPUcTa
TbbPhX]VP]XR^]XRfPaaX^a<PWPaP]P
?aPcP_8UTT[eTah_aXeX[TVTSc^aTRTXeT
^__^acd]XcXTbfWTaT8VTcc^_^acaPhbdRW
X\_PRcUd[RWPaPRcTabPcP]TPa[hbcPVT^U\h
RPaTTa2daaT]c[h8P\[TPa]X]Vbf^aS
UXVWcX]VP]Sb^^]PdSXT]RTfX[[bTT\T
T]cTaX]VX]c^cWTQPcc[TUXT[S±
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2^[^ab³:WPcaP:WPcaP:WPcaP WPb
_a^eTSc^QT^]T^UcWT\^bcT]cTacPX]X]V
bW^fb8]P]d_R^\X]VT_Xb^STPR^d_[T
b_TRXP[CE³b\^bcaT]^f]TSY^SX¯
0QWX]PeP]SAdQX]PY^X]TScWTRPbcU^a

Rd_8UcWThUPX[TSc^S^cWPccWTh³SWPeTc^
S^PSPaTcWPccWTXa155_XRZbP]ScWTRaPih
Ud]cWPcd]U^[STSf^]^daWTPacb
=^c^][hSXS9PR`dT[X]TcTPRWcWT
RW^R^[PcTQ^h^U1c^f]PQP[[Tca^dcX]T
P]SQT[[hSP]RX]V^]PSPaT9PR`dT[X]TbWT
P[b^aTeTP[TScWTRT[TQbbWT³S[XZTc^SPcT
P]SQ[^RZBWTbWPaTS)°AP]eTTaBX]VW8
cWX]ZWT³SQTaTP[[hR^^[c^SPcT0]S
b^\T^]T8³S[XZTc^Q[^RZ:A::P\PP[
APbWXS:WP]±
CWPc³b]^cXc:PacXZfPbSPaTSc^_[Ph
cWTVP\Ta^d]SfXcW^]TWP]S^]WXbWTPS
P]SX]P]^cWTaSPaTWTVPeTcWTV^aVT^db
PRcaTbb9PR`dT[X]TP_XVVhQPRZaXSTfXcW
^]TWP]S^]WXbWTPSU^aUd[["bTR^]Sb
CWXbXb^]T155b9^SXfTSTUX]XcT[hPaT
[^^ZX]VU^afPaSc^fPcRWX]VX]cWTXa\^bc
d]UX[cTaTSP]Sd]RT]b^aTSPePcPa
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b^\TUd]0\XSbcP[[cWTSPaTbP]SVP\Tb
0SXchPfPbcWT^][hR^]cTbcP]cfW^fPb
bX]V[T7PabW[PcTaPSeXbTSWX\]^cc^VTc
\PaaXTSP]SaPcWTabW^d[SbcPhbX]V[TP]S
QTWP__hCWTbcPcT\T]c\PST1WPacXP]Vah
P]ScWT]bWTSXSb^\TcWX]VfWXRWbW^RZTS
TeTah^]T
1aX]VX]VWTa`dXaZX]Tbbc^cWTbRaTT]
P]SR^]ca^[[X]VWTaP]VTa1WPacXX]PUXc^U
aPVTc^[S7PabWc^VTcT]VPVTSc^0SXchPPb
Q^cWbTT\TSc^WPeTQ^]STS^eTa7PabW³b
bcPcT\T]c7PabWbTXiTScWT^__^acd]XchP]S
aT\^eTS1WPacX³bT]VPVT\T]caX]VUa^\WTa
WP]SP]S\PST0SXchPfTPaXc7PabW³b
b_^]cP]T^dbPRc[TUc1WPacXP__P[[TSCWT
Sd^³baXQcXRZ[X]VR^\TShPRc\PSTcWT
PdSXT]RT[PdVWcWTXaVdcb^dc7^ffX[[
1WPacXaTPRcc^cWXbbXcdPcX^].

B^]hB01³b\PVXRP[UP]cPbhbW^f
0[PSSX])=PP\C^WBd]P7^VPWPb
bdRRTbbUd[[haTPRWTScWT!T_Xb^ST
\X[Tbc^]TPbXccPZTbXcbeXTfTab^]P
UPbRX]PcX]VY^da]ThcWa^dVWcWT\PVXRP[
f^a[S^UUXRcX^]P[1PVWSPS
0bcWTbW^fR^\_[TcTb!T_Xb^STb
^U_a^VaP\\X]VcWTRPbc^UcWTbW^f
\PaZTScWXbY^h^db^RRPbX^]fXcWP
RT[TQaPc^ahTeT]ccWP]ZX]VeXTfTabU^acWTXa
T]S[Tbbbd__^acP]S[^eT
BXSSWPacW=XVP\TbbPhX]VcWTa^[T^U
0[PSSX]bPXS)°8RP]]^ccWP]Z^daPdSXT]RT
T]^dVWU^abW^fTaX]Vb^\dRW[^eTd_^]
^dabW^fP]S[^eX]VTPRWP]STeTah
RWPaPRcTa8RP]]TeTaVTccXaTS^U
_TaU^a\X]VP[[bcd]cbQTX]VX]cWTRWPaPRcTa
^U0[PSSX]WPeT[^eTSTeTahQXc^UXcUa^\
cWTQTVX]]X]V8cUTT[bP\PiX]Vc^WPeT
R^\Tb^UPaP[^]V^]cWXbY^da]ThCWXb[^eT
P]Sbd__^acUa^\^daeXTfTabfX[[ZTT_db
V^X]V\^cXePcX]Vdbc^VXeT^daQTbcP]S
RaTPcX]V\^aT\PVXRP[\T\^aXTbU^a^da
[^eT[heXTfTab±
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1c^f]³b]TfTbc155bP]SQ^]PUXST
W^ccXTb9PR`dT[X]T5Ta]P]STiP]S:PacXZ
0PahP]P__TPaTS^]cWT2^[^ab8]UX]XchRWPc
¯155bfXcWE^VdT8]Sd[VX]VX]PVP\T
bTV\T]c^]cWTbW^f3d]ZP]S3PaTfWTaT
cWTPRc^abWPSc^Sd]ZcWTQP[[X]cWT^cWTa³b
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first interaction after
impressive victory in the
ILoknanhisSabha
polls, BJP leader
and political debutant Gautam
Gambhir has launched tirade
against Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal.
Referring to pamphlet
controversy, Gambhir hit out
at Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
for stooping too low just to get
one parliamentary seat.
In a joint conference with
BJP Lok Sabha candidates
and with Delhi BJP president
Manoj Tiwari, Gambhir
attacked Kejriwal and said, "
Main CM sahab ko bolna
chahunga ki chunaav aengejaenge. Jis din aap apna
zameer aur imaan haar jaenge
us din sab haar jaenge. Ek seat
jeetne ke liye agar aap aisa ghinona arop laga sakte hain to
mere pas zyada shabd nahi
hain un ke baare main baat
karne ke liye. (I want to tell the
CM that elections will come

and go, but the day you lose
your conscience and morality, that day, you will lose
everything. If he can level such
disgusting allegations for mere
one seat then I don't have
words for him),"
Showing brotherhood
spirit, Tiwari, who defeated
Congress candidate and former Delhi Chief Minister
Sheila Dikshit by over 3.66

lakh votes, said, "The party
candidates participated in the
elections with positivity which
they derived from their leader
and Prime Minister Narendra
Modi."
Showing gratitude towards
Dikshit, Tiwari said, "I was
scared from inside while facing a three-time Delhi chief
minister and Congress veteran as my opponent."

"Party chief Amit Shah
extended courage and told
me that I will win from North
East Delhi," said Tiwari while
addressing media first time
after winning the general elections.
Meenakshi Lekhi and
Ramesh Bhiduri , re-elected
from New Delhi and South
Delhi seat respectively were
absent due to health issues.

he Bharatiya Janata Party's
stupendous victory in seven
Lok Sabha seats in Delhi with
over 56 per cent votes has
raised great hopes for the party
which is out of power in the
State for the last 21 years.
With the incumbent AAP
sliding down to the third position and the Congress seeking
to revive itself, BJP leaders see
better poll prospects in the
Delhi Assembly polls scheduled
in eight months from now.
The Delhi BJP is buoyed by
the fact that even the Congress
and AAP vote shares put
together fell short of the BJP's
vote share.
"The election result has
certainly ruled out the AAP
narrative that their alliance
with the Congress could defeat
the BJP. The two parties coming together cannot challenge
the BJP," said a beaming Delhi
BJP president Manoj Tiwari
after defeating his rival Sheila
Dikshit of the Congress with a
record margin of 3.60 lakh
votes.
The Lok Sabha results have

come as a huge setback for the
Arvind Kejriwal-led AAP
whose vote hare decline to a
meager 18.1 per cent as compared to 54 per cent votes in
2015 Assembly polls where it
bagged 67 of the 70 Assembly
seats. Four AAP candidates
ended up losing their security
deposits.
The Congress, on the other
hand, secured 22.5 per cent
votes in Lok Sabha polls and
finished second in five of the
seven seats in Delhi.
Political observers claimed
that ever since the AAP came
to power in 2015, their popularity has been on a gradual
decline. In the 2013 Assembly
election, when AAP was just
about a year old, it got a vote
share of 29.5 per cent which
rose to 54 percent in 2015. But
what indicated towards its
decline was party's poor performance in the 2017 Municipal
polls where it could poll merely 26 per cent votes. The AAP
lost to the BJP which won all
three municipal corporations.
But while the AAP suffered
humiliating defeat, the
Congress, which was decimat-

ed in the 2015 assembly polls,
appeared to be regaining its lost
ground. The party won significant share of votes in Muslim
dominated areas and slum clusters that are considered its core
vote bank but had shifted loyalty to the AAP. Riding on the
Muslim votes, Congress candidate Sheila Dikshit won over 4
lakh votes in North East Delhi.
Similarly, Congress' Jai Prakash
Agarwal bagged close to 3 lakh
votes in Chandni Chowk,
another Muslim dominated
seat, and contained the vote
margin below three lakh mark.
The BJP, which swept all
the seven seats in Delhi, set new
records in five constituencies
where its candidates defeated
their opponents with the highest margins ever. Parvesh
Verma, the sitting MP from the
West Delhi constituency, won a
second term with a recordbreaking margin of 5.78 lakh
votes. Verma broke his own
record for the highest victory
margin in Delhi. In 2014, he
had trounced his closest rival,
Jarnail Singh of the AAP, by a
margin of 2.68 lakh votes.
The BJP candidate from the

Northwest Delhi (reserved)
seat, Hans Raj Hans, clobbered
his closest rival, Gugan Singh of
the AAP, with an emphatic
margin of 5.53 lakh votes, a
record in the constituency.
Cricketer-turned-politician and
BJP candidate from East Delhi,
Gautam Gambhir, trounced
Arvinder Singh Lovely of the
Congress by a record margin of
3.91lakh votes BJP's South
Delhi candidate, Ramesh
Bidhuri, defeated first-timer
Raghav Chadha of the AAP by
3.67 lakh votes.
BJP's Delhi unit chief
Manoj Tiwari clinched the
Northeast Delhi seat, defeating
three-time chief minister Sheila
Dikshit by a record margin of
3.66 lakh votes. Only Union
minister Harsh Vardhan and
BJP leader Meenakashi Lekhi
won their respective seats by a
margin lesser than the 2014
record. While Lekhi won the
second term defeating Ajay
Maken of Congress by 2.56 lakh
votes, union minister Harsh
Vardhan had the lowest winning margin in the city at just
2.28 lakh votes in Chandni
Chowk.
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ky conditions will remain
cloudy over entire Delhi till
May 30. According to Indian
Meteorological Department
(IMD), the national Capital
may witness light rain and
thundershower activities on
May 31.
As per MeT observation ,
the extreme northern parts of
the national capital Delhi were
affected by dust storm and
thundershower activities
accompanied with strong
winds. While other parts were
experiencing dry weather conditions with dust raising winds.
Private weather forecast
organization Skymet mentioned that due to clouding and
thundershower in adjoining
areas of Delhi, there was a

S

sudden drop in the day temperature, which settled between
34 to 35 degrees Celsius. "These
weather conditions were due to
the Western Disturbance in
Jammu & Kashmir and an
induced Cyclonic Circulation in
Northwest Rajasthan. Now as
both the systems have moved
away East-northeastwards, dry
weather is expected to prevail
in Delhi and NCR for the next
24 to 36 hours," Skymet weather expert said .
Importantly, Due to dust in
suspension, the pollution levels
are likely to increase in Delhi
and NCR area.
IMD in weekly weather
forecast mentioned that
Mercury will touch 45 degree
Celsius and minimum temperature will oscillate between
35 and 38 degree Celsius.
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elhi BJP president Manoj
Tiwari on Saturday paid a
D
courtesy visit to his Congress
counterpart Sheila Dikshit,
whom he defeated on the North
East Delhi seat in the general
election, at her residence here.
Tiwari visited the 81-yearold Dikshit at her East
Nizamuddin residence after
learning about her ill-health, said
Delhi BJP media co-convener
Neelkant Bakshi.
During the 20-minute
meeting, he enquired Dikshit
about her health.
"The two leaders acknowledged that political rivals can
have friendly and harmonious
relations and Tiwari told Dikshit
he treated her like his mother,"
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he Delhi Police on Saturday
arrested two men for
T
allegedly stabbing a man to
death after he kept asking for
the money he had lent them.
The incident was reported on
Wednesday.
The accused have been
identified as Sheikh Rahim
(28) a resident of the same
colony and Sheikh Ramjan
(35), a resident of Rajeev Nagar,
Bhaslwa Dairy.
Ramjan is a junk dealer
while Rahim is a rag picker and
they do not have any pervious
crime cases registered against
them, police said, adding that
they killed Mohammad
Mukeen alias Aakash of Swami
Shardhanand Colony on
Wednesday.
According to Gaurav
Sharma,
the
Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), Outer North district,
police received information
regarding the killing of a man
in Gali No-1, near landfill site,
Bhalswa Dairy on Wednesday
at around 1.15 pm following
which a police team rushed to
the spot.
"After reaching the spot,
the blood-drenched body of a
male with multiple stab injuries
over neck, face and stomach
was found. The deceased was
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identified and it surfaced that
he too had a criminal background," said the DCP.
"During investigation,
police got a tip-off that
Ramjan and Rahim were seen
together just before the incident. They were arrested and
during interrogation, the
accused revealed that Mukeen
had lent some money to the
accused and nowadays, he
was asking for his money," said
the DCP.
"The accused also had a brawl
over the issue with Mukeen. On
Wednesday afternoon, Mukeem
entered an abandoned place where
the accused persons overpowered
him and stabbed him multiple
times due to which he died," said
the DCP.
"Police have recovered
blood-stained clothes and a
dagger used in crime from
possession of the accused,"
said the DCP adding that further investigation is going on.

n injured peacock was rescued by the Wildlife SOS
A
from Terminal-3 of the Indira
Gandhi International Airport
(IGIA), New Delhi on Friday.
According to NGO SOS,
the bird was kept under observation for a few hours and later
released back into its natural
habitat. The peacock had sustained minor dog bite wounds
on its wings and was highly
stressed.
"On Friday afternoon,
patrol officers on duty had
stumbled upon an injured peacock with battered wings, near
the arrival area. Seeing that it
needed immediate medical
attention, they contacted
Wildlife SOS for help," said rescue team member.
Fazru Khan, Patrol Unit
Officer said, "We found the peacock lying on the side of the
road during our rounds. The
bird appeared to be in considerable amount of pain, so I

immediately contacted Wildlife
SOS.Their team was very quick
and efficient."
Wasim Akram, Deputy
Director-Special Projects,
Wildlife SOS, said, "Peacocks
and other birds are a common
sight in the airport area. They
often venture into the green
covers around the airport in
search of water and shelter. The
peacock had sustained minor
dog bite wounds on its wings
and was highly stressed. We are
extremely grateful to the airport
authorities for an early intimation that helped save the bird's
life. Wildlife SOS has in the past
received rescue calls from the
Indira Gandhi International
Airport and works closely with
the patrol unit to help wildlife
caught in peril."
The peacock was kept
under mandated observation
for a few hours and later
released back into the wild.The
peacock (Pavocristatus) is protected under Schedule I of the
Wildlife Protection Act, 1972.
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ith the arrest of two
women from Bihar's
W
Bhagalpur district, The Delhi
Police on Saturday claimed to
have solved several cases of
robbery registered across the
national Capital. Police said
that the women, after posing
as housemaids, used to steal
valuables from the homes and
flee.
The accused have been
identified as Seema (32) and
Bunty (32), residents of
Bhagalpur.
According to Monika
Bhardawaj, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), West district, on May
17, a resident of East Punjabi
Bagh Pankaj Arora lodged a

police complaint in which he
stated that at around 8 am, two
women came to his house
and offered to work as maids.
"They worked for some
time and later, the women left
the house saying they will
come on May 23. After the
duo left their house, the complainant and his family members realised that around Rs 15
lakh in cash, diamond and

gold jewellery were missing
from almirah and drawers,"
said the DCP.
"During investigation,
police analysed CCTV footage
of the area and through their
sources, the accused maid
were identified as Seema and
Bunty of Bhagalpur. Raids
were conducted at their suspected hideouts in Delhi but it
was revealed that they have left
for Bihar," said the DCP.
"Thereafter, a police team
was sent to Bihar and the
accused were arrested from
their native village on Friday.
Police has also recovered the
C15 lakh and jewellery worth
C14.8 lakh from their possession which was hidden in
under their house floor," said
the DCP.
"They were brought to

Delhi on Saturday and during
interrogation, the accused disclosed that they did not take
any house on rent here. They
used to visit Delhi at a regular interval of time and after
committing crime, they left the
national capital for their native
place Bhagalpur," the DCP
said.
"It was also revealed that
in 2010, 2013 and 201, both of
them were involved in several cases of theft and burglary
in Delhi, including Mianwali
Nagar, Greater Kailash, New
Friends Colony, Karol Bagh
and Hauz Khas police stations," said the DCP.
"Police are also checking
whether they are involved in
other cases outside Delhi,"
said the DCP adding that further investigation is going on.

Bakshi said.
Dikshit was defeated by
3.66 lakh votes by Tiwari from
North East Delhi seat.
During a press conference,
Tiwari had admitted he was
"scared internally" to face the
three-time Delhi chief minister
and Congress veteran in the poll.
Dikshit took charge of Delhi
Congress president in January
and led the party in the gener-

al election.
Under her leadership,
Congress candidates managed to
get more votes and replaced
AAP candidates on five of the
seven Lok Sabha seats as nearest rivals to winning BJP candidates. The party, however, failed
to win even a single seat as the
BJP under Tiwari's leadership
did a clean sweep winning all the
seven seats by huge margins.
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New Delhi: Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Saturday
asked newly-elected MPs of the
NDA to avoid making loose
remarks for publicity and to
shun VIP culture, as he rolled
out a list of do’s and don’ts for
them.
Underling that the people
have given the BJP-led NDA a
mandate due to their "seva
bhav" (willingness to serve), he
said the parliamentarians
should remember that "we are
here for those who trusted us
today and we are here for
those also whose trust we are
yet to win".
"People have accepted us
due to our 'seva bhav'. One has
to prepare oneself to be always
ready to help people even when
you move through the lanes of
politics and power," Modi said
while addressing the NDA parliamentary party meeting at the
Central Hall of Parliament
building.
He said it was not Modi but
the people who made the lawmakers victorious and added
that Mahatama Gandhi,
Deendayal Upadhyay, Ram
Manohar Lohia and BR
Ambedkar should be their
examples.Underlining that people hate VIP culture, the prime
minister said parliamentarians should shun it and the hall-
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The meeting also assumes
importance as the YSRCP chief
during the election campaign
had said his party would support whoever promises Andhra
Pradesh the Special Category
Status. Earlier, the day began
with a meeting of the YSRCP
Legislature Party in which all
the newly elected 151 members
participated. They unanimously
elected party chief Jaganmohan
Reddy as their leader.
It was followed by an interaction with the newly-elected
22 Lok Sabha members.
In a virtual indication of
how he intends to run the government, he urged the party
members to be transparent and
honest in their functioning.
He cautioned them that it was
because of corrupt practises that
N Chandrababu Naidu was
punished by God and he was
ousted from power.
“TDP got only 23 seats
and the results also came on
May 23. God has written a
beautiful script with 23,” he said.
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It owes money to suppliers,
pilots and oil companies. Lenders
of the now-grounded Jet Airways
have taken a controlling stake in
the airline, and are currently in
the process of selling a stake to
recover their dues.
The
Enforcement
Directorate (ED) and the
Ministry of Corporate Affairs
(MCA) are currently examining
the books of the debt-trapped Jet
Airways and its wing Jet
Privilege. The MCA is examining the books for any alleged
fund diversion.
There was a vehement
demand in certain quarters
recently that the Mumbai Police
impound the passports of Goyal
and other senior officials of the
beleaguered airlines to prevent
them from leaving the country.
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ruling should restrain themselves from talking to media
and stroking controversies,
Modi said,"No matter how
hard we work, one bad remark
will undo all."
Without naming anyone,
Modi said some people have
tendency to "address the
nation" every morning.
"Stay away from chapaas
(being written about in print)
and dikhaas (being on televi-

sion). If you can avoid it, then
you can avoid a lot of problems," he said.
Advising members not to
fall for media speculation on
possible ministers and portfolios, Modi said, "Many
Narendra Modis have risen in
this country and formed cabinets," he quipped, adding,
"ministers are not made on the
pages of a newspaper, nor are
they removed".
PTI
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mark of a New India is the
absence of this culture.
"The country hates VIP
culture. Why shouldn't we
stand in line for security check
at the airport? We have set this
trend and are determined to
pursue it in the times to come.
It didn't cost us much to
remove lal battis (red beacons), but it sent a good message to the country," he said.
Suggesting that MPs of the

New Delhi: The CBI has arrested six people, including the
managing director of a Delhibased education consultancy
firm, for allegedly manipulating
an online entrance examination
of BITS, Pilani, officials said on
Saturday.
Besides
Bhaskar
Choudhary, the managing director of Pathway Education
Service having office at Bhikaji
Kama place here, other arrested
are— Ketan Barot of
Ahmedabad-based Disha
Education, cyber experts Sheth
Mohammed Usama and Virag
Harendra Kumar Shah, owner of
Ahmedabad examination centre
Nishikant Sinha and its manager Darpan Shirish Pathak, they
said. It is alleged that Choudhary
in connivance with others was
demanding around C10 lakh
from parents of a candidate for
helping in BITSAT (the entrance
exam) through unfair means,
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He also cautioned them
against being carried away by
hanger-ons who would seek to
come close to them in the
national Capital. “Choose your
assistants whom you know and
trust,” he stressed.
Stating that the time for a
change has come, the Prime
Minister asked MPs to shirk the
VIP culture and pointed to incidences of some behaving pricy
when stopped security checks at
the airports. “Checking has to be
there, why should it not be,” he
asked. The end of “Lal baati cul-
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“We have to continue our
fight. I am and will remain a
disciplined soldier of the
Congress and continue to fight
fearlessly. But I do not want to
remain the party president,”
Rahul reportedly said to the
members.
Conspicuous by his
absence was senior party
leader and Madhya Pradesh
Chief Minister Kamal Nath,
who, it turned out, offered to
resign as MPCC president.
Leaders exiting from the
four-hour-long
huddle
remained tightlipped and did
not speak to the waiting media
contingent. But sources said
Rahul’s silence after the meeting and his absence at the
Press briefing was seen by
many as a sign that the party

they said. The exam was held
between May 17 to 22, according to an FIR filed by the CBI.
The CBI has alleged that
these accused entice the parents
of candidates aspiring to join
Birla Institute of Technology and
Science (BITS), Pilani.
"The accused had resources
to allegedly manage the online
examination of BITS, Pilani,
wherein the experts arranged by
the accused persons provided
answers by using Remote
Desktop Technology from an
unknown destination for an
amount ranging from C10-12
lakh(approx.)," a CBI spokesperson said. The accused had
allegedly connived with the
examination centres where they
had computers installed with
dubious softwares which allowed
solvers to take its control from a
remote location during examination thereby ensuring admission, the agency said.
PTI

Agartala: At least 739 people
were rendered homeless and
forced to take shelter in relief
camps across Tripura due to
heavy rain and thunderstorms
since Friday, an official said.
However, there was no
report of any casualty.
"North Tripura, Unakoti
and Dhalai districts have been
affected," the head of the State
Disaster
Management
Authority, Sarat Das, told PTI.
The State Emergency
Operations Centre (SEOC) in
a report said, out of the 739
people, who are sheltered in
various relief camps, 358 people are from Unakoti district
and 381 from North Tripura
district.
A total of 1,039 houses
were damaged due to heavy
rainfall.
A total of 40 rescue boats
were pressed into service by the
state revenue department to
evacuate the people from
affected areas, he said. PTI

ture” by his government, he
said, gave a message to people
and sought lawmakers to develop “Seva Bhaav”. Moreover, he
said MPs should not restrict
themselves to their states only
but must develop a national
vision.
Modi gave a call to revive
the spirit of the 1857 freedom
struggle to usher in Swaraj by
taking all sections of society
along in the task of making India
strong and prosperous.
He said the ideas of
Mahatma Gandhi, Deen Dayal
Updadhyay, Ram Manohar
Lohia and BR Ambedkar, who
wrote the Constitution, which in
one way or the other influence
different shades of Indian parties, should be guiding the
thoughts and actions of elected

MPs.
He said it is not Modi who
got MPs elected but the people
who make them winners and
“we are directed by people to
serve”. He reminded MPs that in
the Modi-2 regime “hum kuch
karne nahi aaye hain, bahut
kuch karne aaye hain”.
Modi said a strong NDA is
a must for the future of India and
he would work towards this end
even though BJP on its own is
300-plus strong. The future of
India would have run on regional aspirations and national ambition and the neglect of the former would negatively impact on
the latter. And thus he coined
the term of ‘NA-RA’ - National
Aspirations and Regional
Aspirations saying “ we will
move forward with this”.

was finding it tough to talk
him out of his decision.
Senior leaders once again
talked of the oft-used “thorough introspection” but did
not share the reasons for the
party’s “disastrous” performance.
Former Defence Minister
and CWC member AK
Antony, in fact, asserted at a
Press conference later that
even though the party lost,
which is common in democracy, it cannot be termed disastrous.
AICC chief spokesman
Randeep Surjewala said all
CWC members “unanimously and in one word” rejected
Rahul’s offer to resign. “We
need Rahul to guide us in
these challenging times,”
Surjewala said joined by senior
leaders AK Antony, Ghulam
Nabi Azad, KC Venugopal
and RPN Singh.
Azad said Rahul’s offer to
tender his resignation was
rejected unanimously by the
CWC. “I have been in politics
for four decades. I have been
instrumental in making many

leaders to write their resignation but I have never seen such
unanimity across age groups
in any CWC. Nobody has
doubted Rahul’s leadership,”
said Azad.
“In a democracy winning
or losing keeps happening but
providing leadership is a different matter. He gave a leadership, one which is visible maybe less on TV but very evident among public. We have
accepted our defeat but it was
a defeat of numbers and not
ideology,” he added.
CWC resolution further
added that the Congress
“accepts the people’s mandate
with humility and will perform its duty as the
Opposition, raising people’s
issues and holding the next
Government accountable to
the people of India.”
“The CWC unanimously
called upon Rahul to lead the
party in its ideological battle
and to champion the cause of
India’s youth, the farmers, the
SC/ST/OBCs, the minorities,
the poor and the deprived sections,” it said.
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New Delhi: The AAP on
Saturday took a dig at newlyelected East Delhi MP Gautam
Gambhir, saying he should
meet the people on the dusty
roads and not "cheat them" by
sending his duplicate as he did
during the campaigning period.
In a statement, Aam
Aadmi Party spokesperson
Saurabh Bharadwaj said, "We
offer our best wishes to all
seven BJP MPs and expect
them to work on Delhi Police,
DDA (Delhi Development
Authority) and MCD
(Municipal Corporation of
Delhi). All of these departments are directly under their
central government and lot
needs to be done in them.
"Gambhir was cheating
(the) public (by) using his
duplicate to campaign in (the)
hot afternoon while he was sitting in air-conditioned car.
Public will forgive him if he
himself meets people on dusty
and sunny roads of Delhi."
During campaigning for
the Lok Sabha polls, Delhi
Deputy chief minister Manish
Sisodia had alleged Gambhir
was using a "duplicate" to campaign for him in order to avoid
the heat.
The Aam Aadmi Party
leader had shared pictures of
the alleged impersonator on
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Twitter, claiming the man was
actually a Congress leader.
BJP's Gambhir won the
East Delhi seat, beating nearest rival Arvinder Singh
Lovely from the Congress by
a margin of over 3.91 lakh
votes.
The AAP's candidate Atishi
Marlena stood third.
Ahead of the polls, the
AAP had accused Gambhir of
distributing "obscene and
derogatory" pamphlets about
Marlena, an Oxford University
alumnus.
The former cricketerturned politician had retorted
saying, "I do not have any
words for him (Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal) if he can
level such allegation just to win
a seat. You can lose an election
and move ahead but how can
one face himself after losing his
conscience."
PTI

New Delhi: The Delhi Fire service is planning to conduct
audit of all coaching institutes
running in the national Capital
from Monday to avert Suratlike fire tragedy in which at
least 22 students died, officials
said.
However, small coaching
institutes, which are functioning in buildings below 15
metres, do not come directly
under the fire department's
jurisdiction, a senior official.
"Small coaching institutes
do not come directly under our
jurisdiction, but still we will
start from Monday inspections
of coaching institutes which are
functioning in buildings above
15 metres and facts will be
checked whether they have
applied for license and if not,
notice will be issued against
them," Delhi chief Fire officer
Atul Garg said.
The process has been initiated and the department will
issue a public notice soon and
buildings which are found to be
violating norms will be checked,
a senior fire officer said.
It will take some time, but
the department will not spare
those who are found to be
flouting the norms and appropriate action will be taken
against them, the officer said.

"The fire department called
a meeting on Saturday of all the
senior officers to discuss the
issue and the department is
searching how to deal with
small coaching institutes, and
if required, we will approach
the government as well," he
said.
"The
Delhi
Fire
Department is prepared for
any tragedy like Surat. As far
as preparedness is concerned,
the department is ready to
tackle any tragedy and Delhi
is much more safer," Garg
said.
"On Thursday, the department rescued 30 people safely after a major fire broke out
on the fifth floor of a building
in Nehru Place here. No casualties were reported in the
incident, he said. A senior
SDMC official, when contacted, said, "Municipal authorities
are not authorised to issue fire
licence for any building."
"Whether a building is
large or small, we just clear
building plans. The process to
apply for plan clearance is
online and applicants have to
submit fire safety NOC within
a stipulated time, otherwise
application is deemed incomplete and hence rejected," he
said.
PTI
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New Delhi: Disgruntled AAP
MLA Alka Lamba launched a
veiled attack on Delhi Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal over
AAP's crushing loss in Lok
Sabha elections, asking shouldn't the person who took all the
decisions in a closed room
own the responsibility and
quit.
She lashed out at her party
after she was again removed
from AAP's MLA WhatsApp
group, which includes
Kejriwal.
Without naming him,
Lamba said that at a time
when the party came third in
the CM's constituency, lost in
all 70 assembly segments and
lost its security deposit, shouldn't the person, who sat in a
closed room and took all decisions on alliance and candidates, quit.
"Kejriwal ji, you are yourself admitting that you made
very big mistakes due to which
the party fared badly in the Lok
Sabha polls. Without looking at
the mistakes made by the party
you have asked us to apologise
to people. We should introspect

on the mistakes," she said.
AAP
spokesperson
Saurabh Bhardwaj said that
the party did not want to comment on her.
"She is an attention-seeker.
Some MLAs had raised a point
that some people are unhappy
about a few local works in their
area. To that the chief minister
had asked them to meet such
people with humility, assure
them of speedy work and apologise for inconvenience," he
said.
Sharing screenshots of the
WhatsApp group on Twitter,
which purportedly shows that
she was removed by AAP's

North East Delhi candidate
Dilip Pandey, Lamba asked
why was she being held responsible for the party's crushing
loss in the Lok Sabha elections.
Pandey did not respond on
the matter.
"I have always been telling
the party what you (Kejriwal)
are telling them now. I am
sometimes added to the group,
sometimes removed. It would
have been better if a meeting
was held to introspect, look at
the shortcomings and move
ahead," she said.
Lamba claimed that she
had raised questions about the
party performance in the Lok
Sabha polls which did not go
down well with the AAP.
The MLA from Chandni
Chowk also claimed that some
legislators had told her that her
tweet praising Naveen Patnaik,
for winning the fifth term as
chief minister of Odisha, was
not appreciated by party leaders.
The AAP suffered a crushing defeat in the polls and lost
on all seven seats in Delhi with
a margin of lakhs of votes.
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She, however, added she
would “now concentrate more
on party affairs and its organisational side,” because “I have
already done more than I
promised as the Chief
Minister. Now I will do some
work for the party.”
Apart from lambasting the
saffron outfit for communalising the electoral atmosphere,
manipulating the Central
forces and other institutions to
win the election, Mamata
mounted a no-holds-barred
attack on the Commission for
playing a partisan game.
“They listened only to the
ruling party. They listened to
no objections from the
Opposition parties,” she said
adding “the EC was influenced in such a manner that its
own officials’ protests were
not recorded.”
Mamata satid, “I have
realised that development is
not the sole factor to catch
votes. There are other things
like money power, communalisation of the electorate” and
manipulation of the EC and
the EVMs which impact
polling pattern as it did this
time round, apparently pointing fingers at some kind of
“setting” between the Central
Government and the ECI.
“What else can explain
the EC’s silence on the communal statements made by
the BJP leaders despite clear
Supreme Court rulings against
it, whereas the Opposition
parties were repeatedly booked
on same reasons,” Mamata
wondered adding “not only the
EC, but the Central forces and
all other institutions and a large
section of the media were sold

out.”
Meanwhile, violence continued in large parts of the
State this time the TMC was at
the receiving end of the most
of the attacks, allegedly mounted by the BJP, sources said.
There was one case of
death from Chakdah in Nadia
district where a BJP supporter who had recently left TMC
to join the saffron outfit was
allegedly shot dead leading
the BJP workers to block roads
and rail traffic for hours.
In other places BJP workers allegedly attacked the TMC
workers and their houses and
party offices in West
Midnapore, Coochbehar,
Jhargram, Burdwan leaving
many injured sources said
adding in many cases like
Garbeta and Ghatal over 200
TMC men on Saturday joined
the BJP.
The TMC tended to taste
the same bitter pill --- it prepared once for the CPI(M) -- even as its party offices were
occupied by the BJP in
Barrackpore, Jhargram,
Coochbehar and other places,
sources said.
Pointing out at the unusual situation of the Opposition
parties getting wiped out in
large parts of the country,
Mamata said, “It is difficult to
accept how Opposition was
wiped out in large swathes of
India. I wonder whether it was
possible with faultless EVMs.”
On the BJP leveling the
Opposition leaders as proPakistan before the elections
she said “when they invite the
foreign guests including the
Pakistan Prime Minister during oath-taking there is no fault
but when we talk about them

or share a dais with some of
them during a cricket match
we are leveled as Pakistanis.”
Interestingly, the Chief
Minister also reminded that
she would “definitely attend the
Iftaar parties” if invited by the
Muslim leaders “because
though I come from a Hindu
family I believe in unity of religions. I am against discrimination.”
She added “people may
accuse me” of mollycoddling
the Muslims but “still I will join
them in their festival because
I will have to take care of the
cow that gives milk to me.”
On whether she predicted
an early State election she
said, “Let them try to dismiss
my Government and then they
will see the consequence,”
Mamata said.
In a bid to revamp the
TMC’s organisational set up,
the Chief Minister changed a
whole lot of district party
presidents particularly from
the places where the BJP had
won. Among the districts
where now presidents were
inducted were Jhargram,
Bankura, South Dinajpur,
North Dinajpur, Hooghly,
Ranaghat, Krishangar, Asansol,
Malda and Murshidabad.

This is the second time that
Lamba has been dropped from
the group. She was earlier
dropped in December last year
when she raised objection over
the party's resolution to revoke
Rajiv Gandhi's Bharat Ratna.
However, she was added
before poll campaigning and
was expected to campaign for
the party. But Lamba refused
and even refrained from participating in Kejriwal's roadshow after she was asked to
walk behind his car during the
show.
In April, Lamba engaged in
a bitter Twitter spat with
Bharadwaj, who had taunted
her to resign from the party.
Following the spat, she
addressed a large crowd outside
Jama Masjid and said the party
was repeatedly demanding her
resignation.
She had alleged that the
party leadership was "weakening" her and said she was being
accused of attempting to switch
over to the Congress.
Before joining the AAP,
Lamba was part of the
Congress women's wing.
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isting out the biggest takeaways from the just-concluded Lok Sabha election,
where the BJP and NDA inflicted a humiliating loss on the
Opposition, BJP chief Amit
Shah on Saturday said one of
them was that the electorate
voted out dynastic, casteist and
appeasement politics.
Addressing the NDA MPs,
who elected Narendra Modi as
their leader, he also pointed out
that it was after 1971 that for
the first time a PM is returning
to power again after serving a
five-year term and that this
time round, the voters elected
a 'leader', who happens to have
taken not singe day's off in the
last 20 years he has seen of him.
He further said that people's mandate in the 2019 Lok
Sabha elections underlined that
Governments will be elected on
the basis of their performance,
not dynasty, caste politics or
appeasement politics.

L

He said when Modi
became the Prime Minister
for the first time in 2014, ordinary citizens were filled with
hope that a person from a
modest background could be
elected to the highest office.
"With that hope, the people have trusted Modi. The suc-

cess of the extension of Gujarat
model to the whole country
was an experiment and people
have blessed Modi once again.
What Modi promised, he has
been able to deliver, and this
trust has been shown by the
people in him," he said.
Shah added that the 22
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aving already conquered
the Mt. Everest in 2013,
H
Ravindra Kumar, an IAS officer of Uttar Pradesh cadre, will
undertake yet another mission to scale the peak this
summer with the aim to spread
awareness amongst people
towards the urgent need of controlling water pollution, saving
rivers and Ground Water
Acquifers besides ensuring
availability of Clean Water to
All.
Kumar told The Pioneer he
has termed his expedition as
"Swachchh Ganga Swachchh
Bharat Everest Abhiyaan 2019"
with Ganga symbolising all
rivers of India as one of the
main sources of water.
Kumar is the first and only
IAS officer of India who has
climbed Mt. Everest. Ravindra
Kumar is presently on a Central
deputation Minister of
Drinking Water and Sanitation.
Begusarai (Bihar) born
Ravindra Kumar has also
authored two motivational
books on his previous journey.
His first scaling of the

Everest was inspired by the
Sikkim Earthquake of 2011,
where mountaineers were
called for search and rescue
mission post earthquake in
the State.
His second Everest
Expedition in 2015 could not
be completed due to the earthquake in Nepal. That mission
to spread awareness about
importance of Sanitation in
India through 'Swachchh
Bharat Abhiyan' was flagged off
by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi.
"In the present scenario,
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Kolkata: The BJP on Saturday
described TMC chief Mamata
Banerjee's offer to quit as West
Bengal Chief Minister as
"drama" and claimed her
Government will fall on its
own and the saffron party will
not need to topple it.
Banerjee offered to quit as
chief minister following her
party's drubbing in the Lok
Sabha polls, but the TMC rejected it.
"It is good that at least she
has accepted defeat. But her
offer to quit is nothing but a
drama to garner sympathy,"
BJP national general secretary
Kailash Vijayvargiya told PTI.
Reacting to Banerjee's comment that BJP will commit a
mistake if it tries to topple her

Government, Vijayvargiya said
it will fall on its own.
He said, "We will not topple it. It will fall on its own.
TMC leaders have lost confidence in her. They are fed up. If
they come to us and crib about
her misrule and authoritarian
approach, what can we do?"
Bengal witnessed a saffron
surge in the Lok Sabha polls as
the BJP inflicted a blow to ruling TMC by winning 18 of total
42 Lok Sabha seats in the state.
The TMC won 22 seats, down
from 34 in 2014. Addressing her
first press conference after the
election results were declared,
she on Saturday accused the BJP
of polarising people on religious
lines to garner votes in West
Bengal.
PTI

focus on water sector, especially
drinking water, is need of the
hour. As per World Bank estimates 21 per cent of communicable diseases in India are
linked to unsafe water. Rivers
are nearly dying due to discharge of pollutants and lack of
continuity due insufficient
water. Ground water table is
declining and creating ground
for future water crisis.
Therefore, this sector needs
immediate through people's
involvement in addition to
Government's effort," said
Kumar.

crore poor who have been the
beneficiaries of the Prime
Minister's welfare schemes have
shown their faith in him.
Shah added that he has
toured the country from
Kashmir to Kanyaumari and
Kamarkhya to Kutch, and people in all parts of the country
have unanimously voted in
favour of Modi. "There has
been a Modi Tsunami in the
country," he said.
"Without any taint, he
(Modi) has been elected as the
country's Prime Minister for
the second term. This has been
possible because he governed
the country by rising above
vote bank politics. In the last
five years, he took many tough
decisions, but none that did not
benefit the country," the BJP
President said.
"The citizens I have spoken
to want the country to become
a global super power and
'Bharat Mata' be accorded her
proper place on an international scale. I wish that Modiji

is able to take forward the
strong foundation of a 'New
Bharat' that he has placed and
is able to fulfil the dreams of a
successful democracy that the
whole world will admire," Shah
concluded.
Shah also pointed to the air
strike in Pakistan's Balakot in
response to the Pulwama terror attack as a reply to those
who had dismissed the crossLoC surgical strike of
September 2016 as fluke.
Shah said the surgical
strike and the Balakot air strike
proved that India had a leader
who could target the terrorists
in their den.
"During the 90s, when terrorism raised its head and
shook the country, people felt
that the then Governments
were not serious about the
safety and security of the country. For the first time under the
Modi government, people have
confidence that here is a leader
who can hit the terrorists in
their den," he said.
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couple of days after the
election results, the
A
Election Commission on
Saturday submitted a list of
newly-elected MPs to
President Ram Nath Kovind,
setting in motion the process
for constituting the 17th Lok
Sabha.
The
full
Election
Commission — comprising
Chief Election Commissioner
Sunil Arora and Election
Commissioners Ashok Lavasa
and Sushil Chandra — called
on the President and submitted a copy of the notification
issued by the EC containing
names of the members, a
Rashtrapati Bhavan communique said.
While the EC notification
sets in motion the constitution
of a new Lok Sabha, the list
given to the President enables

him to formally initiate the
Government
formation
process.
Earlier in the day, the
President dissolved the 16th
Lok Sabha on the recommendation of the Union Cabinet.
On Saturday evening, the
newly-elected MPs of the BJPled National Democratic
Alliance are likely elect
Narendra Modi as the alliance's
leader.
After this, a delegation of
leaders of the BJP and its allies
is expected to call on the
President and convey to him
their choice of Modi as Prime
Minister, following which he
will be invited to form the
Government.
The counting of votes in
elections to the 17th Lok Sabha
was taken up on May 23 and
the BJP scored a resounding
victory, winning 303 seats in
the 543-member House. Its

arch rival, Congress, managed
on 52 seats.
Elections were held for
542 of the 543 seats. The election in Vellore Lok Sabha seat
was cancelled by the EC citing
abuse of money power. A fresh
date is yet to be announced.
The President congratulated the Chief Election
Commissioner and the other
Election Commissioners on
the successful completion of
the electoral process in the
largest democratic exercise in
the human history.
On behalf of the entire
country, the President lauded
the efforts of the EC, public
officials and security personnel in successfully completion
a free and fair election, the
statement said.
The President also commended hundreds of millions
of voters who participated in
the election process.
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Jammu: Barring the Ladakh
parliamentary constituency,
majority of the contesting
candidates lost their security
deposit in five other Lok
Sabha constituencies in
Jammu & Kashmir where 51
of them even failed to get one
per cent of the valid votes.
The BJP retained three
parliamentary seats of Jammu,
Udhampur and Ladakh, while
the National Conference
swept the polls in the Kashmir
valley, winning all the three
seats of Srinagar, Anantnag
and Baramulla.
A total of 79 candidates
were in the fray for the six parliamentary seats, but 63 of
them lost their security
deposit of Rs 25,000 and Rs
12,500 (for schedule tribe and
scheduled caste candidates) as
they failed to get the minimum required one-sixth
(16.67 per cent) of the total
polled valid votes, according
to official data by the Election
Commission of India.
The Ladakh parliamentary seat which was won by
33-year-old BJP leader
Jamyang Tsering Namgyal -the youngest among the six

winners from the state -- was
the only constituency where
rest of the three candidates
managed to save their
deposits.
Namgyal got 42,914 votes
(33.94 per cent) and defeated
his nearest rival and independent candidate Sajjad
Hussain who secured 31,984
votes (25.3 per cent).
Congress rebel candidate
Asgar Ali Karbalai came third
with 29,365 votes (23.23 per
cent) followed by Congress'
official candidate Rigzin
Spalbar who polled 21,241
votes (16.8 per cent).
The Ladakh Lok Sabha
constituency is the largest in
India in terms of area but has
the lowest number of over
1.71 lakh voters in the state. A
total of over 1.26 lakh voters
had exercised their franchise
with 922 of them preferring
None Of The Above (NOTA),
which was 0.73 per cent of the
total voting.
The voting trend in the
Jammu parliamentary constituency, where the highest 24
candidates were in the fray,
revealed a direct contest
between BJP's Jugal Kishore

and senior Congress leader
and former minister Raman
Bhalla.
While Kishore retained
the seat for the party by getting 8,58,066 votes (58.02 per
cent), Bhalla got 5,55,191
votes (37.54 per cent).
The rest of the 22 candidates, including patron of
Jammu and Kashmir National
Panthers Party Bhim Singh,
Dogra Swabhiman Sangathan
(DSS) founder and former
BJP minister Lal Singh and
BSP leader Badri Nath got
below one per cent votes.
The constituency had
recorded the highest 72.16
per cent polling in the state
and only 2,618 among
14,78,795 voters pushed the
NOTA button.
Similarly, the Udhampur
parliamentary constituency,
which was retained by union
minister Jitendra Singh by a
huge margin of 3.57 lakh
votes defeating Dogra scion
and
C ongress
leader
Vikramaditya Singh, saw 10
candidates loosing their security deposit.
The BJP's candidate got
7,24,311 votes (61.38 per cent)

against the Congress candidate who polled 3,67,659 votes
(31.1 per cent).
Two other Rajputs in the
fray -- JKNPP chairman and
former minister Harsh Dev
Singh and DSS founder (Lal
Singh) -- got 2.06 and 1.61 per
cent votes, respectively.
In Srinagar, where only
14.1 per cent of over 12.94
lakh electorate exercised their
right, 10 of the 12 candidates
lost their deposits with eight
even failing to reach one per
cent mark.
National Conference president Farooq Abdullah
retained the seat by getting
1,06,750 votes (57.14 per
cent), defeating Aga Syed
Mohsin of the PDP, who got
36,700 votes (19.64 per cent).
People's Conference candidate Irfan Raza Ansari was
the only other candidate who
managed double figures with
15.4 per cent (28,773 votes).
The Anantnag parliamentary constituency, where
the second highest 18 candidates, including former chief
minister Mehbooba Mufti,
were locked in a multi-cornered contest, saw 15 candi-

dates losing their security
deposits.
The seat, where election
was held in three phases due
to security concerns, registered the lowest voter turnout
of only 8.76 per cent in the
state. It was won by National
Conference candidate and former judge Hasnain Masoodi.
Mufti, who had won the
seat in 2014 before resigning to
become the first women chief
minister in 2016, polled only
30,524 votes (24.44 per cent).
The Baramulla parliamentary constituency was
won by senior NC leader
Mohammad Akbar Lone after
securing 1,33,426 (29.29 per
cent) votes, defeating Raja
Aijaz Ali of the Peoples'
Conference, who got 1,03,193
(22.65 per cent). Engineer
Rashid managed 1,02,168
votes (22.43 per cent).
The constituency has
recorded the highest 34.71
per cent voting in the Valley.
Six of the candidates, including from the PDP, the
Congress and the BJP, got
only 11.75 (53,530), 7.58
(34,532) and 1.73 per cent
(7,894 votes), respectively. PTI
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Hyderabad: YSR Congress president Jaganmohan Reddy, who
was invited to form the next
Government in Andhra Pradesh
by the Governor, on Saturday
called on Telangana Chief
Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao
here and invited him for the
swearing-in ceremony at
Vijayawada on May 30.
A release from the CM's
office said Reddy extended his
personal invitation to Rao to
attend the ceremony.
There was no official word
on Raos response, but TRS
sources indicated that it was likely to be positive.
After he was elected leader
of the YSRC legislature party,
Reddy met the Governor of
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana,
ESL Narasimhan at the Raj

Bhavan in Hyderabad and
staked claim to form the government.
The swearing-in ceremony
would be held at Indira Gandhi
Municipal Corporation stadium,
Vijayawada, on May 30 at 12.23
PM, a Raj Bhavan communique said.
Reddy called on Rao after
meeting the governor.
During the meeting, Rao
told Reddy that his government would like to have cordial
relations with Andhra Pradesh,
the release said.
"Chief
Minister
K
Chandrashekhar Rao made it
clear that the policy of Telangana
is to maintain cordial relations
with neighbouring States in a
give and take manner, and same
would be followed in case of

Andhra Pradesh State also," the
release said.
Rao said he visited
Maharashtra to meet Chief
Minister Devendra Fadnavis to
sort out water disputes between
undivided Andhra Pradesh and
Maharashtra.
The disputes reportedly held
up irrigation projects in
Telangana.
Maharashtra cooperated
after the initiative and this has
led to Telangana being able to
construct irrigation projects like
Kaleshwaram, Rao told Reddy.
"Our policy would be to
maintain similar relations with
the present Andhra Pradesh
state also. Let us act in such a
manner so that both the states
are benefitted," the release quoted Rao as saying.
PTI
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aving missed her polio vaccine in
her childhood, Nimmi is crippled
for life. Her disability restricted her to
the four walls of her home as well on
the wheel-chair, gradually pushing her
into depression. "After my mother
died, I felt all alone. There is nothing
worse in the world than being lonely,"
she says.
With the timely intervention of
Delhi-based 'Yes, We Can' NGO, the
35-year-old today actively participates
in range of social activities like watching movies to quizzes conducted by the
organisation throughout the year, particularly during special occasions like
festivals.
Meenu Arora Mani, a wheelchairuser herself and head of the 'Yes, We
Can', notes: "Usually, specially-abled
people don't interact with a lot of others. Neither do they have enough
exposure to the outside world. So they
barely meet new people. We want it to
be changed and try to provide a platform to people with intellectual and
developmental disabilities besides physical disabilities to let them enjoy the

H

sense of freedom and mingle with others.
"With the help of philanthropists
and volunteers, we also organise workshops to focus on their financial
empowerment so that they can lead a
dignified life."
In fact, Meenu's is just one of the
NGOs in the sector which are trying to
give the 'wings' to the specially-abled

people. For instance, Bengaluru-based
Anuprayaas is trying to making India
a blind-friendly nation. Founded by
Pancham Cajla, the NGO has installed
Braille signage at Mysuru, Mumbai and
Bengaluru railway stations.
Says Cajla, "In India, accessibility
at public places is still a distant dream
for people with disabilities. Hence, travelling becomes difficult. We are here

to change all this."
Similarly, Chennai based Vidya
Sagar has started a project called 'Get
Going' to enable people with disabilities to travel and feel empowered
whenever they need to. Larsen &
Toubro (L&T), has donated two wheelchair-friendly vehicles to help the
NGO to reach out to people with disabilities.
The transport will make travel for
disabled people easier and will be
available to people with intellectual as
well as physical disabilities, said S N
Subrahmanyan, CEO - Managing
Director, L& T.
Planet Abled NGO is engaged in
providing accessible travel solutions
and leisure excursions for people with
different disabilities. With a tagline —
'Together let us make the planet accessible for everyone to travel, one trip at
a time', the organisation run by Neha
Arora— whose parents are differentlyabled — has developed more than 35
destinations including Leh-Ladakh
across the country around various
themes. It is almost a hit among the
people who love travelling despite
their disabilities.
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wo Assam Rifles personnel
were killed and four others
T
injured on Saturday in an
ambush by insurgents in Mon
area of Nagaland near the
India-Myanmar border. The
injured were given medical
treatment immediately and
their condition was stable.
Efforts were on to identify the
terrorist group responsible for
the attack and combing operation was launched to track
them down.
Giving details of the incident here, military sources said
it took place at about 1.30 pm
when a patrol of the Assam
Rifles in two vehicles was subjected to an improvised explosive device(IED) blast. The
militants then opened fire and
in the ensuing gun fight a
junior
commissioned

officer(JCO) and a soldier were
killed while four others were
wounded. The attack took place
near border pillars 147 and 148
in Mon area of Nagaland along
the India-Myanmar border.
This attack comes days
after Arunachal Pradesh MLA
Tirong Aboh and his son
besides eight others were killed
in an ambush by suspected

National Socialist Council of
Nagaland(IM) insurgents on
Tuesday last in Tirap district of
the State. The Indian Army
along with the State police has
launched a massive operation to
hunt down the perpetrators of
this incident which saw a group
of more than 15 to 20 insurgents waylaying the four-vehicle convoy of the MLA.
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he landslide win scored by
T
the DMK-led Secular
Progressive Alliance in Tamil
Nadu is being projected as the
outcome of the strong antiNarendra Modi wave prevailing in the State and the failure
of the BJP to counter this narrative.
Though there were expectations all over Tamil Nadu that
the split in the ruling AIADMK
would jeopardise the dreams of
Chief Minister Edappadi
Palaniswamy and his deputy O
Panneerselvam, a cursory
glance at the Lok Sabha results
show that TTV Dhinakaran,
nephew of the jailed VK
Sasikala (former close aide to
J Jatyalalithaa) has not made
any impact in the polls.
All the candidates fielded
by Dhinakaran under the
AMMK banner forfeited their
security deposits as they could
garner the minimum vote share
of 16.66 per cent of the total
votes polled in any the constituency. Dhinakaran’s candidates could poll just 5.2 per
cent of the votes in this Lok

Sabha election.
“The results prove that the
AIADMK has not been weakened because of the exit of
Dhinakaran and Sasikala from
the party. We are confident that
the cadre who followed
Dhinakaran would come back
to the AIADMK,” S Semmalai,
founding leader of the
AIADMK and former minister
told The Pioneer on Saturday.

He said the DMK-led front
won through negative campaigning. “M K Stalin gave an
impression that Rahul Gandhi
would soon be appointed as the
Prime Minister . The people if
Tamil Nadu were carried away
by the promise of Rs 6,000 per
month financial package offered
by the Congress. The DMK in
its election manifesto declared
that it would write off all edu-

cational loans and agriculture
loans,” pointed out Semmalai.
Thanga Tamilselvam;
deputy to Dhinakaran, said
that the results were not in tune
with the ground realities.
“People in the State felt that it
would be better of they voted
for the DMK-Congress
alliance. This is not a vote for
the
Congress,”
said
Tamilselvan.

Along with Dhinakaran,
future of two more ‘budding”
parties too were sealed in this
election. Makkal Neethi
Meiam, launched by film actorturned-politician Kamal
Haasan ended up polling 3.72
per cent of the votes and forfeiting security deposits in all
the constituencies it ad contested. “I am not disappointed
with the results. We are the

winners of tomorrow,” said the
actor while speaking to
reporters after the results were
announced. Kamal Haassan is
yet to publicize the ideology of
his party.
But C Rajasekhar , former
Congress leader and one of the
founding members of MNM,
who left the party soon after it
was launched told this newspaper that Hassan would be a
failure as a politician.
Semmalai blamed the open
interference of religious leaders,
particularly those belonging to
the minority communities, in
the election campaign. “The
spread the news that minority
communities were not safe
under the BJP. This led to the
consolidation of the minority
sections,” said Semmalai.
Meanwhile, Saturday saw
the DMK candidates who got
elected to the Lok Sabha polls
and by-polls paying obeisance
at the mausoleum of late M
Karunanidhi at the Marina
Beach. Stalin led the newly
elected MPs and MLAs in paying floral tributes at the memorial where some of the MPs
broke down and started sobbing uncontrollably.
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Party and Bahujan
Samaj Party are likely to be
Sbackamajwadi
to being rivals in Uttar
Pradesh again.
The alliance formed by
these two major Opposition
parties in UP along with Ajit
Singh-led Rashtriya Lok Dal has
failed to achieve the desired
objective of consolidating DalitOBC-Muslim-Jat vote bank and
more importantly, the transfer
of votes to each other in the justconcluded Lok Sabha elections.
Besides, SP chief Akhilesh
Yadav’s wife Dimple Yadav and
his two cousins Dharmendra
Yadav from Budaun and Akshay
Yadav from Firozabad have lost
the election. Rashtriya Lok Dal
chief Ajit Singh and his son
Jayant Chaudhary have also
been defeated in Muzaffarnagar
and Baghpat, respectively.
On May 23, the day the
Lok Sabha results were
announced, SP chief Akhilesh
Yadav asked party cadre to start
preparing for the 2022 UP
Assembly polls. The same day,

Akhilesh presided over a meeting of officer-bearers of his
party for starting a door-todoor campaign across the state.
“The SP-BSP coalition of
Akhilesh Yadav and Mayawati
will not survive now. The next
big goal for both parties is the
2022 Assembly election, in
which they could be back to
being fierce rivals. The Lok
Sabha poll results in UP were
not a surprise as transfer of votes
between alliance partners was
going to be difficult and it ultimately did not happen,” said a
SP leader, who unsuccessfully
contested the recent election.
UP witnessed triangular
contests in 2019 elections and
friendly fights between
Congress and alliance candidates benefited the Bharatiya
Janata Party. Had it been a duel
between SP-BSP alliance and
Congress on one side and the
BJP on the other, things could
have been tougher for the ruling party. But going by the huge
victory margins of BJP winners
in UP, the results would not
have been different even then.
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n a belated but a major breakthrough,
the CBI on Saturday arrested two more
IHindu
right-wing activists Sanjiv
Punalekar and Vikram Bhave, in connection with the Narendra Dabholkar murder case
With the latest arrests, the total number of accused taken into custody in the
Dabholkar murder case has gone up to five.
Punalekar, who is a practising advocate
and national Secretary of Hindu Vidhidnya
Parishad, has been charged with the
destroying the evidence and guiding the
accused in the case, while Bhave, an RTI
activist owing allegiance to the Parishad,
has been booked for identifying Dhabolkar
to the assailants and helping the killers do
the reconnaissance of the crime site.
The two arrested accused will be
taken to Pune and produced before a designated court at which the accused in the
sensational case are being tried.
The CBI had earlier filed charge sheet
against Dr Virendra Tawade, Sharad
Kalaskar and Sachin Andure for their
alleged involvement in the murder of
Dabholkar.
Sixty-nine-year-old Dabholkar was
shot dead from a point blank range by two
motor-bicycle riding gunmen – aged
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ormer Jammu and Kashmir
chief minister Mehbooba
F
Mufti Saturday hoped that the
Madhya Pradesh government
will take swift action against
suspected cow vigilantes for
allegedly thrashing two persons.
Suspected cow vigilantes
allegedly thrashed two persons in Madhya Pradesh's
Seoni with sticks, accusing
them of carrying beef, following which five accused have
been arrested, police said
Saturday.
In a purported video clip of
the incident, which has been
widely circulated on social
media, the five accused can be
seen beating up the two men.
"Horrified to see cow vigilantes thrash an innocent muslim with such impunity in MP.
Hope @OfficeOfKNath takes
swift action against these
goons," Mehbooba said in a
tweet.
Another former Jammu
and Kashmir chief minister,
Omar Abdullah of the National
Conference, said it was just the
beginning and expressed fear
that worse was in the store.
"Ibtedaae ishq hai rota hai
kya, Aage Aage dekhiye hota
hai kya (this is just the beginning of the affair why are you
crying, you will see what is
coming as we move ahead),"
Abdullah, quoting the 18th
century Urdu poet Mir Taqi
Mir's couplet, wrote on his
Twitter handle.
The group of five 'gau rakshaks' also allegedly forced one of
the victims to beat up a woman
accompanying them with chappals, a police officer said.
Police also said that the
three person who were beaten
up have been arrested as possession and sale of beef is illegal in Madhya Pradesh.

between 25 and 30 years, while he was taking a morning walk on the Omkareshwar
bridge located in the heart of Pune, on
August 20, 2013.
The brutal gunning down of
Dabholkar –who had long been crusading
for the passage of anti-superstition and
black magic bill in the Maharashtra
Legislature – had caused a major furore in
the State. The Maharashtra government
had faced criticism from various quarters
for months on end.
The CBI had earlier invoked Unlawful
Activities Prevention Act (UAPA) against
two sharp shooters Sharad Kalaskar and
Sachin Andure and charged them under
relevant Indian Penal Code sections for
criminal conspiracy and murder and provisions of Arms Act and UAPA.
Andhure is said to be one of the two
persons who shot 69-year-old rationalist
and anti-superstition activist Dabholkar
was shot dead from a point blank range on
the Omkareshwar bridge located in the
heart of Pune, on August 20, 2013.
Andhure's arrest had come in August
last year after one of the accused in a terror conspiracy case Sharad Kalaskar, a resident of Nalasopara near Mumbai revealed
his name during the interrogation by the
State ATS investigating a plot to engineer
blasts in five cities of Maharashtra includ-

ing Mumbai, Pune, Solapur and Satara.
The investigations by the CBI have
revealed that that it was Kalaskar who had
accompanied Andhure in a motorcycle and
gunned down Dr Dabholkar. “We are trying to trace the motorcycle used in
Dabholkar’s murder by Andhure and
Kalaskar who is another sharpshooter in
the case,” the CB had told the court.
Among other things that the CBI had
disclosed in its remand application that one
of the arrested accused in the Gauri
Lankesh murder case, had handed over
one 7.65 mm country made pistol and
three bullets with magazine to Andhure.
Ahead of his arrest from Aurangabad
on August 18, Andhure had passed on the
pistol and three bullets to his brother-inlaw Subham Surale in Aurangabad on
August 11.
“As soon as Andhure was interrogated by the CBI in connection with the
Dabholkar murder case, Surale passed on
the country-made pistol, three bullets and
magazine his friend Rohit Rajesh Rege,” the
CBI had earlier told the Pune court.
The CBI recovered the incriminating
“black-coloured country made pistol with
magazine and three 7.65 mm live cartridges of KF-make", during a raid conducted on the Shrimanth Galli residence
of Rege in Aurangabad on August 21, 2018.
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he United States said it
was deploying 1,500 addiT
tional troops to the West Asia
to counter “credible threats”
from Iran in a move
denounced by Tehran on
Saturday as “a threat to international peace”.
“Increased US presence in
our region is very dangerous
and a threat to international
peace and security and must be
confronted,” Foreign Minister
Mohammad Javad Zarif told
the official IRNA news agency.
The escalation of the US
military presence follows a
decision in early May to send
an aircraft carrier strike force
and B-52 bombers in a show of
force against what Washington’s
leaders believed was an immi-

nent Iranian plan to attack US
assets.
And it comes as the Trump
administration is planning to
bypass congressional restrictions to sell arms to Saudi
Arabia, a close US ally and Iran’s
arch-enemy in the region.
“This is a prudent response
to credible threats from Iran,”
acting Defense Secretary
Patrick Shanahan said Friday.
President Donald Trump,
who approved the deployment,
called it “protective.” “We want
to have protection in the
Middle East,” Trump told
reporters as he prepared to set
off on a trip to Japan.
“We’re going to be sending
a relatively small number of
troops, mostly protective,”
Trump added. “It’ll be about
1,500 people.”

The new deployment
includes reconnaissance aircraft, fighter jets and engineers. Six hundred of the personnel belong to a Patriot missile defense battalion that had
its deployment in the region
extended.
Pentagon officials said the
move was necessary after multiple threatening actions and
several small-in-scope attacks
in May by Iranian forces, the
Iranian Revolutionary Guard
Corps, and “proxy” forces.
Those include a rocket
launched into the Green Zone
in Baghdad, explosive devices
that damaged four tankers in
Fujairah near the entrance to
the Gulf, and a Houthi drone
attack against a Saudi oil installation.
Iran has denied involve-
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ment in any of the attacks.
“Americans make such
claims to justify their hostile
policies and to create tension in
the Persian Gulf,” Zarif said.
The initial threat came at
the beginning of May, according to Rear Admiral Michael
Gilday, director of the
Pentagon’s Joint Staff.
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ranian media are reporting
that the country’s Foreign
IMinister
has arrived in
Baghdad to meet his Iraqi
counterpart and other officials.
The official IRNA news
agency reported Saturday that
Mohammad Javad Zarif will
meet with Iraqi Foreign
Minister Mohamed al-Hakim,
Iraqi President Barham Salih,
and
Prime
Minister
Mohammed al-Halbousi during his two-day visit.
Iraq’s Foreign Ministry
spokesman says Zarif will discuss the situation and ways of
finding common ground. On
Friday, Zarif was in Pakistan and
met officials there as tensions
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have ratcheted up in the region.
The White House earlier
this month sent an aircraft

carrier and B-52 bombers to
the region in response to a stillunexplained threat from Iran.

The US Plans to send 1,500
additional troops to the West
Asia amid heightened tensions.
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ranian Foreign Minister
ISaturday
Mohammad Javad Zarif said
a US decision to

he race to become Britain’s
T
next premier opened
Saturday with an array of hope-
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deploy 1,500 additional troops
to the Middle East is a “threat
to international peace,” state
media reported.
“Increased US presence in
our region is very dangerous
and a threat to international
peace and security and must be
confronted,” Zarif told the official IRNA news agency before
heading home from a visit to
Pakistan.
Washington says the reinforcements, which come after
the deployment earlier this
month of an aircraft carrier task
force, B-52 bombers, an
amphibious assault ship and a

missile defence system, are in
response to “campaign” of
recent attacks approved by
Iran’s top leadership.
“Americans make such
claims to justify their hostile
policies and to create tension in
the Persian Gulf,” Zarif said.
The United States this
month ended the last exemptions it had granted from
sweeping unilateral sanctions it
reimposed after abandoning a
landmark 2015 nuclear
between major powers and
Iran in May last year.
The move dealt a heavy
new blow to Iran’s already reeling economy as even vocal
critics of the renewed sanctions, like Turkey, announced
they had stopped buying
Iranian oil.
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fuls promising to succeed
where Theresa May failed and
finally pull the divided country
out of the EU.
But European leaders
insisted they had made their
final offer during months or
acrimonious negotiations that
resulted in an unpopular compromise for which May ended
up paying with her job.
The British prime minister’s voice broke on the steps of
her Downing Street office when
she told Britons on Friday that
she was quitting on June 7.
May is bowing out with her
legacy in tatters and the coun-

try in agony over what to do
about voters’ decision in 2016 to
abandon the European integration project after nearly 50 years.
The markets view the risk
of Britain crashing out of the
bloc when the twice-delayed
departure date arrives on
October 31 as uncomfortably
high.
The pound has been
steadily losing value since May
6 and British business lobbies
are raising the alarm. Their
main concern is that current
frontrunners to head May’s
Conservative Party say they will
get Brexit done at any cost.
“We will leave the EU on
October 31, deal or no deal,”
said former foreign minister
Boris Johnson in a speech
delivered Friday in Switzerland.
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The US caught the IRGC
attempting to covertly deploy
“modified dhows capable of
launching cruise missiles,” he
said, referring to small traditional boats. “We view this as
a campaign,” Gilday told
reporters.
The moves “are all part of
a dangerous and escalatory

strategy by Iran to threaten
global trade and to destabilize
the region.”
“We believe with a high
degree of confidence that this
stems back to the leadership of
Iran at the highest levels, and
that all of the attacks... Have
been attributed to Iran through
their proxies or their forces,”
Gilday said, citing still-secret
US intelligence.
US officials said the aim of
the deployment was both to
extend greater protection to the
70,000 US forces in the Middle
East and Afghanistan, and to
deliver a message to Iran to
refrain from attacks.
“We think that through a
combination of a very measured deployment of assets as
well as public messaging, we are
again trying to underscore that

we are not seeking hostilities
with Iran,” he said.
Gilday said the US moves
have had some impact. When
Washington first learned of
Tehran’s alleged intent to
launch attacks, it delivered a
stern warning to Tehran “within hours” through an unnamed
third party.
Since then, the threat of the
missile-bearing dhows appears
to have subsided.
However, the Trump
administration continues to
draw criticism that it has not
clearly shown the need for an
escalation.
Members of Congress were
also angered that Trump was
overriding their block on delivery of lethal weapons to the
Saudis.
“More tactics with

absolutely no strategy,” tweeted Democratic Senator Chris
Murphy.
“All that is happening now
is escalatory move after escalatory move. Trump has ZERO
plan for how this ends, and that
should scare the hell out of
everyone.” But Pentagon officials stressed that the US does
not seek war with Iran.
“We do not see these additional capabilities as encouraging hostilities. We see them
as defensive in nature,” said acting Assistant Secretary of
Defense Katie Wheelbarger.
“Our policy remains an economic and diplomatic effort to
bring Iran back to the negotiating table to encourage a comprehensive deal that addresses
the range of their destabilizing
behavior in the region.”
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industan Shipyard Limited
(HSL) and two other pubH
lic sector undertakings have
come together to float a consortium for building submarines.
The two other PSUs are
Bharat Heavy Electricals
Limited (BHEL) and Mishra
Dhatu Nigam Ltd (Midhani).
Indigenous construction
of six conventional submarines
is envisaged by Ministry of
Defence, a Press release from
HSL said here on Saturday.

Representatives of HSL,
BHEL and Midhani signed
anMoU on Friday in the presence of HSL chairman and
managing director Rear
Admiral LV Sarat Babu, the
release said. The MoU is a step
to keep in line with the'Make
In India'initiative of the
Government in the Defence
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dani Groups solar manuA
facturing arm Adani Solar
is expecting to get 50 per cent
marketshare in two years, a top
company official said on
Saturday.
As 80 per cent of solar panels available in the country were
made in China, the company
was manufacturing module
and panels, which were cheaper and durable, for Indian markets, general manager(business development) of Adani
Solar Cecil Augustine told
reporters here.
With a marketshare of 10
per cent and expected growth,
the company was sure to capture 50 per cent marketshare in

another two years, Augustine
said.
The company official was
here to announce the launch of
its retail distribution business
in Tamil Nadu with K Powers
Solar, an exclusive channel
partner for the region.
In a span of three months,
Adani Solar has expanded the
retail distribution of its solar
panels in seven regions, helping over 500 cities across the
country meet their renewable
energy requirement, he said.
The partnership with K
Powers is a stride towards facilitating the switch to sustainable
solar power, across consumers,
SMEs, MSMEs and institutions in the state at the lowest
capex costs, he added.

sector, it said.
The agreement aims to
harness the complimentary
expertise of the three companies and provide the country
with a credible, domestic alternative for construction of the
submarines. The consortium
would jointly stake claim with
the Ministry for being considered as a prospective bidder for
the proposed project of the
Navy in partnership with OEM
(foreign technology provider)
for building six submarines at
the Hindustan Shipyard Ltd,
the release added.
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n Vadodara (Gujarat): The entire top deck of Gujaratbased Manpasand Beverages including the company's Managing
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ndia should cut interest rates
Ipolicies
further and adopt consistent
for the export of agricultural produce to enable
Indian exporters to take advantage of the current US-China
trade war, industry body Ficci's
President Sandip Somany said
Saturday.
Currently on a business
trip to China, Somany also said
the NDA government in its second term should focus on getting big ticket investments
from China, specially in the
capital goods sector, and motivate Chinese machinery manufacturers to set up plants in
India.
The bruising US-China

trade war, under which both
countries have slapped billions
of dollars worth of tariffs on
each other's exports, offers a big
opportunity for some category
of Indian exports to make a
dent in both the US and
Chinese markets, Somany told
PTI here.
Somany, who is the vice
chairman and managing director of HSIL Limited, the second
largest glass manufacturer
India, also met the Indian
Ambassador to China Vikram
Misri and the Secretary of
China's Boao Forum for Asia,
Li Baodong.
If the US-China trade war
continues, it offers good opportunities for Indian exports in
certain areas, he said.

According to a BSE filing by the company, the Commissioner
of Central GST and Customs carried out search and seizure proceedings at various premises of the company on May 23 and further inquiry was conducted on May 24 at the GST Bhavan office
here.
PTI
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San Francisco: Ads are coming
to WhatsApp, finally, and the
intrusion into the popular adfree mobile messaging platform
would begin from Status page.
At a Facebook Marketing
Summit in the Netherlands,
Facebook revealed a 2020
launch date for WhatsApp
Status ads. “WhatsApp will
bring Stories Ads in its status
product in 2020,” tweeted
Olivier Ponteville who attended the conference this week.
The news first came in
October when media reported
that the Facebook-owned messaging app is planning to allow
advertisements to be displayed
in the “Status” section of the
app.
IANS
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ow-cost carrier Air Asia
India has dropped its plan
L
to lease B737 aircraft of
grounded Jet Airways as the
Tata group venture carrier
wants to continue with one
type of aircraft.
“Air Asia India had
informed the aviation regulator about their plan to lease
some of the B737 airplanes that
were operated by Jet Airways.
But later it did not follow up.
Now, the idea has finally been
dropped,” said an industry
source.
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eh desh hai veer jawaano ka (this
is a country of brave soldiers)
holds true when we witness
extraordinary acts of valor by
bravehearts like Lance Naik Nazir
Ahmad Wani. The first Kashmiri soldier to
receive Ashok Chakra, nation’s highest
peacetime gallantry award posthumously.
What makes this award even more special
is that Wani was a terrorist and made the
greatest sacrifice of life for the nation he originally fought against. The story of this valiant
martyr is not only filled with courage and
fearlessness, but also a 360 degree change
of identity and mind.
On the 70th Republic Day celebration,
Mehjabeen, Wani’s wife received the honour by President Ram Nath Kovind, as a
proud, grateful nation watched with respect.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi paid his
respects and interacted with the family,
encouraging Mehjabeen to have faith.
“When I was walking up to the dias to
receive the nation’s highest peacetime gallantry award, there was only one thought in
my mind: Is this award at par with my husband’s life? Yes, I was receiving this award
becasue of my husband’s bravery but I would
have preferred not to have made this walk.
I would want my husband by my side. This
award is nothing compared to my husband’s
life. I wish I could trade it for his life,”
Mehjabeen tells you.
However, she is resigned to her fate and
says that whatever that has happened is
because it was fated.
“I consider it my fate. I was destined to
marry a soldier. I got whatever Khuda (God)
wrote for me,” Mehjabeen says, who is a
mother of two, Athar (20) and Shaid (18).
She now journeys between the Valley and
Kota where her two children are studying.
“My life’s only motive now is to educate
my children and watch them make something of themselves. I only want to stay alive
for them,” she tells you.
Mehjabeen is a teacher with the
Government school in Kulgam in J&K
where she has been teaching Kashimir and
urdu for the past 15 years. However, right
now she is on a long leave.
“I always wanted to teach and pursued
my studies to become one. There is so much
knowledge that one can impart to children
today. They are hungry for knowledge, not
necessarily textual. I teach classes I to VIII.
They are so enthusiastic and want to learn
stuff. They want to party as well. Sometimes
they tell me that they want to contribute C5
each so that they can have a class party. That
is when I take them sweets and sometimes
cake. They love this break. It also means that
I am more of a friend to them than a teacher.
They are more open with me,” Mehjabeen
says and recounts a student’s choice.
One day, while discussing what they
wanted to become when they grew up, a
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Class III student said he wanted to be a militant. “He doesn’t understand what it means.
He was just repeating what he hears the
elders talking around him. I explained to the
class what it means to be a militant. They
listened to me with rapt attention. I don’t
know how much of an impact this talk
would have on him in the long run but for
now, at least, he wants to be an officer. I am
happy that I was able to convince him, for
now, that he has decided to be a good human
being and make a life for himself,”
Mehjabeen says.
Her aim is to create good, responsible
citizens who are dedicated to their nation.
“I want to direct them into the right direction, and for that I take inspiration from my
beloved husband, my hero,” she shares.
She also tells them that they need to
acknowledge the effort that their parents are
making to send them to school. “I tell them
that their parents toil the whole day to earn
money so that they can enjoy life and eat
good food. This needs to be appreciated,”
Mehjabeen says.
Her own two boys — one has just
cleared Class XII exam and aspires to be an
engineer. The younger one is in Class X and
wants to be a doctor. They are studying in
Kota, though her elder son is in the Valley
with her preparing for the entrance exam
for engineering.
She tells you that her husband, Wani was
at the forefront of an anti-terror operation
on November 25, 2018, against six militants
in Hirapur village near Batagund, in which
he lost his life. Proving the motto of his battalion (162 Infantry Battalion (TA) JAKLI)
BalidanamVir Lakshanam (sacrifice is a
characteristic of the brave) till his last breath,
Wani killed the district commander of the

militant organization Lashkar-e-Taiba along
with another foreign terrorist.
In a statement, his fellow soldiers
revealed that despite multiple hits on his
body including his head, Wani attacked and
injured a third militant. “Lance Naik Wani
epitomised qualities of a fine soldier. He
always volunteered for challenging missions,
displaying great courage under adverse conditions, exposing himself to grave danger on
numerous occasions in the line of duty,” a
Rashtrapati Bhawan notification said.
Wani, a former terrorist, turned counter
terrorist and finally a soldier in the Indian
Army, belonged to a group of men called
Ikhwans (meaning brotherhood). They
began as terrorists, many of them travelled
to the Afghanistan-Pakistan border for
training, motivation and transportation of
arms and equipment by the ISI. This group
of local Kashmiris, led by Mohammad Yusuf
Parray (popular as Kuka Parray) initially
resisted the Indian Army but subsequently
came over ground and joined the security
forces in the counter-insurgency operations.
By 1994, these fighters were divided into
three groups on the basis of the districts the
cadres hailed from. The three divisions were
— Yusuf Parray in the Bandipora area, Liaqat
Khan in South Kashmir and Javed Ahmad
Shah operating with the J&K Police’s (JKP)
Special Operations Group (SOG). Their
knowledge about the local language and culture, their efficiency with handling equipment, the experience they gathered over the
years fighting the Indian Army and their
intelligence and skill proved of great worth
to the Indian Army.
“My husband belonged to the Liaqat
Khan group, which focused on Anantnag
and Kulgam areas. The Liaqat Khan group’s
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here are a number of militants in J&K who have
taken up residence in the
Valley. To counter this and to
encourage defections from militant ranks, the Government
has come up with a draft surrender policy in order to decrease
their numbers in the State.
The policy says that those
who will surrender will be called
as ‘renouncers’ and that the
renouncer will surrender only in
front
of
Divisional
Commissioners, District
Magistrates, top police officers
and heads of operational units
not below the rank of
Commandant.
The renouncers will be eli-
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gible for a fixed deposit of C5-6
lakh which will be available to
them after a lock-in period of
three years. In addition, they will

also receive a monthly stipend of
C5,000 or C6,000. However, this
initiative will not cover militants
found to have been involved in
heinous crimes.
“The objective is to offer an
opportunity to militants who
eschew the path of violence. The
policy is particularly aimed at
economic rehabilitation,
enabling them to lead a normal
life and contribute towards society’s progress,” read the draft policy by the Home Department
under the directions of K Vijay
Kumar, Advisor to Governor.
Also, as per the draft policy,
the renouncer can enrol under
Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas
Yojana to seek self-employment.

HQ was the Janglat Mandi in Anantnag
town,” Mehjabeen tells you that says that she
got married to Wani in 1998.
“I knew that what my husband did
before I got married to him. I took it as my
fate. I felt that whatever Khuda does may
have some good in store for me. I was not
scared. Back in the late 90s all the youth was
joining the group. My husband was no different. He too joined. It was not as if he had
a choice,” She shares.
Thanks to the intelligence support provided by this group, the Indian forces could
detect and clamp down hard on terror, leading to a smooth and successful election
process in 1996 and beyond. This collaboration with the Indian State earned Ikhwans
the twin hatred of Pakistan and Kashmiri
separatists. These men faced a lot of threats
and neglect, but never surrendered to the
hardships that came their way. Perhaps that’s
why, they proved to be a great asset to the
security forces.
Wani enrolled in 162 Infantry Battalion
TA JAK LI (H&H) in 2004, one of the eight
units comprised entirely of Ikhwan cadres.
Soldiers from the 162 TA play a very crucial role in Jammu and Kashmir. Their skill,
knowledge and intelligence is of supreme
importance when it comes to tracking down
terrorists and obtaining important information. This regiment has served with honour
in numerous theaters, like Siachen Conflict,
Kargil War, UN Peacekeeping in Somalia
etc.Bharat Mata Ki Jai (Victory to Mother
India)is the war cry of this valorous regiment. Wani was attached to 34 Rashtriya
Rifles in South Kashmir. Native of
ChekiAshmuji in Kulgam District, Wani was
earlier decorated with Sena Medal
(Gallantry) twice.
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“He joined the Indian Army because
he wanted to improve our sons’ lives. Also,
he saw that there was no other choice for
him to better his lot. He was a good husband, a good father and a helpful person.
People liked him, he had a helping
nature. Even today, our neighbours
remember his kindness,” Mehjabeen says
who lives way from her in-laws who are
in a village.
“We had shifted to Kulgam many years
back. We bought a house of our own. This
is where I stay today. My in-laws are in the
village. Though they had come with me to
Delhi when I was there to receive the Ashok
Chakra,” Mehjabeen tells you.
Wani was given a 21-gun salute and
was draped in tricolor when the Army
brought his body to his village and handed it over to his family. His funeral was
attended by masses, 500-600 people gathered to pay their respects to the brave soldier.
“He worked for the benefit of the
underprivileged section in his village and
surrounding area, he always kept everyone
happy and tried to resolve people's problems. He wanted to live for others and for
his nation. I am proud of my husband,”
Mehjabeen say.
The Government’s policies and initiatives for the Indian Army has helped
Mehjabeen.
“There is a lot that the Government has
done for us. I am just a teacher. I don’t know
what solution there is for the Valley. I do
my work — to teach the kids that they need
to become good human and not do anything that will cause harm to others,”
Mehjabeen says.
Uzair Ali Ahmad, a Kashmiri resident
who is now pursuing B Com from Delhi
University agrees with Mehjabeen and says:
“The Government does a lot for us. I am
satisfied with its policies. I am grateful for
all the efforts done by it for the soldiers and
their families. I migrated to Delhi from
Kashmir because of the constant state of
terror and fear in the valley. Nowadays,
people recognise Kashmir more as a controversial, terrorism-ridden State than for
its scenic beauty. I sincerely hope this scenario changes soon and peace is restored.”
The story of Nazir Ahmad Wani, a
brave soldier, a good human being and a
true hero, is proof that despite an unpleasant past, the nation will always recognise,
remember and respect true sacrifice ad
valor. It is never too late to do what's right,
even if it is the toughest choice to make.
Wani turned his life upside down and the
nation salutes the braveheart. Tu rakht
mein ubaal hai, tu zinda ek misaal hai
(you are the boil in blood, you are a living example of bravery). May your soul
rest in peace, soldier. The nation shall
never forget your sacrifice.
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ndian batting line-up's soft underbelly lay exposed in slightly
favourable bowling conditions as
New Zealand gave a rude wake-up
call, winning the first warm-up
game ahead of the ICC World Cup by
six wickets here on Saturday.
Under overcast conditions, Trent
Boult's (4/33 in 6.2 overs) incisive
swing bowling was a test of technique
for the Indian top-order batsmen and
the Men In Blue never recovered from
an early collapse, being bowled out for
179 in 39.2 overs.
It was a walk in the park for the
'Black Caps' as they reached the target in only 37.1 overs with Kane
Williamson (67) and Ross Taylor
(71) helping themselves to half-centuries.
While it was a warm-up game and
the outcome of the result isn't something that India would be bothered
too much but what certainly would
keep them worried is the failure to
find a solution to their problems.
KL Rahul failed at No 4, Dinesh
Karthik's poor IPL form continued
while Vijay Shankar and Kedar
Jadhav's respective injuries in all likelihood would prevent the team management from checking them out
against Bangladesh in the second
warm-up game at Cardiff.
The two wrist spinners —
Kuldeep Yadav (0/44 in 8.1 overs) and
Yuzvendra Chahal (1/37 in 6 overs),
who have gone off the boil in the past
few months — also didn't make
much of an impact.
A sub-200 total meant that
Williamson and Taylor, during their
114-run stand, hardly took risk against
the duo, getting run-a-ball with minimum fuss.
For India, Ravindra Jadeja's
decent show (54 off 50 balls and 1/27
in 7 overs) was the only silver lining.
There was a possibility that after
IPL, played on pitches devoid of any
lateral movement and conditions that
didn't aid swing bowling, the footwork
would remain a touch iffy for Indian
batsmen.
It was Boult's first spell which saw
openers Rohit Sharma (2) and Shikhar
Dhawan (2) along with No. 4 KL
Rahul (6) being dismissed that proved
to be decisive in overcast conditions.
The lack of footwork was evident
as Boult trapped Rohit with a delivery that darted in while Dhawan had
an inside edge to a delivery that had
a shade more bounce. Rahul was

played on when Boult got one to rear
up. On all three occasions, there was
distinct lack of footwork.
Skipper Virat Kohli (18 off 24
balls) found his defence breached by
Colin de Grandhomme's off-cutter
trying to play across the line.
Jadeja's half-century ensured a
175-plus score for the 'Men In Blue'
after being reduced to 115 for 8 at one
stage. His 62-run ninth-wicket stand
with Kuldeep Yadav (19) was the only
saving grace for India in an otherwise
disappointing batting performance.
Before Jadeja, it was Hardik
Pandya (30 off 37 balls), who added
38 runs with Mahendra Singh Dhoni
(17 off 42 balls) for the fifth wicket.
Dhoni's painful stay at the crease
was cut short by Tim Southee when
he was caught at short mid-wicket
while trying to give the bowler charge.
Dhoni, who takes time to settle
down, not for once looked comfortable and failed to rotate the strike during the partnership, consuming a lot
of deliveries.
It was Jimmy Neesham (3/26 in 3
overs), who dismissed Hardik with a
cross-seam delivery that moved a
shade, inducing an outside edge.
Hardik was promoted ahead of
Dhoni in adverse conditions and he
showed positive intent with six
boundaries.
Dinesh Karthik was gone in the
same over, flicking a half-volley
straight to fine leg and it was Jadeja,
who resurrected the innings with
Kuldeep for company.
When New Zealand batted, Jasprit
Bumrah (4-2-2-1) bowled a testing
first spell and Mohammed Shami (40-16-0) also found the right length,
which will be a positive that Kohli and
Co. Can take from this game.
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he Indian team
T
heaved a sigh of
relief after scan reports
revealed that all-rounder
Vijay Shankar hasn't sustained a fracture on his
right forearm after being
hit by net bowler
Khaleel Ahmed during a
training session on
Friday.
Shankar had left the
field and was taken for a

precautionary scan, the
reports of which came
on Saturday.
"Vijay Shankar was
hit on his right forearm
during practice on
Friday. He underwent
scans and no fracture
has been detected. BCCI
Medical Team is aiding
him in his recovery,"
BCCI posted on their
twitter handle.
However, the Tamil
Nadu all-rounder didn't

take part in the first
warm-up game and is
also unlikely to play in
the second practice
match
against
Bangladesh at Cardiff
on Tuesday as there is a
bit of bruise, which will
take time to heal.
Shankar on Saturday
took some throwdowns
batting 'single-handed'
during the net session
prior to the New
Zealand game.
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teve Smith said he had no
problems being jeered by
Sspectators
as he marked his first
match against England following a year-long ban for balltampering with a hundred at
Southampton on Saturday.
Smith's 116 was the centrepiece of Australia's 297 for
nine against England in a
World Cup warm-up fixture.
"I'm pretty chilled, everyone's entitled to their opinion,"
Smith told Sky Sports during the
innings break when asked
about the crowd's taunts.
"I'm just happy to be back
playing. Fortunately, I was able
to contribute today and hopefully I can take this form into
the World Cup."
If the sound of Smith and
team-mate David Warner being
booed was a sign of things to
come, England will hope the
former Australia captain's
innings is not an omen for a
season that includes both the
World Cup and a five-Test
Ashes series.
Smith and Warner only
returned to international duty
earlier this month after they
both completed 12-month suspensions.
Warner was booed first by
spectators on Saturday when he
walked out to open the innings
with captain Aaron Finch after
Australia lost the toss.
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And when the left-hander
arrived at the crease, one fan
shouted: "Get off Warner you
cheat."
Warner's dismissal for 43,

caught in the deep by Jonny
Bairstow off Liam Plunkett,
was greeted by immediate
cheers from England fans.
But there were more boos
as he returned to the pavilion
to be replaced by Smith, coming in with Australia 82 for two
in the 17th over.
The BBC reported there
were a few chants of "cheat,
cheat,cheat", although a lone
Australia fan shouted "Get 'em
Stevie!".
There was, however, the
customary round of applause
from the crowd for a batsman
reaching his fifty when Smith
got to the landmark.
Long a thorn in England's
side, Smith went to 99 with a
superb carved six over third
man off Ben Stokes.
The next ball delivery saw
Smith complete a 94-ball hundred, including eight fours,
prompting yet more boos as
well as clapping to acknowledge
his century.
Smith's innings ended in
bizarre fashion when, off the
penultimate ball of the innings,
third umpire Joel Wilson ruled
he'd been caught and bowled by
Tom Curran off what looked to
be a bump ball.
Earlier, injury-prone
England fast bowler Mark
Wood could only manage 3.1
overs before going off with
what a team spokesman said
was "left foot discomfort".
The Durham quick then
went to hospital for a scan.
Meanwhile Liam Dawson
split the skin on his right finger, with England saying the
spinner would not bat on his
Hampshire home ground.
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akistan, who suffered
a three-wicket loss to
Afghanistan in their first
warm-up game on Friday,
will look to find winning
ways against Bangladesh,
before the real action
unfolds at the Men's
World Cup.
Things aren't looking
great for Pakistan ahead
of the World Cup as
they've remained winless
in their last 11 ODIs.
Their three-wicket loss to
Afghanistan in their first
warm-up match only
deepened concerns. At
203/4 in the 38th over,
they were on course for
getting an above par first
innings total. But the
lower middle-order collapse restricted their
innings to 262 all-out in
the 48th over.
Their bowling unit
seemed much the same
like it was in the recently concluded ODI series
against England, failing to
produce wickets for most
part of the innings.
Mohammad Amir went
wicket-less in his six
overs, bowling at an average speed of 82.6 mph,
markedly slower than his
normal pace. Wahab
Riaz's late burst was the
only significant positive
but the game was far
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gone by then. The
Sarfaraz Ahmed-led side
will look to capitalise
their final chance to make
amends, before they take
on West Indies on 31
May in Nottingham in
the tournament proper.
Bangladesh come
fresh from a tri-series
win in Ireland, after they
beat West Indies in a
rain-affected final. After
being clean-swept in
New Zealand earlier in
the year, the series saw
great results for them
with significant contributions from their senior
players like Shakib Al
Hasan, Soumya Sarkar,
Tamim Iqbal and
Mushfiqur Rahim. New
comer Abu Jayed, whose
spot was uncertain in
the final World Cup
squad earlier, too produced a match winning
spell of 5/58 against
Ireland.
Bangladesh, who had
caused the biggest upset
at the World Cup 2015,
knocking the current
hosts England out of the
competition, will look to
maintain their good form
and try to get a settled
combination before their
campaign gets underway
against South Africa on 2
June.
(Venue: Sophia
Gardens, Cardiff)

strength team at their disposal,
they will hope to send a message
as they take on South Africa in
their first World Cup warm-up
game on Sunday.
Windies come into their first
official warm-up on back of mixed
fortunes. While they trounced
hosts Ireland in each of their two
games in the tri-series, they were
outclassed on all three occasions by
Bangladesh, including in the final.
However, they were not playing their full strength side in that
series and stalwarts like Chris
Gayle, Andre Russell and Nicholas
Pooran among others, were absent.
With them back in the fold,
Windies look a lot more wellrounded outfit although they were
beaten rather convincingly by
Australia in an unofficial warm-up
fixture two days ago.
The Windies batting has a
pretty robust feel about it. The likes
of Gayle, Russell, Pooran, Shimron
Hetmyer and Evin Lewis are able
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ormer skipper and
F
current assistant coach
Paul Collingwood on

to play big shots for breakfast,
while Darren Bravo and Shai
Hope are capable of holding things
down.
It is their bowling that looks a
touch off-colour. Skipper Jason
Holder's recent rise in Test cricket hasn't reflected in his ODI
numbers. Kemar Roach picked a
whole bunch of wickets in the triseries and while Shannon Gabriel
was also among the wickets, not

too many of those came against
Bangladesh.
They will be up against a confident South Africa, who come into
the game on back of a resounding
87-run win against Sri Lanka in
their first warm-up. The Proteas
seem to have covered all bases, but
will want their batsmen to get
some more runs.
(Venue: Bristol County
Ground)

Saturday was forced to
take the ground as a substitute fielder after
England pacers Mark
Wood and Jofra Archer
suffered injury scares in a
warm-up game against Australia.
The 42-year-old, who had led England to 2010 T20
World Cup title, walked out to field after Mark Wood
and his replacement Jofra Archer left the ground following injuries.
While Wood walked off the field after suffering a
hamstring injury in his fourth over, Archer also left soon
after injuring himself while fielding at the deep.
Collingwood, England's fielding coach, was then seen
running around on the ground wearing Wood's World
Cup jersey, giving ample display of his fitness.
Joe Root, who was rested for Saturday's warm-up
match, was also asked to take the field.
England captain Eoin Morgan was missing in action
Saturday due to a finger injury suffered during a training session, while spinner Adil Rashid skipped the warmup game due to a shoulder injury, leaving the hosts with
no option but to bring Collingwood onto the field.
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ormer Pakistan cricketers have urged skipper
F
Sarfaraz Ahmed to bat higher up the order so that the
team could post big totals in
the upcoming World Cup,
starting May 30.
"Sarfaraz does not have
the big shots to justify his
batting at number 5, 6 or 7.
He needs to bat higher up so
that he can build his innings
and help Pakistan get big
totals," former captain
Shahid Afridi said.
"He is wasting himself
coming lower than four and
this doesn't help the team. If
Pakistan is to do well in the
World Cup, Sarfaraz has a
big role to play as captain
and player. He has to be the
leader on and off the field,"
he added.

Sarfaraz's batting position has become a matter of
debate as he has batted
mostly lower down the order
but moved up a couple of
times in the recent ODI
series against England but
on Friday in the warm-up
game against Afghanistan,
he again came late at number six.
"He has to realise that
his worth for the team is at
number four or five. He is
the sort of player who can
change the momentum of
the game with his rotation of
strike and ability to keep the
scoreboard
moving,"
Pakistan's most successful
Test captain Misbah-ul-Haq
said.
Misbah noted that
Sarfaraz coming up the
order will allow the team to
utilise the two senior most

players — Muhammad
Hafeez and Shoaib Malik —
properly.
Former wicketkeeperbatsman Moin Khan said he
had suggested Sarfaraz
before the team left for
England to open the innings
if necessary.
"In the last World Cup I
was the chief selector and I
tried him out as an opener
and he did well. He is someone who needs overs to
pace his innings."
With openers Fakhar
Zaman, Inam-ul-Haq and
one down Babar Zaman
having batting averages of 50
plus, number four is the best
position for Sarfaraz followed by Hafeez, Malik,
Asif, felt Moin.
Some of his critics have
used Sarfaraz's reluctance
to bat higher up in the order

as an excuse to blame him
for letting the team down.
"A captain has to lead by
example and if he comes at
number four, the other batsmen will also respond and
play sensibly," Test wicketkeeper-batsman Kamran
Akmal said.
Enigmatic fast bowler
Shoaib Akhtar also urged
Sarfaraz to bat higher up the
order and be more authoritative as captain on the field
and in the dressing room.
"He has to marshal the
innings and he has to play
the team he wants not the
eleven the chief selector and
the head coach want. Only
then will he be able to do
well in the World Cup."
Akhtar felt Sarfaraz
needed to be more assertive
as a captain like India's Virat
Kohli.
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was a cakewalk for South Africa
they registered a 87-run victoIrytasagainst
Sri Lanka in a World Cup
warm-up game on Friday, but more
importantly it was their depth in
squad that came to the fore.
Andile Phehlukwayo (35),
Dwaine Pretorius (25 not out) and
Chris Morris (26 not out) got important runs while Phehlukwayo (4/36)
and Pretorius 1/34) bagged wickets
too, strenghthening their case for a
spot in the starting XI.
Phehlukwayo was particularly
impressive with the ball, as Hashim
Amla (65) and skipper Faf Du Plessis
(88) also got runs.
"I think there is quite good competition and good depth within the
squad," Phehlukwayo was quoted as
saying by www.cricketworldcup.com.
"Personally, I am not looking in
terms of those competitions. I just
want to contribute for the team, whoever is playing in that all-rounder
position is obviously the person in
form and hopefully they can do the
job for the team. Aside from that I
don't think personally I have any
agenda in terms of the all-rounder.
Skipper du Plessis said that at
least one of those three players
would have to sit out.
"There is definitely not space for
three of them," he said. "Depending
on fitness, Dale Steyn is progressing.
So, if he doesn't progress the way that
he wants to then two all-rounders
come into the equation. If our fast
bowlers are all fit, we love that
diversity in our attack."
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ovak Djokovic can
become only the second man in history to
have twice held all four Grand
Slam titles at the same time
with victory at the French
Open.
However, a returning
Roger Federer and rejuvenated Rafael Nadal will once
again stand in his way.
World number one
Djokovic completed his first
private stranglehold of all four
Slams with victory at Roland
Garros in 2016.
Having clinched the 2018
Wimbledon and US Open
titles and then a seventh
Australian Open crown in
January this year, the Serb is
tantalisingly close to another
'Djoko Slam'.
Federer and Nadal, with
20 and 17 career Grand Slam
titles each respectively, may be
ahead of 15-time major winner Djokovic in total hauls.
However, they have never
managed to hold all four of the
sport's greatest prizes at the
same time.
It is such a rare feat that
only Don Budge (1938) and
Rod Laver (1962 and 1969) —
all calendar Grand Slams —
have pulled off the sweep in
the sport's history.
Djokovic, who turned 32
on Wednesday, is playing
down his potential date with
destiny.
After losing to Nadal in
the Italian Open final last
weekend, the Serb was in no
doubt that it was the Spaniard
who would likely be celebrating a 12th Roland Garros title
in a little over two weeks' time.
"Nadal, number one
favourite, without a doubt —

the 37-year-old defy the odds
and clinch the 2019 title he
would become the oldest
Grand Slam champion of all
time.
However, Federer admits
his hopes of seeing off Nadal
and Djokovic are slim.
"I feel like I'm playing
good tennis, but is it enough
against the absolute top guys
when it really comes to the
crunch? I'm not sure if it's in
my racquet," he said Friday.
The Swiss star faces Italy's
Lorenzo Sonego, ranked at 73
in the first round on Sunday
and could meet Nadal in the
semi-finals.
Nadal, whose record at
Roland Garros stands at a
staggering 11 titles and a winloss record of 86-2, claimed a
ninth Italian Open title and a
record 34th Masters last week.
"I don't care if I'm the
favourite," said Nadal who
starts against German qualifier Yannick Hanfmann, the
world 184 who has never won
a Grand Slam match.
"I care about feeling well
and playing well." Nadal's
three-set win over Djokovic in
Rome was timely as it was his
first title of 2019 and had followed three successive semifinal losses at Monte Carlo,
Barcelona and Madrid.
The last two of those were
against Dominic Thiem and
Stefanos Tsitsipas, both of
whom play with a one-handed backhand, just like Federer.
Thiem, the 2018 runnerup to Nadal at Roland Garros,
has defeated the Spaniard four
times on clay.
"There is a new wave coming through with the onehanded backhand that can
counter some of Rafa's spins
and lefty play," said Federer.

N

then everyone else," he said.
However, he admits his
Paris triumph of 2016 which
gave him his first sweep, is
fuelling his bid for more history.
"There is an extra motivation and incentive to win
Roland Garros because of the
opportunity to hold all four
Slams, something I did three
years ago, and that gives me
obviously enough reason to
believe I can do it again."
Twelve months ago, such
confidence would have
appeared reckless when he
was shocked by Italian journeyman Marco Cecchinato in
the quarter-finals, a defeat
which sent him crashing out of
the top 20 for the first time in
over a decade.
This time around he starts
his campaign against Poland's
Hubert Hurkacz, the world
number 43 with a potential
quarter-final
against
Germany's Alexander Zverev
who has still to get past the last
eight at a Slam.
Federer is returning to
Roland Garros for the first
time since 2015 having turned
his back on clay court tennis
to focus on Wimbledon.
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This year marks the 10th
anniversary of his one and
only Paris triumph and should
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<>=02>) Lewis Hamilton
snatched a dramatic pole
position for Sunday's
Monaco Grand Prix with an
all-time circuit record lap in
the final seconds to outpace
Mercedes team-mate Valtteri
Bottas by 0.086 seconds.
The defending five-time
champion and series leader
clocked an unprecedented
lap in 1 min 10.166 sec to
end Bottas' run of three successive poles as Mercedes,
mourning the death this
week of non-executive chairman Niki Lauda, produced
a record-equalling 62nd
front row lockout.
It was an emotional
Hamilton's second pole in
Monaco and the 84th of his
career as he dug deep in the
final seconds to find the
speed required to grab the
prime grid position from his
team-mate.
"Whoooah!" shouted
Hamilton on team radio.
"That's what I am talking
about…."
Max Verstappen was
third for Red Bull ahead of
four-time
champion
Sebastian Vettel of Ferrari,
Pierre Gasly in the second
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aris Saint-Germain coach Thomas
Tuchel has extended his deal with
P
the French Ligue 1 champions through
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apan will have to defy the home crowd and the
weight of history if they are to win the
Sudirman Cup against China on Sunday.
Japan have never lifted the mixed- team world
championship since it began in 1989.
In contrast, the hosts have won it a record 10
times and go into the final as slight favourites
despite Japan being top seeds in Nanning.
World number one Kento Momota, Japan's
talisman, must beat second-ranked Shi Yuqi if
they are to stand any chance.
Momota, 24, did just that in the final of the
world championships, also in China, last year.
Japan on Saturday lost their opening match
to Indonesia, in men's doubles, before winning
3-1 while China dismantled Thailand 3-0 to set
up a meeting between badminton's two pre-eminent powers.
The usually cool Momota celebrated wildly,
pumping his fists and bellowing after seeing off
Anthony Ginting 21-17, 21-19 to put Japan up 21 in the semi-final tie.
The doubles pairing of Mayu Matsumoto and
Wakana Nagahara, the top-ranked women's duo
in the world, sealed Japan's place in the final.
China were even more clinical as they made
the Sudirman Cup final for the 13th time in a row.
They were stunned by South Korea in the last
edition, in Australia in 2017, but they look in ominous form on home turf.
The Chinese went 2-0 ahead against Thailand
in just 94 minutes thanks to their world number
one mixed doubles pair Zheng Siwei and Huang
Yaqiong, and Shi in the men's singles.
The tie was over when the men's doubles
world champions Li Junhui and Liu Yuchen triumphed.
Shi did not have it all his own way against
18th-ranked Kantaphon Wangcharoen, who
squandered three opportunities to clinch the second game and force a decider.
It was a turning point and Shi held his nerve
before closing out victory 21-15, 26-24 to thrill
the home crowd and snuff out the brief Thai resistance.
"It was a very tough second game," said Shi,
who has inherited the mantle of China's top men's
player with Lin Dan approaching retirement and
Chen Long past his prime.
"The lead changed hands many times and neither of us could open up a big lead," added the
23-year-old Shi.
"In the end I managed to overcome the pressure."

J

to June 2021, the club announced on
Saturday.
The 45-year-old German took
over in June 2018 and despite winning
Ligue 1 has come under scrutiny
after the Parisian club's defeat to
Manchester United in the Champions
League last 16.
The news cuts short speculation
that PSG's Qatari owners would fire
Tuchel and hire outgoing Juventus
coach Massimiliano Allegri.
"I'm delighted to extend my contract and commitment to Paris SaintGermain," Tuchel said.
"I'd like to thank the chairman and
the whole club for their trust in me and
my staff. This only reinforces my ambition to bring this team to the very top
through hard work," he told the club
website
"I'm also very touched by the backing of our supporters, and I'm sure that
the best is yet to come for our club."
Nasser al-Khelaifi, Paris SaintGermain chairman and CEO, praised
Tuchel's energy and modus operandi.
"For a year now, Thomas has been
bringing fantastic energy to the daily
life of the club, not only for the players, but for the whole of Paris SaintGermain," the Qatari said.
"We are delighted to be able to rely
on his qualities on a long-term basis."
Tuchel was appointed last year on

a two-year deal to succeed Unai
Emery. He had been widely praised for
his work at the Parc des Princes, but
another elimination from the
Champions League in the first knockout round had raised questions.
PSG had been desperate to make
progress in Europe after being knocked
out of the Champions League last 16
in back-to-back seasons under Emery.
They looked on course to reach
the quarter-finals after a 2-0 win away
to United in the first leg, but a 3-1
home loss at the Parc des Princes
knocked them out on away goals.
The nature of their defeat, especially coming two years after their
capitulation against Barcelona at the
same stage, has seen PSG widely
labelled as bottlers, incapable of
dealing with the tension on the big
stage.
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ndian shooters Apurvi Chandela,
Anjum Moudgil and Elavenil
IValarivan
will be vying for top honours at the year's third International
Shooting Sport Federation (ISSF)
World Cup Rifle/Pistol in Munich,
Germany, starting on Sunday.
The opening day of the competition will see women's 10m Air Rifle
final.
A total of 919 athletes from 98
countries, some in the non-competition Minimum Qualifying Score
(MQS) section, will be competing for
the 17 Tokyo Olympics quota places
available, besides a coveted ISSF
World Cup medal.
India has entered a 35-member
squad, 23 of them competing for

medals in the 10 events lined up over
the next five days.
India already has five quota
places in Rifle and Pistol competitions.
As a result they would be forfeiting their right to quotas in the
women's air rifle and men's 10m air
pistol competitions, given they have
already secured the maximum possible two quotas in these events.
India's other quota is in the men's
10m air rifle and thus the shooters
would be eligible for only one quota.
Apurvi, Anjum, Saurabh
Chaudhary, Abhishek Verma and
Divyansh Singh Panwar have secured
quotas for the country so far.
India can therefore pick up a
maximum of 12 further quota places
from Munich.
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ricket legend Allan Border has
handpicked Virat Kohli, Eoin
C
Morgan and Aaron Finch as the
three skippers to watch out for in the
ICC ODI World Cup, starting May
30.
Border, who led Australia to
World Cup triumph in 1987, said
Kohli's aggressive and "in-your-face"
style of captaincy makes him a different kind of a leader than Morgan
and Finch.
"Virat Kohli, I think he's a different type of captain. He's a bit more
of a boisterous-type player and
wears his heart on his sleeve," Border
told cricket.Com.Au.
"So the players know if they've
stuffed up because he's one of those
really in-your-face-type skippers."
Border, who captained Australia
in 178 ODIs, however refused to
rank the trio in any order but is
mighty impressed with Morgan
under whose leadership England
have reached the pinnacle of ODI
cricket.
"England, I think they're doing

exceptionally well. They've brought
a different game plan to the table
which is going to be interesting to see

Red Bull and Kevin
Magnussen for Haas.
Last year's race winner
Daniel Ricciardo was seventh for Renault ahead of
Daniel Kvyat of Toro Rosso,
Carlos Sainz of McLaren
and Alex Albon in the second Toro Rosso.
"This is the race that
every driver dreams of, even
as a kid," said Hamilton.
"We've arrived with a
great car, a great battle with
Valtteri and I think the desire
and the will to get this pole.
I've had to dig deeper than
ever before.
"We all take our cars,
fast or slow, to the limit and
here, at the limit, it's like
wrestling a bull. I had an
oversteer moment in the
Rascasse and I just held
on."
Bottas said: "I'm disappointed. I felt after the first
lap there were plenty of
places to improve, but I had
traffic and couldn't get the
tyres up to temperature."
Luckless local hero
Charles Leclerc qualified
16th after a strategic muddle by Ferrari in the opening part of qualifying. AFP

how it pans out in the World Cup.
They're a dangerous side because of
it and you know as the bowling

group you're under pressure," he
said.
"The way it looks to me, they
might drop the odd game but they're
going to win enough games to get
through to the semi-finals and that's
what it's all about.
"That game plan under Trevor
Bayliss as coach and Eoin Morgan,
I think he's a seriously good one-day
cricketer, and he's as good a captain
as there is going around. Tactically
he's very good and their game plan
at the moment is a dangerous game
plan to play against."
The 63-year-old former lefthanded batsman was also impressed
with compatriot Finch's leadership
qualities, especially under difficult circumstances.
"Aaron Finch is doing a great job.
He's got a good feel around the group,
I think that's what he brings to his
captaincy," Border said.
"Everyone knows their responsibilities and it's a good environment
to play in. So that's a good start as a
captain. He's done a very good job.
"Tactically, I think they (Kohli,
Morgan and Finch) all do very well."
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onaco retained its top-flight status despite losing 2-0 at Riviera rival Nice on the final day
M
of the French league campaign.
Two years after making it to the Champions
League semifinals, the Principality team slumped
to an 18th defeat in 38 matches on Friday to end
up fourth from bottom.
Monaco, champions in 2017, finished two
points above Dijon, which needs to win a playoff
to remain among the elite next season after beating Toulouse 2-1.
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Caen's slim hopes of staying up were dashed
by a goal from Younousse Sankhare, who sealed a
1-0 win for visiting Bordeaux. Caen is relegated
alongside bottom club Guingamp, which was
already down and lost 2-1 at Amiens.
Runner-up to Paris Saint-Germain last term,
Monaco suffered a woeful season highlighted by
the firing and re-hiring of coach Leonardo Jardim,
who returned after Thierry Henry failed in his first
managerial post.
"The most important thing was to stay up,"
striker Radamel Falcao said. "Unfortunately we did
not win, but we created many chances." PSG LOSES
Already crowned champion, Paris SaintGermain finished with a 3-1 defeat at Reims despite
a goal from Kylian Mbappe, the league's top scorer with 33.
PSG sealed a sixth league title in seven years
but failed to retain its French Cup and League Cup
crowns this season. The Qatari-backed club was
also eliminated in the Champions League last-16
for the third straight year.
The capital club finished with five league
defeats, its worst total since 2012-13. Runner-up
Lille will join PSG in the Champions League group
stages next season.
Third-place Lyon should start the competition
in the qualifying round but will go directly into the
groups if Chelsea, which has already qualified, wins
the Europa League final against Arsenal on
Wednesday.
Saint-Etienne finished fourth and will play in
the Europa League.
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Q What is keeping you busy these
days?
I have my hands full. Lots of
concerts coming up. I head up to the
US in June. I also have a Bollywood
background score but unfortunately I
can’t talk about it at this point in
time. I also have to work on an
album and release it by September. I
have a couple of concerts here in
India. Then I go back to the US in
August for a 10-city tour. I run a
foundation for which I have an event
coming up. So my calendar is
pretty much full.
Q How did you manage
to have have so many
collaborations
including the one
with Jay Z and
Will.I.Am?
To be hon+,'$<$7+86$,1.+$1
est, it was pure
He is an accomplished sitar player and vocalist
luck. I have had
well-versed in the gayaki ang and carries a lineage
concerts come
spanning seven generations. The youngest son of
up from
nowhere. These
Ustad Vilayat Khan speaks with
are great are
Shalini Saksena about his collaboration
artists. In February
with the likes of Jay Z and
I did a concert with
Will.I.Am, among other
Yo-Yo Ma (cellist) in
Mumbai. He is such a leg-
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rom not being health conscious to turning into a
successful nutritionist and
entrepreneur, Renuka Dang
has come a long way. A dedicated doctor and a Naturopath
Dang today, is one of the most
sought after nutritionist in
Agra.
One of her many achievements is the National Health
Award that Dang won at the
5th National Health Awards
2018. When she started her
club — The Gourmet Club of
Agra — it sparked a revolution
amongst the cooking enthusiasts of the City of Taj.
Being a nutritionist wasn’t
always Dang’s calling. It all
started when she became
health conscious and became
interested in knowing more.
Growing up keeping in mind
Sushmita Sen as her role
model, Dang was spellbound
by Sen’s self-conduct and her
emphasis on nutrition and
good health.
Dang tells you how she
didn’t believe in giving out
prescriptions. “A change in
lifestyle and food habits is the
most important thing to
achieve good health. One
should not be dependent on
medicines, they don’t help one
in the long run,” she says.
During her OPD one day,
Dang was struck with the idea
of starting a club.
“When I would counsel my
clients to eat healthy food, the
most burning question would
be: ‘How to cook it’. I remember I had asked someone to eat
avocado. And her instant reaction was how to cook it or if I
would ask someone to eat
quinoa they would ask me
how to cook it. So I ended up
sharing these recipes. I kept
repeating the recipes verbally.
They would ask me for more
food options and recipes,”
Dang shares who with a foodie friend, called the general
managers of all hotels in Agra.
They teamed up and the idea
of the Gourmet Club of Agra
came into being.
Monika Luthra, one of the
members of the club aka The
Fusion Queen of Gourmet
says: “Gourmet is the biggest
platform for me. I was a homechef. The club has given me an
identity.
“I used to cook all kinds of
cuisines and experiment with
food, but I lacked confidence
back then. I feel home-chefs
don’t get the recognition like
established chefs do. Now I am
feel proud when chefs compliment me on my cooking skills.
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vocalist. That is how the gayaki ang
started. My brother is a sitarist, so
my father wanted me to become a
singer. I gave my first concert when I
was nine. My foundation was so
strong as a vocalist that I would first
imagine the music through my voice
before I played the sitar which I
started playing seriously after I was
14. I can count the number of lessons
that I got from my father playing the
instrument. Even then he would
insist that he teach me vocally before
I would play the sitar. The pauses
and the timeline changes very subtly
when you do this.
Q How tough was it to make a mark
for yourself, your father being so
great?
It was extremely tough. Forget
the pressure others put, it is the pressure you put on yourself. From day
one, I was surrounded by music that
was not just my father’s but all the
other maestros of the world. My
father exposed us to all kinds of
music which was of very high quality. So whenever I played I would
compare myself with that level. This
was there till very recently. Also, the
society has a persona of how a classical musician should be — who our

friends should be and how we should
dress. It is only now, I am becoming
more confident and growing in my
skin. This also reflects in my music.
Q How would you define music?
I would like to give an example
of my father. When I was growing
up, we were going on an Alaskan
cruise on a vacation. We were so
excited but Abba was semi-excited.
So I asked why he was not excited.
He said: ‘It is good to go on a vacation but I will be away from my
music’. I didn’t understand him then,
but today I do. A good music day
defines my mood. It is food for my
soul.
Q Life lessons from your father.
He instilled that music is a career
that I had to make on my own and
not from his shoulders. He also said
that I should pursue music for the
love of it and not because I want to
be a celeb. To surround oneself with
humility and be grounded was the
next lesson. Another lesson — contrary to the music world — to have
diverse interests. Don’t be single
focused. The more information you
have, the more diverse your music
will be, he told me.
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Q What is your latest project RX 100 about?
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ered not only me but all the
other members as well.”
She tells you how her journey with the club became. “It
all started when she got a contract to cater for around 35-40
people . With the club’s support
she managed the order from
her home kitchen.
Since the club’s inception,
many an article have been
written and Dang expresses her
happiness when she talks about
the club’s publications. “It was
not about me, it was about the
club,” she tells you.
She also tells you that the
club’s it is not surprsing that the
club has received such overwhelming response from the

Renuka (Dang) has been a pillar of strength for me. She has
helped me in boosting my
confidence and gave me opportunities. She encouraged me
every step of the way and also
corrected me whenever I was
going wrong. Whatever I am
now, the credit goes to her,”
Luthra tells you.
Richa Ralli, another club
enthusiast tells you how she
was never into cooking.When
The Gourmet Club came, I
developed a keen interest in
food and now cooking is my
passion. The club has empow-
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ver heard of a bath that can
cure diseases? A hamam (a
Turkish word that means bath)
in Bhopal offers you hot spa and
massages that can cure a number of
diseases. This 300-year-old spa, situated in Kamla Park is the only running hamam in India.
A small lane leads you to the
home where this bath is situated. A
board at the gate reads ‘Kadimi
royal hamam garam ho gaya hai’.
Another one reads ‘Dipawali se Holi
tak’. This means that the hamam runs
round the year.
The moment you step inside you
feel the warmth because of the
steam that releases from the hamam.
The warmth in itself relaxes you.
Naseema Bi who works there
tells you that their family has been
serving at this haman for generations.
“This hamam has been passed
down to us by our forefathers. We are
the fifth generation,” she says and
tells you that the hamam was origi-
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end. I am of no caliber to have performed with these great artists. They
have come up from nowhere and I
have had the opportunity to have
collaborated with them.
Q What are the challenges when you
have to go back and forth from
doing a film and then classical
music? Or are you a pro at it?
I don’t feel like a pro in any field.
I am a student and it is a learning
experience. I don’t say this as fake
humility. When you are working on a
film, the role of the music is to support or enhance a scene or a dialogue. Films are a different discipline
and one has to imbibe the moment
and the music has to play a supporting role. In a classical concert, the
discipline is different (I am an
instrumentalist). The style that I play
is vocal. What I am doing with my
instrument (sitar) is to paint a picture where I am telling a story without the lyrics. During collaborations
of different genres of music one must
listen to fellow musicians. This
inspires you to create and harmonise
musically and not just mentally.
Q What made you train as a vocalist
even though you are a sitarist?
My father was an accomplished
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nally meant for the nawabs and the
begums.
“Earlier it was only meant for the
royal family but then the nawabs

were impressed by the service of our
forefathers. They were gifted this
hamam. Since then it has been
opened for the general public as well.

Now, both women and men come to
the place. We are pleased to serve the
public and cure their diseases, naturally,” she tells you.
A bath here costs C1,100 and
people from all over India and
sometime abroad too visit the bath.
“The footfall increases in the winter
season. Because it is the time when
everyone wants to come and enjoy
a hot steam bath, even if they don’t
suffer from any disease. It is good for
relieving stress and relaxing too,” she
says.
Homemade special Ayurvedic
oils and a special mitti ka paththar
which is made in Ajmer on special
orders, is used in the process.
“First, we give steam bath to the
person for 10 to 15 minutes. Second,
comes the scrub part, which is done
with the mitti ka paththar for another 10 to 15 minutes. Third, we give

city. “It was expected. When I
was interacting with the
women I knew that a problem
existed. I realised that the club
was the solution,” Dang tells
you. From picnics to workshops, each member is happy
to attend the events and the
club never diverted from food.
Our vision was clear from day1 and all the members are keen
foodies, sharing a common
interest.
“I believe that opportunity does not come knocking but
presents itself. When I had this
thought of starting a club I didn’t look back, just grabbed the
opportunity and made it into a
reality,” Dang says.

massages focusing on the affected
areas. The oils used help to relieve
any stress or pressure on the nerves
and the muscles. It is done for 15 to
20 minutes. The whole process takes
almost an hour,” Naseema tells you.
The hamam demands renovation
and repair, every year since the
bath house is so old. The upkeep is
expensive. It costs Naseema Bi
between C25,000 to 30,000. She
prefers to do the repair work herself
since she feels it is her duty and
responsibility to take care of the
hamam. Also, no mason can do the
work according to her satisfaction.
The hamam does not work on
any newage methods. It follows the
traditional practice generating steam
through burning wood.
“We have a cemented room
below which we fire woods which
thereby generates steam. The wood
has to burn continuously no matter
whether the hamam is working or
not, in order to generate enough
steam for the customers. We start at
8 am to 2 pm for females, and 2 pm
to 8 pm for males,” Naseema Bi says.

Sajid Nadiadwala and I came together to look for a project
to launch Ahan Shetty. We were looking for ideas that would excite
us. We came across RX 100 (Telugu) that released last year. It
became a cult status with the youth. We saw the movie and liked
it. We didn’t want typical film since my taste is rather dramatic. This film has everything — drama, emotions, romance,
humour and aggression. It is a well-written production. We
bought the rights and adapted it.
Q Why choose Ahan Shetty?
He was signed up with Sajid (Nadiadwala). They wanted a
director to come on board and collaborate and come up with
an idea. That was the brief that was given to me.
Q You have been in the industry for two decades. What are you
doing different today?
There have been many changes. Technologically, a lot of
things have changed. Storytelling has evolved. We have access
to a lot more things like books and buying rights. There has been
a positive evolution. Most of the films today are well-executed.
marketing plays a wider role. A few big stars would control people’s choices. Today, a whole new generation has come in and
doing well. Actors are far more prepared. There are workshops.
A lot of professionalism has come in. Earlier, an actor would do
10 films. Now, an actor does one movie.
Q Where does RX 100 stand today?
We are at prep stage. We are doing location recce. We are
doing costume and make-up trials. Performance and action training. We are holding workshops. We have to guide them correctly
as the actors are young. We need to get them to understand the
medium, how to perform, how to speak. It is different since they
are young. We have to teach them tricks of the trade. We should
start filming by July.
Q Is it easier to work with newcomers?
I can’t say whether it is easier or tougher. Working with them
is refreshing. You get more time with them since they are not
shooting for another project. I like to do things that I have not
done before — whether it is a new genre or a new location or
leading actors. The idea is to remain fresh, reinvent myself and
be relevant.
Q The audience wants new content. How does that impact you
as a director?
I take this positively. It helps me search new ideas and concepts. The audience is quick to grasp which is been there done
than as opposed to something that is fresh. You don’t have to be
different just for the sake of it. The newness can come in small
ways.
Q How do you go about make a film that works?
You keep a watch on other films being made. Go with your
gut. The project should excite you. You should follow the voice
inside you and don’t listen to anything else.
Q What are the challenges that directors face today?
The challenges have always been the same. You have to have
the script down pat. You have to tell the story well. Look for good
locations. You have to have good music. Making a movie that
works with the audience. Marketing has to be perfect. Get your
basics right. You have to be open to things around you.
Q How do you overcome the comments on remakes?
There is no point in picking up a project and tinkering with
the basics. You buy a film to adapt as it worked. When you adapt,
you bring your own version to it — how you approach the music.
You should respect the original and yet not be bound by it.
Remakes have become a part of our lives.
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hat India is a land of diverse literary
and cultural traditions has been
used so often as to have become a
truism. However, similar attention
to the variegated nature of the
socio-cultural as well as the literary landscape
of the larger region of South Asia is missing. In
fact, in the popular narratives of the self-congratulatory brand of nationalism, one tends to
juxtapose the fluidity and multiplicity of India
with the apparently static literary and social
life of the nations in its immediate vicinity.
Additionally, the use of markers such as ‘South
Asia’ denotes a sense of homogeneity and uniformity which leaves little room for conceptualisation of a unique national identity, let alone
of innovations and differences of each nation
within the said area. It is only through an
analysis of the entire region with an acute
awareness simultaneously of what unites and
also what gives each constituent country its
distinctive identity can one truly begin to challenge the imposition of labels of Western origin. In spite of what they might suggest, labels
are never wholly organic and they always create as much as they name a reality.
Socioliterary Cultures in South Asia by
Anisur Rahman is an attempt towards understanding the “…self-evolved centrality of
each location [in South Asia]” so that when
“all of them [are] taken together”, they
“impart uniqueness to a broader South Asian
identity”. The book has a twofold aim, which
is to celebrate the individual socioliterary
identity of the nations comprising South Asia
and to also understand that this microcosmic
focus does not necessarily unravel the collective political identity. In other words, the
book manages to maintain a fine balance
between the local and the global.
Rahman, a former professor at the department of English in Jamia Millia Islamia
University, is an author, poet, and translator
and has various publications as well as edited/co-edited works to his credit, including
Hazaron Khawaishen Aisi: The Wonderful
World of Urdu Ghazals (2018) and In
Translation: Positions and Paradigms (2019).
His latest book, Socioliterary Cultures in South
Asia, is an ambitious literary enterprise which,
as the name suggests, covers the rather expansive geo-literary territory of South Asia. The
aim of undertaking this challenge is prompted
by, as the author writes in the preface of the
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book, the desire to resist the homogeneity
imposed on the region through the use of the
term ‘South Asia’. Socioliterary Cultures studies
five nations — Afghanistan, Bangladesh,
India, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka — which share
not just national boundaries but also a history
of diverse literary and linguistic practices
many of which have at different points in history overlapped, interacted or informed each
other. Through its nuanced analysis, the book
stresses on the distinctive character of each of
these countries without contesting or undermining the sense of a collective South Asian
identity. There is a clear sense of co-sharing
and co-development, which does not take
away from an appreciation of the distinctiveness of each literary culture. In the author’s
own words, “In addition to their social, cultural, economic, and political variables, South
Asian nations have had a shared history of
underdevelopment... they have always impacted each other either directly and indirectly,
but even while they have done so, they have
maintained their intrinsic differences.”
The book covers a wide expanse of time
from the medieval period of the Sufi poet
Rumi (1207-1273) and the Bhakti poet, Sant
Kabir (c 1338-1448) to the contemporary era.
It has a clear postcolonial emphasis in the
ways it identifies the writers and texts as well
as in its acknowledgement of the distinctive
literary history of each region.
Socioliterary Cultures is divided into three
thematically arranged sections: ‘Secular
Traditions’, ‘Imaginary Landscapes’, and
‘Realistic Configurations’, each of which
moves across spatial/national boundaries. The
book will certainly be an asset for anyone
interested in literature, particularly because of
the lucid writing style. The ideas have been
explained well and the arguments are clear
and devoid of any pedantic jargon which
make it an engaging read for people across a
wide spectrum. The thematic variety that the
book explores — from Premchand to the cinematic representation of Muslims in India, and
from the Sufi poet Rumi to contemporary
women poets of Pakistan — ensures that there
is something for all kinds of readers.
Through its 17 chapters, the book fulfills
its promise of offering a broad and expansive
layout of the literary landscape of the five
nations under consideration. Chapters such
as ‘An Evolving Text: Tahmima Anam’s A
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Golden Age’ focus on the literary scenario of
Bangladesh — an otherwise severely neglected area in South Asian studies — through
the analysis of Anam’s debut novel released
in 2007. The novel depicts the struggles of a
widowed woman, Rehana Haque, trying to
raise her family in a country struggling to
create its national identity. Anam’s work is
noteworthy for the way it weaves together
the personal and the public, but also how it
underlines a shared history of the subcontinent all the while maintaining its commitment to delineating the war for the liberation of Bangladesh.
As the author notes: “It has been generally argued that A Golden Age is a novel that
draws essentially upon the experiences of war
and liberation. To develop a larger and more
Catholic view, I should like to posit that apart
from drawing upon the idea and experience
of war and liberation, this novel operates at
two particular levels of time and space as it
moves through the meandering motions of a
historical period and the shifting locations in
a given space. Even while it engages directly
with Bangladesh, it also refers back and forth
to two neighbours —India and Pakistan —
that act as causes to many effects at the personal level of the characters involved and the
political levels of the countries in question...
This saga, which projects Bangladesh in a
direct-indirect relationship with India and
Pakistan, with all their parities and disparities, represents a major aspect of contemporary history of the Indian subcontinent.”
Keeping in tune with its broad thematic
focus, the book covers a wide variety of genres from poetry to films. This, in turn, attests
to the rich diversity of socioliterary output of
the region under consideration. The author
draws upon the printed text as well as the tradition of oral recitation, as in the case of
Kajri. It is “a verbal and performance text”,
which was sung primarily when rain-bearing
clouds were heavy in the sky. Traditionally, a
harbinger of the rains, the singing of Kajri is
not limited to the monsoon season. It is a
highly flexible form of poetry, which can
incorporate issues that are political/public in
nature. For instance, Kajri has been employed
by some poets, like Ustad Bismillah Khan, to
suggest an environment of political turmoil
and pressure. The Ustad, once invited to a
musical gathering in Jammu, sang the Kajri in

spite of there being no indication of rains. For
him, at that point in time, the clouds evoked
in Kajri represented the atmosphere of political intrigue in contemporary Jammu.
According to Prof Rahman, “The Ustad’s
offering may be taken as a folklorist interlude
of hope, faith, and redemption that his music
might bring to listeners.”
Since this poetic form of expression is
rare, it is pertinent to note what the author
has to say about it, in greater detail: “Kajri
may be read as eminent examples of secular
poetry rooted in history, culture, region, spirituality, and patriotism. Apart from other constituents, nature and women remain at the
centre of this composition. Kajri is an emotional and dramatic representation of village
life... It represents individual history as forcefully as it does the history and geography of a
people, its sociology, and its philosophy of
existence... Kajri has had various forms since
its origin at some point of time in the past and
has passed through several variations in techniques of composition and styles of rendition... There are regional variations in the
style of singing that may clearly be noticed in
the way Kajris are sung in Ramnagar (Kashi)
and Mirzapur. In this respect, Kajris may also
be read as manifestation of the tones and
tunes characteristic of a community of people
living in two areas of the same region.”
The book is a treasure trove of information for people who are interested in South
Asian studies and who want a book that is
simultaneously engaging and informative
without being reductive. The writer’s expertise in translation also comes to bear upon
the chapters where he uses his own translation of Urdu verse as well as vernacular poetry. Other texts and writers discussed in the
book include Sarojini Naidu, Faiz Ahmed
Faiz, and Agha Ali Shah. It is clear that a
great amount of research has gone on the part
of the writer in the making of this book,
which is never belied by the tone of effortless
ease maintained by the writer. The book is a
must-read for anyone interested in the social
and literary traditions of South Asia, whether
for academic purposes or otherwise.
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hri Krishna cast a magic spell
over the minds of innumerable people from all parts of
the world, belonging to many
creeds and castes, who find
themselves impressed with one or the
other feature of his magnificent persona and character. In the same
strain, the Jains in India were fascinated with Krishna’s grand persona,
so much so that they recast the
Pauranic account of Krishna saga in
their own way, as befitting their ideologies. In this context, it seems pertinent to note that in India, religious
tradition flows through three major
streams of thought — the Vedic or
Pauranic, Buddhist, and Jainism.
The latter two streams of
thought, however, originated and
developed in India outside the pale
of Pauranic tradition, but their main
aim was confined to delineating and
elaborating the theology and mythology surrounding popular Indian
deities, such as Shri Krishna or Shri
Ram, with the help of assigning different features in their personae
character as suitable to their ideals.
While pointing out three point of
views on Krishna and His interaction
with the Jains, let’s not lose sight of
the fact that from the very beginning,
in India they emerged as an important section of Indian society and 8th
century BC onwards have contributed a good deal of thought
material of Indian civilisation, which
is considered a substantial and genuine tradition of the Indian nation.
Similarly, the Jain tradition on
Krishna holds great importance for
understanding the arch-type of
Krishna concept. It is found that the
Jains not only included the Krishna
concept within their religious fold,
but also some other cults and beliefs
in their own sect. According to
some, the Jains were averse to the
encounters of pastoral Krishna, for
they hardly talk about it, rather, they
relish talking about the oldest tradition on Krishna, which hails him as
the Lord of Dwarka and not Gopala
Krishna. Further for knowing the
Jain tradition on Krishna, the Jain
work such as Jaina Harivansha and
other Puranic works have to be traversed. These Jain works describe in
detail the achievements of Krishna
and name him not Krishna but
Vasudeva, as is common practice
with the Bhagavatas.
Similarly, the Jains’ other descriptions of Krishna’s forefathers, Yadavas,
and his last days on Earth are in
agreement with those of the Puranas,
likewise, most of the childhood
encounters of Krishna almost find
similar versions in the Jain sources.
For instance, the Jains also treat
Baladeva or Balaram as Krishna’s
brother and helpmate. The Jains,
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however, preserve different lists of
Krishna’s ancestors and descendants.
Besides this, even distorted version of
Krishna’s exploits as given in the
Mahabharata and the Puranas is
traceable in the Jain sources.
According to the Jains, Jarasamdha’s
killer is Krishna and not the Pandava
brother Bhima; Krishna used to
remain disgusted with the Pandavas
and for that reason they were forced
by him to leave Hastinapore and
made to settle far off in south. The
Jain sources similarly speak differently about Krishna’s killer, who was an
anonymous fowler according to the
Puranas, but according to the Jains,
he was Jarakumar or Jarakumar and
happened to be Krishna’s half brother and a Yadava prince like him. Here
it seems that the idea of an anonymous hunter killing a God could not
be acceptable to the Jains, so they
invented an idea of the killer of
Krishna of equal royal rank and status as that of Krishna. Besides
Balarama, Krishna’s other nine brother are referred to by the Jains along
with their father, who is named as
Andhaka-Vrishni.
With this general note on the
transference and innovations in
Krishna’s personae by the Jains, it
may be added that the Jains have provided us a peculiar type of informa-
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tion on Krishna tradition with which
they became conversant and fascinated. So much so that they could not
desist themselves from including
Krishna and his brother among their
63 great personages of the era whom
they cherish with great respect and
honour. Shri Krishna finds the last
position in their list of great personages, whom they call “Shalaka
Purushas”. They know him as
Vasudeva Keshava, the son of
Vasudeva. Besides, in Jain tradition,
Krishna’s 10 forms or incarnations are
also popular along with the notions
of cowherd Krishna in passing.
Moreover, it is interesting to note that
the Jains not only agree upon treating their first Tirthankara as Lord
Vishnu’s great avatara, but even
recast the biography of the 22nd
Tirthankara Arishtanemi on the pattern of Krishna Saga and declared
him as the famous prince of Krishna’s
Yadava clan and as being related to
him as his cousin. The Jains also treat
Krishna’s Preceptor Ghorangirasa as
in the Bhagvata tradition on Krishna.
As a preacher of Gita, Krishna
finds a cherished position in the Jain
tradition. Among other features of the
Jain tradition on Krishna, His role as
the Lord of Dwarka or Raivataka is
most endearing to the Jains. They
abstain from associating Krishna

with Mathura and Vrindavan and neither cherish him as Bala Krishna or
Gopala Krishna, rather are fond of
calling him by the title “destroyer of
the vanity of many powerful and
proud ones like the wrestlers Charura
and Kamsa”. The Jains also admire
Krishna as the destroyer of Putana,
Shakuni bird, vicious bull, and Kaliya.
With regard to the other features
of Jain ideology and notion on
Krishna, it may be also stated that as
they have included Shri Krishna
among their 63 personages of high
honour, it proves that they look
upon him as the great and noble
Kshatriya prince, who according to
them, was a representative of the
ninth black Vasudeva and always
accompanied with white Vasudeva
who was Baladeva. The Vasudevas, in
alliance with the Baladevas, who are
also held by the Jains to succeed overpowering the Vishnudvishas who in
Krishna’s case is Jarasamdha and not
Kansa. The Jains also know Krishna
as having multitude wives numbering 16,000. The Jains also know
Krishna as the son of Vasudeva, who
had two wives Devaki and Rohini.
Besides Baladeva or Balarama
Krishna is said to have another
younger brother, Gajasukumar.
Summing up the Jain tradition
on Krishna, it can be ascertained that
assigning him the role of the ninth
Vasudeva and one of the 63 Shalka
Purushas, the Jains — although having their rich theological tradition —
could not overlook Shri Krishna’s
manifold personae-features so much
so that they included him among
their great persons who were worthy
of their worship and honour, and
also assigned him equal status next
to that of the Tirthankara. This Jain
contribution towards Krishna concept goes to prove that Krishna’s
appeal was not only confined to the
followers of the Vedic-Brahmanic
tradition, but spread beyond among
the non-Brahmanic believers and
devotees belonging to other schools
of thought and discipline like the
Jains or others.
Besides accepting Krishna as one
of the nine Vasudevas, the Jains liberally extend their support to the view
which accepts Krishna as belonging
to the status of the great chieftains of
the age, and one who had obtained
supreme glory and was very kindhearted. Concluding the discussion
on Krishna’s interaction with the
Jains, let us repeat verbatim their
belief that “Shri Krishna would appear
in the form of future 12th Tirthankara
of the next world-period along with
other members of his family like his
parents, brothers who will also
achieve similar position”.
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he long-drawn seven-phase elections are over and the
results have come. Needless to say that the elections
this time were fought on emotive rather than rational
plank. For some observers, though, elections are always based
on emotional rather than real issues. But the Indian experience may prove otherwise on many occasions. Nevertheless,
there is a need to focus on the core issues which were largely glossed over in the cacophony of noise largely created by
motivated media campaigns that were premised on the “heavens will fall doctrine”. So the two sides of the divide were both
trumpeting the same sound — if not we, the heavens will
fall. But the fact remains that heavens will not fall, because
heavens cannot fall. Anyway, it is time to get on to the brass
tacks right away. Interestingly, everyone is aware of what needs
to be done. But immediate gains become important. So, there
is a supplementary question that comes in the way: What
is there for me? It is this question that makes all and sundry
deviate from the issues as people are driven by the logic that
in the long run, everyone is dead. Well, that does make sense
for the present generation, but there is a need to think of the
generations to come. History is replete with examples that
suggest that even monarchs thought of the future and made
plans that were strategic and long term in nature. Sher Shah
Suri planted trees on both sides of the Grand Trunk Road,
though he knew it would take years before they grow full
length. The unfortunate part is that people, in their craving
for power, occupy themselves with next elections rather than
the next generation. There is an urgent need for statesmanship in the political dispensation that can address issues of
realpolitik rather than abstractions that charge people for a
short while, but do precious little to address the ground realities. As the new Government takes over, there is a need to
broach over the basics, the real agenda. As many politicswatchers rightly pointed out, the most serious issue of our
times — climate change — hardly found a mention in the
electoral debate. The problem is serious and concerns all of
us. It is the environment, the ecosystem, which sustains life.
In the primary class geography books, we used to read about
its critical nature. Unfortunately, no one is bothered about
ecology these days. But the rate at which the mean temperatures are rising and pollutants choking the atmosphere, all
those investments in technology may be rendered ineffective. Nature’s disapproval of human ways are already loud
and clear, only we need to read the writing on the wall.
Addressing the sustainability of the ecosystem must then be
the topmost item on the agenda of the Government. But it
must also be understood that the physical ecosystem is too
intricately connected with the social ecosystem. The trees,
rivers, land all provide lifeline to the poor also. The plight
of the underprivileged class which, despite the statistical jugglery, comprises a large section of the populace and is no
less responsible for the damage to the environment than the
big industries. It is equally important to think of income generation schemes for the poor and deprived. The rich man’s
greed and the poor man’s need are both equally responsible. The physical environment and the socio-economic environment are parts of the same whole.
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considering where they can have winning candidates based on the caste of
the mass population in that region. In
such attempts and in the heat of elections, unnecessary communal tensions
are aroused by provocative speeches of
the leaders, which contribute to building fault lines between various castes
and communities. Atman is beyond
any physical conceptions of body like
caste, religion, or nationality. Spiritual
people identity unity among this
external diversity on the spiritual
platform. This unity helps them give
up external differences.

ndia recently witnessed the quinquennial festival of democracy —
the General Elections. Democracy
has empowered people with choice. It
is the right and responsibility of each
citizen to vote. Almost all systems
come with inherent faults, and it is our
duty to reduce the faults and increase
the efficiency of the system.

I

So-called equality: The common people vote to elect the next Government.
Every vote counts and adds or subtracts
chances of winning or losing the election. Candidates who receive maximum votes come to power. The votes
of learned and ignorant are given equal
preference. In a society where along
with the innocent population, there are
people like criminals, hate-mongers,
addicts, abusers, debauchees, how can
we expect them to cast their vote for
the Government which will act in a
direction they may not like? It is like
an insincere student wishing to have
a strict class teacher. Generally, this category of people will try to find a leader
who matches their narrative of life.
Spirituality teaches people to sober up
in life and helps them overcome their
negative habits. Such trained populace
can definitely give better candidates,
who can represent them and do better for society.
Populist measures: People go by what
is good for their immediate future than
long-term benefits. The populist measures corrode the economy in terms of
investment in wrong things, burden on
financial institutions like banks,
degrades the attitude of people who
always want to take from the state than

making contributions, make them
lazy and always waiting for such kind
of largesse. Spirituality teaches us to
look beyond the immediate good.
Austerity, which is an integral part of
spirituality, is about voluntarily giving
up certain pleasurable things for better spiritual prospects. Spirituality
teaches that we are eternal beings,
atman, and spiritual happiness comes
when we disengage our senses from
flickering pleasures of this world to the
service of God. In this way, people
experience higher inner bliss and they
are able to develop distaste for immediate pleasures, which often rob people of their valuable health, wealth, and
character. Such people won’t go for
temporary populist measures, but will
see the greater, long-term good for all.
Casteism: Parties place their candidates based on the caste arithmetic,

Winning chances than performance:
While selecting candidates, many
times, the winning ability is prioritised
over performance capability and character assessments. Even criminals get
tickets to fight elections if they have
a higher chance of winning. Scriptures
are torchlights which highlight what the
desirable traits are and what aren’t. The
torchbearer of truth can’t be deceived
by criminals hiding within the system.
Shifts in ideologies: Opportunism
trumps ideological integrity. People
shift their ideologies for desirable
perks. Voters get deceived if after the
elections, elected candidates switch to
or align with the parties with opposite
ideology. Spiritual people don’t have
egoistic hollow attachments to their ideologies, but they have reasons for
things they value as sacred. In this way,
spirituality can definitely help strengthen the democratic system for the benefit of the people in general.
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am using the word sadhana
because I did not find a suitable word for it in English.
This Sanskrit word means worshipping an idol or an image of
God like a photo. It also means
wanting to please God by our
sincere efforts. Sadhana can be
done in many ways, like meditation, chanting, just feeling the
presence of God, looking at a
murti of God or even a photo.
There are no restrictions placed
on how you do it as long as it
helps in becoming God-conscious. Some people regularly
read spiritual texts.
Such sadhana has enormous
benefits. I am detailing many of
them herein, some of them I
have experienced; these benefits
accrue only gradually. What is
our experience? That superior
benefit takes time in coming.
Once we get started, momentum
will build slowly. As we begin to
experience the benefits of doing
sadhana, we will fall in love with
God but that will take time. Life
will become smoother. Not that
one will be freed from all troubles, because that never happens
in this impermanent place of
miseries. (Gita 8.15) Most
importantly, one will begin to
enjoy life in various ways. God
helps us realise that ultimately
life is meant to be enjoyed only.
Initially, sadhana may appear
difficult to do but it doesn’t
have to be. One should customise
for self because doing sadhana is
important, not how it is done.
God has given us multiple
options. We can choose our posture, sitting down or even lying
down. The idea is to be able to

I

do sadhana not how, because
being able to do regular sadhana
qualifies us for God’s grace.
I begin with the great benefit of being freed from negative
emotions. Of course, this happens gradually only but one can
never underestimate this boon.
One is freed from debilitating
fears related to one’s body, near
and dear ones, material possessions, etc. Even a habitual worrier can hope to be rid of this
painful habit. One can sleep better as anxiety will not affect that
much. Living in the material
world in material bodies, it is
impossible to be completely rid
of anxiety, but it becomes manageable. And the mental faculty of such practitioners remains
sound till the end of life. What
a boon this is when mental
health is becoming a very seri-

ous problem worldwide.
One realises spiritual truths.
Personally, I have been very
fortunate in this regard. The cosmic design begins to be revealed
to us. This is a great boon; we
know how we are placed vis-àvis the creation. We learn about
what we need to do to get all that
God has to offer like guidance,
help, shakti/bala, security, peace,
happiness, support, etc. All we
need to do is take God’s shelter
in all respects. Not only is the
next birth guaranteed to be
superior but the possibility of the
present life ending badly is also
eliminated. (6.40)
Connected with God, physical health becomes a beneficiary, because one comes under
Lord’s care. Even family members, ie the near and dear ones,
get the ripple effect. One toler-

ates better. Remember no one is
exempt from suffering. One
must tolerate what cannot be
avoided. (2.14) If someone comes
to God consciousness, somehow, anyhow, God will give the
strength to be able to continue to
do so. Steady sadhana will ensure
it. I can vouch for it. Faith will
become stronger steadily.
In conclusion, I will state
that we, small souls, are programmed to be highly self-centered, but most people don’t
realise where their self-interest
lies. It is in Vasudeva, who is
everything. (7.19) We must
realise that we are small and, in
the ultimate sense, quite helpless,
and it is in our best interest to
surrender to God. Regular sadhana will take us there.
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he United States of
T
America is a liberal nation
par excellence and with the
Trump regime, there has been
an awesome impetus given to
the Global War on Terror
(GWOT). It was then President
George Bush, who initiated
the now extant terminology
with the flock of the neo-conservatives, and the PNAC
(Project on New America)
GWOT group.
In academia, there are twin
terminologies which hold
much water in the context of
both the global terror and the
South Asian and West Asian
visage of cross-border terrorism. The formulation comprises the idea of the suppressor state which aids, abet and
imposes terror modules on a
recipient suppressed state.
Another facet includes the
canny nomenclature of super
terrorism which includes a
deft utilisation of the nodes and
internodes of the suppressed
state. This terror methodology
refers to the idiom that nodes
can be construed as the urban
centres, shopping malls along
with the energy depots in any
receptacle nation. On the other
hand, the internodes are the
vast swathes of highways, railways and air routes which connect these sequestered nodes of
population and attendant infrastructure.
Thus, terrorists world over
now utilise the state infrastructure to randomise the life
and support systems of civilisational hubs and Defense
facilities in India and South
Asia, both being the staple
targets of jehadi terrorism.
The manner in which the
United States, the United
Kingdom and France have ably
sustained India’s impetus to
enlist Jaish-e-Mohammad chief
Maulana Masood Azhar as a
global terrorist speaks volumes
about the success of New
Delhi’s counter-terror diplomacy with the recently constituted United Nations Security
Council Resolution No. 1267
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Committee at the United
Nations. Thus, the long French
leave of the terror mongers has
been curtailed by the United
Nations. Even peacenik nations
have to absolve themselves of
the globally infused guilt of
being hard nosed with the terror mongers in their infested
terrains and populations. The
United States issued a much
needed warning to Pakistan
Prime Minister Imran Khan
during the Pulwama incident
which enervated Rawalpindi
and Islamabad and secured
blink quick release of Wing
Commander Abhinandan in
the throes of a dogfight.
There was a time in the
early nineties that then US
Assistant Secretary of State for
South Asia Robin Raphael
would ask India while visiting
New Delhi about the imagined
theme of human rights abuses
by the Indian security forces in
South Asia. Since the advent of
the present world politics, the
tide has turned the other way.
Now, President Trump calls the
Indo-US relationship as the

most prized and special relationship and both the nations
are moving towards fullfledged alliance. Specially in the
context of counter-terror cooperation, both the nations have
attempted a clearly delineated
definition of terrorism and
sought recourse to the United
Nations mechanism.
The UN mechanism comprises aiding the less resourced
and developing nations in technology and training in the war
against terror. As an attendant
fact, in the aftermath of the
September 11 attacks, nations
are required to submit an
annual report to the UN
Security Council in order to
monitor the still evolving global mechanism of countering
terror and its global machination. The recent decision in the
heady portals of the UN
Security Council to list Masood
Azhar as a global terrorist is
one of the initial mechanisms
of the UN body aided by
American support to ameliorate the concerns of New Delhi,
especially in the aftermath of

the Mumbai terror attacks and
the recent outage on Uri and
Pulwama, and the Indian
response in Balakot in
Pakistan. The impunity with
which terror leaders such as
Hafiz Sayeed and Masood
Azhar roam around Pakistan
mobilising jehad against the
imagined Indian excesses has
already been commented upon
by scholars and media alike.
Pakistan’s deep state has always
contested that its territory and
resources are the hotbeds of
terror training. But facts speak
otherwise. The US has been
pro-active with US Marines
attacking terrorist hotbeds in
the Af-Pak region with heavy
bombs termed as MOAB, the
mother of all bombs. The US
has delayed the selling of
weaponry to Pakistan on the
charges of sponsoring terror
and has always been following
the diplomatic line of seeking
and demanding qualified evidence from Islamabad that it
has not aided the terror dragnet in the region and in India.
The American legislation

COMCAST is another instance
of placing unprecedented pressure on Islamabad to dismantle its terror infrastructure,
primarily directed at India.
Also, the US has initiated a
move to invite India to play a
more active role in the insurgency ridden Afghanistan and
what is required is a heady
response by the Indian interlocutors. Thus, countering terror in a manner reflects the
American gumption and the
Indian capacity to spread its
arms to the region with New
Delhi playing a global role in
taking to task the terror machination directed against India, in
the name of jehad for the State
of Jammu & Kashmir.
Thus, the US also through
its new immigration policy
has outlawed illegal entry from
nations such as Pakistan to its
homeland, that is, American
territory; it is more than a symbolic impetus and a fillip to the
Indian stance on countering
and targeting cross-border and
other phoenix like ides of terrorism. There is a whole body

of counter-terrorism jurisprudence which has been created
by the UNSC.
The entire counter-terror
jurisprudence involves the
ambit of the following few
United Nations Security
Council Resolutions comprising the following UNSC
Resolutions: 1267(1999),
1989(2011) and 2253(2015).
The United Nations
Sanctions Committee has
declared, “The entry specified
below includes ISIL(Da’esh)
and Al Qaida Sanctions among
the list of individuals and entities subject to the assets freeze,
travel ban and arms embargo
set out in paragraph 1 of
Security Council resolution
2368 (2017), and adopted
under Chapter VII of the
Charter of the United Nations.”
This is what the United Nations
official web release declares in
its May 1, 2019 release.
The United Nations
Security Council Resolution
no. 1267 passed in 2019
explains its concerns as,
“Recalling the relevant international counter-terrorism
conventions and in particular
the obligations of parties to
those conventions to extradite
or prosecute terrorists, strongly condemning the continuing
use of Afghan territory, especially areas controlled by the
Taliban, for the sheltering and
training of terrorists and plan-

ning of terrorist acts, and reaffirming its conviction that the
suppression of international
terrorism is essential for the
maintenance of international
peace and security.”
Thus, the feel of the UN
charter reverberates throughout the nomenclature and the
language of the UNSC
Resolution No. 1267.
Afghanistan might be the centre of the sanctions regime but
the extended overarch of
counter-terror mechanisms
comprise the terror spectacle
spreadeagling across the Indian
and South Asian region. Early
on, the United States sought
irreversible action on the
scourge of terror in South Asia
and India. The US office of
Foreign Assets control has
included the name of a few terror financial facilitators which
reflects the political will on the
part of the US to initiate a
doughty mode of combat
against the global terror infrastructure. The argument that
India is provoking a war by isolating Pakistan is a dysfunctional approach, which only
reflects the sympathy and
empathy for the ministrations
of global terror and nothing
more.
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locked from pursuing his politB
ical crusade in Spain’s parliament, the most prominent jailed
leader of Catalonia’s separatist
movement is vowing to take his fight
to the European Parliament.
The lower chamber of Spain’s
Parliament on Friday suspended
Oriol Junqueras and three colleagues from their recently gained
seats as national lawmakers because
they are currently in jail during an
ongoing trial at Spain’s Supreme
Court. They face up to 25 years in
prison for rebellion charges that
stem from a banned referendum
and an independence declaration
made by the separatist-controlled
Catalan government in late 2017.
But Junqueras is also running
for the European Parliament in
elections that take place on Sunday,
and polls say that he and his former
boss, Carles Puigdemont, who
unlike Junqueras fled the country to
avoid arrest, have a high chance of
being elected.
Even so, the Catalan separatists
face several legal hurdles to be
sworn in as European lawmakers.
“The sole fact that a European
lawmaker and a candidate to the
presidency of the European
Commission is a political prisoner
of one of the European Union’s
member states is a very powerful
message in favour of democracy,
fundamental rights and freedoms
not only in Catalonia but in all
Europe,” Junqueras told The
Associated Press on Friday.
The Spanish Government has
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repeatedly rejected the term “political prisoner” to refer to the prosecuted Catalan separatists, pointing
out that they were jailed by independent courts according to legal

provisions in the country.
The Government also often
reiterates that political parties openly advocating for secession are legal
in the country, but the only way to

achieve independence for a region
like northeastern Catalonia is by
reforming the country’s 1978 constitution, which currently prohibits
the secession of a region unless all

Spaniards vote on it.
Junqueras spoke via video conference from a jail on the outskirts
of Madrid shortly before the widely expected announcement that he
would be suspended as a Spanish
lawmaker.
Speaker Meritxell Batet
announced that the governing body
of the Congress of Deputies had
ruled for the suspension in line with
the country’s criminal code, which
bans those indicted for rebellion or
terrorism-related charges and in
preventive custody from holding
public office.
But the 50-year-old former
number 2 of the Catalan regional
Government, who was previously a
European lawmaker between 2009
and 2012, told AP that the suspension in Spain doesn’t affect him
because he was planning to give up
his seat anyway: Members of the
European Parliament can’t hold
certain public offices in their home
countries.
Junqueras is the lead candidate
in the European elections of Ahora
Republicans, a coalition of a Catalan
and other small regionalist parties
in Spain. Polls give it enough votes
for him to claim one of the 751 seats
in the chamber, but his possibilities
to be sworn in are unclear given his
legal situation.
Junqueras said he hopes Spain’s
Supreme Court will allow him to
travel to the European Parliament in
Strasbourg, France, for the opening
session in July. “For me, it will be a
pleasure to return to the European

Parliament,” he said, because that
would allow him rejoin former colleagues in the bloc’s assembly and
“explain to them firsthand the deep
injustice that innocent people are in
prison.”
If he succeeds in becoming a
parliament member, Junqueras
plans to launch a largely symbolic
candidacy to become European
Commission president as the contender for the European Free
Alliance, a grouping of small regional and separatist parties from across
Europe, including Scottish, Flemish
and Corsican nationalists.
While Junqueras said that if his
attempt to become a European lawmaker is blocked he will appeal it in
court, Puigdemont faces even
greater potential challenges to join
him in the continental legislature.
According to an internal report
by the European Parliament’s legal
services that the AP has had access
to, Puigdemont would have to
return to Spain to be officially
included in the list of its elected
European lawmakers and thereby
face arrest.
Despite the chaos caused by the
Brexit referendum in the UK,
Junqueras is not wavering in his
belief that the solution to the
Catalan question is a regional vote
on independence.
Election results and polls indicate that the 7.5 million residents of
the Catalonia region are roughly
split down the middle by the secession question. Junqueras and three
fellow separatists from Puigdemont’s

conservative JxCat party were elected last month to a new, fragmented Spanish lower house, along with
another colleague who won a seat
in the Spanish Senate.
Spain’s Supreme Court granted
them permission earlier this week
to attend — escorted by police —
the opening parliamentary sessions
of the new legislative term. While
Junqueras has made clear that he
wants to give up his seat to another member of his left-wing separatist
ERC party, all eyes in Spain are
on what the three JxCat politicians
will do.
Deciding to accept the suspension but not giving up their seats
and leaving them empty would
alter the number of deputies needed to form the next Spanish government. Caretaker Prime Minister
Pedro Sánchez’s Socialist party won
April 28 national elections but fell
short of a majority and will need
support to form a government.
When not attending trial as a
defendant, Junqueras, a historian,
says he spends his time at the Soto
del Real prison writing a collection
of stories for his son and daughter,
who he estimates he has seen “a total
of 50 hours” since he was put
behind bars in November 2017.
“I tell (my children) that unfortunately we live in a country where
I can be put in jail,” Junqueras said.
“My job consists precisely in ensuring that this doesn’t happen again
and that my children don’t have to
go through what their father has.”
Courtesy: AP
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CWXbfTTZWTP[cW[^^ZbV^^SCW^bT^Uh^dfW^PaT
STP[X]VfXcWP]hWTP[cW_a^Q[T\bPaT[XZT[hc^aTR^eTa
b^^]CWXbfTTZQaX]Vb`dXRZcWX]ZX]VP]SP_TabdPbXeT
R^\\d]XRPcX^]bch[T7T]RTXcXbP]P_ccX\TU^a
STQPcX]VP]S_dQ[XRb_TPZX]VH^dRP]Tg_TRc
P__a^eX]VaTPRcX^]bP]SeP[dPQ[TPbbXbcP]RTCWT
]PcdaT^Uh^daR^\\d]XRPcX^]\PZTbXcP_TaUTRccX\T
c^STUT]Sh^dabT[UCW^bTX]PRPST\XRbcWXbXbPV^^S
cX\TU^abcdShX]VP]SP__TPaX]VU^aTgP\b6^^S
R^]RT]caPcX^]P]SPccT]cX^]c^STcPX[\TP]UTfTa
RWP]RTb^U\PZX]V\XbcPZTbCWXbXbP[b^PV^^ScX\T
U^acPZX]VX\_^acP]cSTRXbX^]bP]SQdbX]TbbSTP[X]Vb
H^daaT[PcX^]bWX_fX[[QTP[Xcc[TSXbcdaQTScWXbfTTZH^d
bW^d[S\PX]cPX]cf^fPhR^\\d]XRPcX^]fXcWh^da
_Pac]Tac^Pe^XSP]h\Xbd]STabcP]SX]Vb
;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da ?X]Z
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh

CWXbfTTZh^daWTP[cW[^^ZbV^^SH^dPaTX]P
_bhRWXRP]SX]cdXcXeT_WPbT\^aTcWP]dbdP[b^
Xc³bX\_^acP]cU^ah^dc^cadbch^daX]bcX]Rcb>]
cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^da\X]SfX[[QTeTahPRcXeT
b^Tg_aTbbfWPcXb^]h^da\X]Sc^h^da_TTab
P]SR^[[TPVdTb5X]Tcd]Th^daV^P[bP]S\PZT
R[TPa_[P]bP]SbcaPcTVhc^PccPX]h^daV^P[b
CWXbXbPV^^ScX\Tc^SXbRdbbh^da_[P]bfXcW
^cWTabQTRPdbTh^dfX[[VTcV^^SUTTSQPRZP]S
bd__^acH^dPaT[XZT[hc^QTR^\TPeXRcX\^U
R^]UdbX^]cWPcfX[[[TPSc^X]bTRdaXchQdccWT
QPScX\TbWP[[_PbbA^\P]RTXbQ[^^\X]VcWXb
fTTZCWXbXbaXVWccX\Tc^cPZTh^daaT[PcX^]bWX_
c^cWT]Tgc[TeT[BX]V[Tb\PhWPeTc^fPXcU^a
b^\T\^aTcX\TcW^dVW
;dRZh]d\QTa!$
;dRZhR^[^da 1a^f]
;dRZhSPh Bd]SPh

CWXbfTTZh^daWTP[cWfX[[QTPcXcbQTbc3Tb_XcT
h^daWTRcXRbRWTSd[Th^dfX[[cPZT^dccX\Tc^aT[Pg
P]ST]Y^hCW^bTbdUUTaX]VUa^\WTP[cWXbbdTbPaT
[XZT[hc^UX]SPfPhc^aTR^eTah?T^_[TfX[[]^cXRT
h^da`dP[Xchf^aZP]SP__aTRXPcTh^daTUU^acbPc
h^daf^aZ_[PRT2^]cX]dTfXcWh^daf^aZPbh^dPaT
^]cWTaXVWccaPRZ5^aX]eTbc\T]cb[dRZfX[[QTX]
h^daUPe^da?a^_TachSTP[X]VbPaT[XZT[hc^QT
aTb^[eTS>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ccWXbXbPVaTPccX\T
c^aT[PgfXcW[^eTS^]Tb^a_PachfXcWUaXT]SbH^da
[^eX]V\^^SfX[[\PZTh^d\^aTbTgdP[[hPccaPRcXeT
cWP]dbdP[BcdSXTbP]STgP\bbW^d[SV^fT[[
Tb_TRXP[[hX]cTRW]XRP[PaTPb[XZTcWTbRXT]RTb
R^\_dcTabP]S\PcWT\PcXRbB^\T^Uh^d\Ph
cPZTh^da_Pac]Tac^P]Tg^cXR[^RPcX^]
;dRZh]d\QTa '
;dRZhR^[^da 1[PRZ
;dRZhSPh BPcdaSPh
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H^dPaT[XZT[hc^WPeTV^^SWTP[cWQdcQTRPaTUd[
fWX[TTgTaRXbX]VPbb^\TX]YdaXTbPaTX]SXRPcTS>]
cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^d[[QTeTah_a^UTbbX^]P[P]SfX[[
U^[[^fcWTR^\_P]h_^[XRhCaPeT[SdTc^QdbX]Tbb
R^\\Xc\T]cbXb^]cWTRPaSb>]cWXbcaX_h^dPaT
[XZT[hc^\PZT]TfUaXT]SbP]SPS\XaTab3TSXRPcX^]
c^fPaSbcWTcPbZXbX\_^acP]cQdc^eTabcaTbbX]V
h^dabT[U\Ph_a^eTR^d]cTa_a^SdRcXeT3^]^c
WTbXcPcTc^aTPRW^dcc^b^\T^]TP]SPbZU^aWT[_
8]h^da[^eT[XUTcWTfTTZX]SXRPcTb[^eTWPa\^]h
P]SUaXT]SbWX_CWXbXbPV^^ScX\Tc^aT[PgP]S
WPeTUd]fXcW[^eTS^]TbH^da[^eX]VP]SaTRT_cXeT
\^^SfX[[\PZTh^d_^_d[PaCWXbXbPV^^ScX\T
U^aSPcX]VQTRPdbTh^daRWPa\P]SQTPdchfX[[
PccaPRcVT]dX]TP]SW^]Tbc[^eT
;dRZh]d\QTa (
;dRZhR^[^da ?da_[T
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

H^daT\^cX^]P[fT[[QTX]VfX[[STRXSTh^daWTP[cW
R^]SXcX^]cWXbfTTZCWTaTU^aTXcXbX\_^acP]cc^
PbbTbbW^fh^dPaTUTT[X]VPQ^dccWX]Vb^cWTab8cXb
X\_^acP]cc^RWP]]T[XbTh^daT]TaVhX]cWTaXVWc
SXaTRcX^]P]Sh^dfX[[UX]Sh^dabT[UX]cWT_X]Z^U
WTP[cW8]h^da_a^UTbbX^]P[[XUTh^dPaTUPXa[hR[TPa^U
fWPch^daV^P[bPaTP]SfWPch^dWPeTc^S^c^
PRWXTeTcWT\0bcX\d[PcX]VcX\TfXcWWTP_b^U
^__^acd]XcXTb_dcbh^daSTcTa\X]PcX^]P]SP\QXcX^]Pc
PWXVWTa[TeT[1dbX]TbbSTP[X]VbP]S]TV^cXPcX^]bPaT
UPe^daTSTb_TRXP[[hU^a[^]VcTa\X]eTbc\T]cbP]S
aTP[TbcPcTAT[PcX^]bWX_fXbTPbWPa_U^RdbX]h^da
X]cX\PcTaT[PcX^]bWX_XbX]SXRPcTS8cXbWXVW[hPSeXbPQ[T
c^QTbT]bXcXeTP]S_PbbX^]PcTc^fPaSbh^da_Pac]Ta
BX]V[Tb\PhT]Y^hcWXbcX\TfXcWPaPh^UW^_T
;dRZh]d\QTa 
;dRZhR^[^da <dbcPaS
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

CWXbfTTZh^daWTP[cWfX[[QTbPcXbUPRc^ah8c³bWXVW[h
PSeXbPQ[Tc^U^[[^fh^daSPX[hTgTaRXbT^ah^VP
a^dcX]T*XUh^dWPeT]^chTcbcPacTScWT]bcPac]^f
H^dfX[[UTT[SaXeT]c^bdRRTTSPcb^\TcWX]VfXcW
h^dabca^]VbT]bT^U_da_^bTFXcWcWTX\\T]bT
P\^d]c^UR^daPVTh^dfX[[UPRTP[[cWTRWP[[T]VTb
2PaTTafXbTcWXbfTTZh^dPaTPQ[Tc^UX]XbWP[^c^U
f^aZX]PbW^accX\T5X]P]RXP[bXcdPcX^]bPaT]^c
V^^Sb^h^dbW^d[SPe^XS^eTab_T]SX]V
?Tab^]P[[hh^dfX[[QT\^aTT\^cX^]P[P]S
bT]bXcXeTcWP]]^a\P[CWXbXbcWTcX\Tc^cP[ZPQ^dc
aT[PcX^]bWX_XbbdTbQTRPdbTh^dfX[[QTX]c^dRW
fXcWh^dacadTUTT[X]VbH^dfX[[VT]TaP[[hZ]^fW^f
_T^_[TPaTUTT[X]VP]SfX[[QT\^aTbh\_PcWTcXRP]S
]dacdaX]VcWP]dbdP[;XbcT]c^h^daX]]Tae^XRT
;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da <Pa^^]
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh
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H^daWTP[cWXb[XZT[hc^aT\PX]V^^ScWXbfTTZ
H^dfX[[QTPQ[Tc^aTeXeTcWTX]]TaRWX[S[XZT
T]TaVhP]SfX[[QTPRcXeTcWa^dVW^dcCWX]VbPaT
[^^ZX]VV^^S^]h^da_a^UTbbX^]P[Ua^]cPbfT[[
;dRZfX[[QTX]h^daUPe^daP]Sh^dfX[[QTPQ[Tc^
Ud[UX[[h^da[^]VcTa\P\QXcX^]FWPcTeTah^d_dc
h^da\X]Sc^bW^d[S[TPSc^[PbcX]VaTbd[cbP]S
PRWXTeT\T]cbCWTaTU^aT_T^_[TPa^d]SPaT
[^^ZX]Vd_c^h^dU^ab^d]SPSeXRTFXcWP[[cWTbT
h^d]TTSc^WPeTP_a^U^d]SeXbX^]P]SPRPaTUd[
P]P[hbXb^UP[[cWT_[P]bP]SbcaPcTVXTbfWXRWfX[[
WT[_h^d\^eTc^fPaSbbdRRTbbH^da[^eT[XUT
fX[[QT]TUXcUa^\TgcaPRWPaXb\PP]SX]cT[[TRcdP[
PccaPRcXeT]TbbH^d\PhUX]Sh^dabT[UcPZX]VRPaT
^UUP\X[h\PccTabbdRWPbX]bdaP]RTbP]SfX[[b
;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da ?TPRW
;dRZhSPh BPcdaSPh

H^daWTP[cWfX[[QTV^^ScWXbfTTZ8cXbV^^SXUh^d
R^]cX]dTh^da\TSXcPcX^]P]Sh^VPa^dcX]TPbXcfX[[
ZTT_h^da\X]SUaTbWP]SR^]]TRcTSc^h^daX]]Tab^d[
?T^_[TfW^PaTSTP[X]VfXcWWTP[cW_a^Q[T\bPaT
PSeXbTSc^cPZTcWX]VbbTaX^db[hP]ScPZT_a^_Ta
\TSXRPcX^]H^daPQX[Xch^U`dXRZcWX]ZX]VfX[[\PZTcWXb
fTTZP]P_ccX\Tc^_aT_PaTP[^]VcTa\_[P]^]cWT
RPaTTaUa^]c=Tcf^aZX]VfXcWb^\T_a^\XbX]VR^]cPRcb
fX[[P[[^fh^dc^Va^f_a^UTbbX^]P[[hH^dfX[[WPeT
X]RaTPbTS\T]cP[T]TaVhP]SR^]RT]caPcX^]fWXRWfX[[
WT[_h^dbdRRTTSX]bcdSXTb^aaTbTPaRWTbCWXbfTTZ
[dRZXbX]h^daUPe^dab^S^]³cf^aahPQ^dccPZX]V
aXbZbH^daaT[PcX^]bWX_[XUTfX[[QTbPcXbUPRc^ahP]Sh^d
\PhTg_TRcb^\TTgRXcX]V]TfbCahb_T]SX]Vb^\T
`dP[XchcX\TfXcWh^daUP\X[h
;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da HT[[^f
;dRZhSPh CWdabSPh

H^daWTP[cW[^^ZbV^^SQdcbcX[[h^d]TTSc^QT
RPaTUd[8Uh^dPaTUPRX]Vb^\TWTP[cWXbbdTbS^]³c
f^aahPbcWX]VbfX[[VTcP[^cQTccTa>]cWTRPaTTa
Ua^]ch^daX]]^ePcXeTb_XaXcfX[[WT[_h^dfXST]
h^daW^aXi^]bP]SaTPRW]TfV^P[bH^dRP]Tg_TRc
TgRXcX]V]TfbP]SbcX\d[PcX]VR^]eTabPcX^]bfXcW
bT]X^aPdcW^aXcXTbfWXRWfX[[[TPSc^PfXbT
QdbX]TbbSTP[B^\T^Uh^dPaTTg_TRcTSc^UPRT
R^\_TcXcX^]Pcf^aZ<PX]cPX]PWTP[cWhf^aZ
T]eXa^]\T]cCahc^ZTT_PR[^bTThTPbb^\T^]T
fX[[cahc^UaP\Th^dPcf^aZCWXbXbPV^^ScX\T
U^aaT[PcX^]bWX_bH^d\PhWPeTP]T]Y^hPQ[TcX\T
V^X]Vc^_PacXTb_[PRTb^UaT[PgPcX^]P]S
T]cTacPX]\T]c=TfUaXT]SbRP]QT\PST^aP
bXV]XUXRP]c]Tfa^\P]RT\PhQTVX]
;dRZh]d\QTa
;dRZhR^[^da BX[eTa
;dRZhSPh <^]SPh
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CWXbfTTZh^daWTP[cWXbbPcXbUPRc^ahCW^bTSTP[X]V
fXcWb^\TWTP[cW_a^Q[T\bWPeTc^RWTRZcWTa^^c
RPdbTPbXc]TTSbc^QTcaTPcTS8V]^aX]Vh^daWTP[cW
RP][TPSc^b^\TbTaX^dbXbbdTbCP[ZPQ^dch^daWTP[cW
R^]SXcX^]bfXcW^cWTab*h^d\PhUX]Sb^\Tb^[dcX^]c^
Xc8cXbPeTah_^bXcXeT]TfQTVX]]X]VX]h^daRPaTTa
CW^bTfW^WPSPSXUUXRd[ccX\T[PcT[hZ]^fcWPccWX]Vb
fX[[VTcQTccTaeTahb^^]CWT]Tf_^bbXQX[XcXTbfX[[
X]RaTPbTh^daRWP]RT^U\PZX]V]TfSXbR^eTaXTbP]S
\PZX]V]TfPS\XaTab8]PaT[PcX^]bWX_h^dfX[[
_a^QPQ[hfP]cc^]dacdaTP]S_a^cTRch^da_Pac]Ta
<^bc^UP[[h^dfX[[fP]cc^Tg_aTbbh^da[^eTP]S
PUUTRcX^]c^fPaSbh^da_Pac]TaBcPh_^bXcXeTP]S
\PX]cPX]P]^_T]R^\\d]XRPcX^]fXcWh^da_Pac]Ta
1^]SX]VfXcWUP\X[hXb^]cWTRPaSb
;dRZh]d\QTa $
;dRZhR^[^da 6aTh
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

CWXbfTTZh^daWTP[cWfX[[QTV^^SQdcbcX[[QTRPaTUd[
fXcW_WhbXRP[PRcXeXcXTbCW^bTbdUUTaX]VUa^\WTP[cW
_a^Q[T\bfX[[aTR^eTab^^]:TT_P_^bXcXeT\X]SbTc
P]ScWX]VbfX[[bdaT[hR^\TTPbX[hc^h^d8]
_a^UTbbX^]P[[XUTh^daU[PXafX[[WT[_h^dSXbcP]RT
h^dabT[UUa^\]TVPcXeXcXTbP]Sh^d[[UTT[\^aT
^_cX\XbcXRcWP]dbdP[H^dfX[[^QcPX]cWTR^]UXST]RT
h^deTP[fPhbSaTP\c^U=Tf^__^acd]XcXTbPaT^]cWT
RPaSb0UTf^Uh^dfX[[RW^^bTc^[TPeTPY^QcWPcXb]^
[^]VTa_a^SdRcXeTU^ah^dCW^bT[^^ZX]VU^a_a^\^cX^]
\PhVTcV^^S]Tfb8cXbPVaTPccX\TU^ab^RXP[XbX]V
QTRPdbT^UX]RaTPbTS_^_d[PaXchP]SRWPaXb\PH^dPaT
[XZT[hc^WPeT^_T]P]SW^]TbcR^\\d]XRPcX^]fXcW
h^da_Pac]TaCWTSXbRdbbX^]bh^dWPeT]^ffX[[QT
QT]TUXRXP[U^acWTUdcdaT
;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da FWXcT
;dRZhSPh5aXSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^daWTP[cWXbTg_TRcTSc^QTV^^S8cXb
PSeXbPQ[Tc^Pe^XSTV^R^]U[XRcbP]SaTcaTPcc^PbPUT
_[PRTfWTaTh^dRP]STeT[^_h^daRaTPcXeTP]S
b_XaXcdP[]PcdaTH^dfX[[QTb\PacP]S^_cX\XbcXRPc
f^aZP]SfX[[QTPQ[Tc^R^\_[TcTP[[h^da_T]SX]V
cPbZbB^\TX]cTaTbcX]V^__^acd]XcXTbPaT^]cWT
RPaSbCWTcPbZ^UfPXcX]VU^ab^\T]Tfb^]cWT
S^\TbcXRUa^]cfX[[\PZTh^dUTT[UadbcaPcTSCWT
fTTZaT[PcX^]bWX_[XUT[^^ZbbPcXbUhX]VH^dfX[[
\PX]cPX]WPa\^]hX]h^daaT[PcX^]bWX_bP]SfX[[
WPeTPVaTPcTaPQX[Xchc^Tg_aTbbh^da[^eTP]S
PUUTRcX^]c^fPaSbh^da_Pac]TaCaPeT[[X]Vc^UPa^UU
STbcX]PcX^]c^\TTcb^\T^]TXb^]cWTRPaSbCW^bT
cWX]ZX]VU^aX]eTbc\T]cbcWX]ZP]SSXbRdbbfXcW
Tg_TacbQTU^aTcPZX]VP]hSTRXbX^]
;dRZh]d\QTa !'
;dRZhR^[^da BZhQ[dT
;dRZhSPh BPcdaSPh
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young man, not being able to get
through the qualifying examination for admission into a business
school, grudgingly came asking me:
“Why did you raise my hope when I was
not destined to make it?” “My friend,
when I talked about your potential, I also
suggested a lesson in how to organise
your mind. It would have helped improve
your focus, which you lacked badly. Also,
I aided you in bringing down your mental aberration that often disoriented your
mind. Did you follow it in the right
earnest,” I countered. “Your process could
have cost me at least half an hour every
day. My focus was on covering the subject
matter as much as I could. I put in eight
to nine hours a day. Yet, if I could not
score, would it not mean that I was not
destined for it,” he responded.
Remember, destiny plays a definite
role in one’s life, but it doesn’t necessarily define in finite terms how it may
exactly play out, as it can’t involuntarily
bear fruits. Bear in mind: Destiny indicators are there as an indwelling potential, just like a small seed carries within
the essence of a fully grown tree. Keep
the seed on your table, it will remain
there in a still form. If, however, you
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sow it in earth mass in a season
favourable to its fruition, and nurse it,
the seed will first sprout and then grow
into a full-fledged tree. As per the established norms of Astrology, three factors
need to be accounted for while looking
at destiny pointers — kala, patra, and
samaya. Kala is the overall environmental condition, which is available in equal
proportion to all those competing with
you. Samaya offers the timeline when
your individualistic destiny pointers
could bear fruits. Patra is about your
individual worthiness and vulnerabilities, which matter the most in realising
your potential. That defines how qualitative or otherwise would be your
efforts. Invariably, unlike the negatives
that play out involuntarily from the
front, the positives need to be identified,
acknowledged, honed and then backed
by quality effort. Just physical effort
would not suffice, which you did put in.
Here, a brief run into the chemistry
of mind becomes imperative. More the
physical labour you put in tilling the
land, larger area you may cover. On the
contrary, a relaxed mind becomes more
productive. That may, in the first place,
offer ground to remain focused. You may
C40<064=30

then be able to have a clear understanding of the subject matter. Second, it provides space necessary to absorb educative
inputs. Third, it ensures proper coordination between conscious and sub-conscious levels of mind. Remember, all
that you learn, their impressions get
parked at the sub-conscious level. If
conscious and sub-conscious coordinate well, you may be able to recall all
the memory inputs in store of the latter
in quick flashes, enabling you to correctly answer questions at hand.
In the above context, let me put forth
the mirror image of your potentials and
vulnerabilities in the astrological frame.
The Sun conjunct Mercury speaks of
your high intelligence and very good
memory power. Higher education
(beyond graduation) is identified with the
9th house. The 9th sign and cusp sublord Saturn occupies the 8th house, in the
nakshatra owned by Mars, the 4th sublord posited in the 10th house, meaning
professional education. Linkage of the 4th
and 9th house promises higher education. Incidentally, Mars happens to be the
lord of the 6th house identified with success in competition and 11th house signifying fulfillment of desires. So, in astrological terms, you carry the potential of
pursuing professional course. More so,
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because Karmic Saturn has a harmonious
relation with Mars identified with efforts.
Saturn being in the 8th house, your
efforts may begin on a low note, but as
you gain momentum, you may finally
succeed in your endeavour. Now, towards
negatives, the first marker is the Gemini
lagna with Moon therein, conjunct Ketu
and opposite mischievous Neptune as
well as erratic Uranus. That speaks of a
fertile but vacillating mind, continuously
breeding imaginary thoughts, more often
distanced from ground realities, and also
an erratic behaviour.
Mars crossing path with Uranus
makes you temperamental. Venus conjunct the Sun makes you emotionally
touchy whereby you get over-exercised
even on trivial matters. The energies
lost thus, and with your cluttered mind
space, you are not left with enough to
put in your best towards the desired
destination. And the result is there to
see. Organise your mind, and I am
sure you will make it.
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